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ABSTRACT 

The Libro de Apolonio has been the focus of a number of 

studies throughout the years. Since the first complete 

publication of the work by Pedro Jose Pidal in 1840, 

scholarship related to the poem and other closely associated 

literary works has developed significantly. The ensuing study 

undertakes a review of the trajectory of Libro de Apolonio 

studies, focusing specifically on matters which address the 

language and versification of the poem as it was originally 

composed. Previous editions are closely analyzed with the 

intention of revealing stylistic and linguistic features of 

the poem whose careful examination will serve to advance the 

critical reconstruction of the poem's original language. The 

results of the study are included in an edited section of the 

Libro de Apolonio which constitutes the final chapter. 
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I . The Manuscript. 1 

~ " ..LV 

The Libro de Apolonio is a Spanish version of the popular 

medieval legend of Apollonius, King of Tyre. It closely 

parallels the Latin prose version, Historia Apollonii Regis 

Tyri. 2 The Apo exists in a single manuscript, the first of 

three poems contained in MS III-K-4, located in the Escorial 

Library,3 and measures 250 X 180 mm. in size. 4 Although it has 

not been concretely established, scholars' best estimates 

place the original composition of the poem around the year 

1250, and consider the poet to be coetaneous to Gonzalo de 

Berceo. The sole manuscript, however, has been roughly dated 

1 Complete bibliographic details regarding the different 
edi tions of the Apolonio mentioned in passing here are present 
in the first chapter. The editions cited provide a wide range 
of information regarding the history of the MS , extensive 
studies on the sources of the Spanish version of the Apo, and 
thorough historic, linguistic, and literary analyses. 

2 See the 
genealogy and 
manuscripts. 

edition of Dolores Corbella (18-21) 
bibliographic details involving the 

4 The poem's title, as it appears on the MS, is Libre de 
Appollonio. The other poems contained in the MS are entitled 
Vida de Madona Santa Maria Egipciagua and Libro dels Reyes 
doriente. See the introduction to C. C. Marden's second volume 
(IIGrammar, Notes, and Vocabulary, II cited in the following 
chapter) concerning the Catalan character of the spelling of 
these works' titles, as well as other dialectal influences int 
the MS. Carmen Monedero cites Julian Zarco y Cuevas' 
measurements of 238 X 180 mm. (p. 64 of the edition cited 
below) . Both Marden and Monedero provide complete descriptions 
of the manuscript. 
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from the mid to late 14th century, 100 to 150 years after its 

original composition. 

II. Editing the Manuscript. 

Throughout the present century, philologists and editors 

of medieval texts have witnessed and participated in a 

discussion which has divided practitioners in the field into 

two major groups: those who find reason in the methods of Karl 

Lachmann (1793-1851), and those who endorse the practices of 

Joseph Bediere (1864-1936).5 since the Libro de Apolonio 

exists in but a single manuscript, no editor of the work 

claims to be a practitioner of either Lachmann or Bediere, 

whose advocates determine their editions by studying a number 

of different manuscripts of a given work. Nonetheless, the 

philosophies of these different schools of editing are patent 

in the styles of each editor of the Apo. Each consciously 

decides to favor "0 la mano del Copista [Bediere] 0 la voz del 

5 The differing philosophies identified with Lachmann and 
Bediere, as well as a history of their effects on Medieval 
Philology, have been the recent focus of several insightful 
studies: Peter F. Dembowski, "The \ French' Tradition of 
Textual Philology and its Relevance to the Editing of Medieval 
Texts," MPh 90 (1993): 512-532; Alberto Blecua "Los textos 
medievales castellanos y sus ediciones," RPh 90 (1991): 73-89; 
David f. Hult, "Reading it Right: The Ideology of Text 
Editing," The New Medievalism (Baltimore and London: The Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1991) 113-130. 
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Autor [Lachmann]. 116 In the first, inexact transcription of 

Jose Pedro Pidal, and the subsequent, more carefully rendered 

versions of Florencio Janer and C. C. Marden, we perceive one 

side of the coin. Although the quality of the critical 

commentary found in the notes increases successively with each 

of these editions, none of the early editors sees it as their 

role to do more than reproduce the manuscript as faithfully as 

possible. 7 The editor is visible, with rare exception, only in 

the form of notes. H. H. Arnold's study of the versification 

of the Apo, on the other hand, is the first in a series of 

studies (to be followed years later by Giovanni Battista de 

Cesare and Manuel Alvar) to undertake the reconstruction of 

the original language of the poem. These editors, basing 

themselves on their knowledge of other comparable works of 

literature from the period, submit the manuscript to 

significant alteration in order to restore the many cases of 

imperfect meter and rhyme. Their participation as editors is 

distinctly noticeable in their renderings of the poem. The two 

most recent. editors of the poem, Carmen Monedero and Dolores 

6 Blecua, 88. 

7 In the first chapter it will be seen that Marden 
believed the language of the manuscript suggested the 
possibility of submitting it to reconstruction, and some of 
his notes go so far as to propose specific alterations. But 
his transcription of the MS, per se, is a conservative one. 
See the opening note to the second chapter (IICommentary and 
Notes") of Volume II. 
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Corbella, adopt the conservative ways of the earliest editors 

and introduce only minor alterations to the manuscript when 

correcting the most obvious of scribal errors. 

While each editor has his or her own point of view 

regarding their role as editor, they all eventually testify to 

the same fact: not all editors have the same intentions. My 

work with the different versions of the poem has proven to me 

that, regardless of an editor's preferred approach, given 

their accounting for their role in the editing process, none 

has failed to contribute constructive and engaging 

perspectives which have broadened our appreciation of the 

work. Each has had something valuable to offer different 

readers of this unique piece of literature, one which is far 

from revealing all of its secrets, and far from being 

overburdened by scholarly attention. While yet allowing for 

the varied intentions of different editors, present and future 

scholars working with the poem might find guidance in the 

words of Peter F. Dembowski, who concludes his study comparing 

the pros and cons of the two divergent schools of textual 

editing mentioned above with the following words: "Above all, 

the modern textual critics should constantly keep in mind the 

main purpose of their obviously difficult task: a critical 

edition which offers a text as authentic as possible, with as 

full accounting as possible of the tradition in which the base 
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manuscript has been embedded, and with as full an account as 

possible of the editor's own role."s 

III. The "Mester de Clerecfa". 

The Apo belongs to a genre of literature commonly 

referred to by modern scholars as the mester de clerecia. In 

broad terms, this classification distinguishes the literary 

production of learned writers associated with the Church and 

its related Universities of the early thirteenth century from 

the popular, orally composed works of the juglares. The 

complex issue of metrical perfection in the mester de clerecia 

works has captured the attention of many illustrious scholars 

throughout the years. While it is not within the scope of the 

present study to detail the intricacies of the elaborate 

discussion of these scholars, it is hoped that some of the 

observations made herein support what I deem to be the 

viewpoint which has been most soundly asserted and 

methodologically corroborated: a group of learned poets from 

the early to mid thirteenth century with a common University 

education wrote with the intention of distinguishing their 

verse both in style (i. e., formal perfection) and in content 

from that of the traditional poetry of their time. A number of 

S Dembowski, 532. 
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important studies support this thesis and are expounded upon 

in the following chapters. By way of introduction to this 

study, let us briefly observe some aspects concerning the 

versification of the Apolonio appearing in the opening strophe 

of the poem: 

En el nombre de Dios e de Santa Maria, 

si ellos me guiassen, estudiar querria 

componer un romange de nueva maestria 

del buen rey Apolonio e de su cortesia. 9 

The element of the initial strophe which has received most 

commentary is the reference to nueva maestria. The inference 

of this telling locution, couched adeptly in rhyme position 

within the first stanza of the poem, is that the style of the 

poet is new, not to be confused with that of other popular 

romances. The maestria of the author alludes to those 

characteristics which elevate the learned poet above the 

common juglar: 'saber' and 'habilidad'. The nucleus of the 

strophe is found in the verbal construction, lIestudiar querria 

componer ll • The poets of this school of poetry adopt the 

learned etymology of the verb estudiar: L. STUDEO 'to be 

9 Emendations to the MS componer and hun have been made 
according to the editorial criteria elaborated in the final 
chapter. 
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enthusiastic about, to take pains with, to apply oneself 

to'.w Such a reference is clearly to the intellectual 

exercise implicit in undertaking the composition of the poem, 

to the interpretation of their writing as a learned activity 

charac~eristic of an academic milieu, and not as a 

spontaneous, unguided exercise11 • The significance of the 

reference to the cortesia of the hero is also viewed as a 

comment on nature of the genre. 12 The tale focuses on the 

trials and tribulations of a wise and noble king and those who 

surround him, and of the immutability of his character against 

all odds. Our hero, Apolonio, is noticeably juxtaposed to El 

Cid Campeador and other heroes of the popular epic romances 

whose worth and nobility were measured in terms defined by the 

code of chivalry. And perhaps we can best visualize the 

difference between the genre of the juglar and that of the 

clerigo by asking ourselves what inspired each to compose his 

W Cf. Lo 219d 1I10s que mas se estudian tienense por 
mejores ll , Alix 2663d IImaguer que me estudio, non puedo dezir 
nada ll . 

11 Documentation concerning the topic of versification of 
thirteenth-century cuaderna via poetry is provided as the 
study develops. As for the nature of the clerigo and the 
environment in which he functioned, see the fundamental study 
of Francisco Rico, liLa clerecia del mester", HR 85 (1985): 1-
23; 127-150. 

12 See the note in Corbella's edition (71-72) concerning 
different scholars' interpretation of this word. Gerold Hilty 
(206-207) also comments of the connection between the 
IIcourtlyll character of Apolonio and the cultural ambience of 
the court of Alfonso X, El Sabio. 
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work; what was the motivating principle behind the individual 

poets. 

What qualities of the poeta clerigo are perceptible in 

the above cited strophe? Despite the notable scribal 

interference throughout the manuscript, the first strophe 

scans perfectly according to the standards associated with the 

devout works of Berceo and the Libro de Alixandre. From the 

offset, the conspicuous presence of hiatus between words (b si 

ellos, d Apolonio e) and syllables (b quiassen, estudiar, c 

maestria) testify to a system of deliberate counting of 

syllables within hemistichs, a system which is not observed in 

the epics and ballads of the juglares. This along with the 

obviously purposeful rhyme scheme of the strophe connect the 

style found in this strophe directly to that which 

distinguishes the work of Berceo. These and other traits of 

the clerecia school will be examined throughout the present 

study: the opening chapter reviews the most significant 

editions of the Libro de Apolonio. With the intention of 

pointing toward a thorough restoration of the poem's original 

language, the second chapter undertakes the incorporation of 

thirteenth-century mester de clerecia scholarship which has 

not been taken fully into consideration by previous editors. 

My hope is to identify particular elements of earlier editions 

which might benefit from critical reexamination. The study 

concludes with an edited portion of the poem (strophes 348-
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427) as prescribed by the discussion contained in the first 

two chapters. 
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CHAPTER 1: THE EDITIONS 

1.1 Joseph Rodriquez de Castro. Biblioteca Espanola. Torno II. 

Madrid: 1786. 

Of this earliest known publication of the Libro de 

Apolonio, Carmen Monedero states "no es propiamente una 

edici6n, pero tiene el merito de ser el primero en publicar 

unos versos del Libro de Apolonio: en las paginas 504 y 505 

transcribe, aunque con incorrecciones, el principio del poema 

hasta el verso 3c, y, el final, desde 655c.,,1 The scarcity of 

information regarding the text at that point is apparent, as 

the cited passage is listed in the section dedicated to 

literature of the twelfth century. 

1.2. Pedro Jose Pidal. Libre d'Appolonio. Revista de Madrid 

IV, 1840. 2 

The major contribution of the Pidal edition was to make 

the poem accessible to the reading public. His notes were 

1 Carmen Monedero, Libro de Apolonio (Madrid: Castalia, 
1987) 68. 

2 This edition was reproduced in Colecci6n de algunas 
poesias castellanas. anteriores al siglo XV, para servir de 
continuaci6n a la publicada por D. Tomas Antonio Sanchez 
(Madrid, 1841), and Colecci6n de poesias castellanas 
publicadas por D. Tomas Antonio Sanchez (Paris: Baudry, 1842). 
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primarily intended to explicate the Old Spanish vocabulary and 

certain difficult passages. His purpose, as perceived through 

his notes, was to do no more than publish a satisfactory 

transcription of the poem. At times he confesses his inability 

to clearly decipher certain sections of the manuscript, at 

others he reads incorrectly, and, on occasion, he introduces 

changes to which he makes no reference in the form of a note, 

while silently modernizing the orthography. Several of these 

undocumented changes suggest excessive liberty on his part. 

Here are some examples of the mistaken readings (underlined) 

in the Pidal transcription, followed by the correct renderings 

(in brackets) as found in the manuscript: 

v. lb: gueria [querria] j v. 2b vist6 (in the note 

Pidal writes" 10 mismo que vi6") [visco] j v. 3b Antiochfa 

[Antiocha]3 j v. 9a dijo [dixo]4 j v. lOa creyo [creyer]. 

Some of Pidal' s observations are noteworthy, however, and 

have aided subsequent· editors in their endeavors to extend the 

3 Although Pidal's reading in this instance may appear to 
be a minor and unimportant modification to the manuscript, 
further on in our study we shall observe the scansion of 
proper names to be a meaningful factor in the reconstruction 
of the poem's original language. 

4 The archaic Spanish orthography remaining in the MS is 
part of the key to identifying the provenance of the original 
poet. 
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investigation of the poem. The ensuing editions also took on 

the task of refining Pidal's transcription. 

1.3. Florencio Janer. Libre de Appollonio. Poetas castellanos 

anteriores al siglo xv. Colecci6n hecha por Don Tomas 

Antonio Sanchez, continuada por el Excelentfsimo Senor 

Pedro Jose Pidal y considerablemente aumentada e 

ilustrada a vista de los c6dices y manuscritos antiguos 

por Florencio Janer. Madrid: M. Rivadeneyra, 1864. 5 

This edition's opening note is a description of the poem: 

El Libre de Appollonio, la Vida de Santa Maria 

Egipciaca, y la Adoracion de los Reyes fueron 

publicados por primera vez por el ilustre 

literato y distinguido academico, el 

excelentfsimo senor 

tantos servicios 

marques de Pidal, 

t.iene prestados a 

que 

la 

literatura de nuestra patria. Nosotros hacemos 

esta edici6n, reproduciendo paleografica y 

fidelfsimamente el c6dice, unico conocido, en 

que se conocen, teniendolo a la vista 

5 This publication constitutes vol. 57 of BAE. 
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(Biblioteca del Escorial, III, K, 4), Y por 10 

mismo nos vemos precisados a rectificar y 

citar las lecciones modernizadas 0 falsas 

dadas en la edici6n de aquel eminente 

literato. (283) 

Florencio Janer (1831-1877) presents his own paleographic 

edition of the manuscript. The editor's concern, as stated in 

the above note, was to produce a faithful version of the 

manuscript and to rectify, in the form of notes, over 300 

"lecciones modernizadas 0 falsas, II examples of which are 

listed in the preceding description of Pidal's edition. C. 

Carroll Marden (1867-1932) states in the introduction to his 

own edition that, while the Janer edition II is a decided 

improvement on that of Pidal, it may be noted in passing that 

his errors of transcription are quite as numerous as those 

accredited to the earlier editor." 6 While many of Janer's 

corrections are significant adjustments to the text (e.g., 

note 161 of strophe 302, commenting on pidal's misreading of 

the tense of the verbs "creyoll and "veyo"), Janer elaborates 

upon neither the poem's language nor its meaning, except in 

6 Carroll Marden, Libro de Apolonio, Elliot 
Monographs in the Romance Languages and Literatures, 
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Pressj Paris: E. Champion, 1917-

C. 

1922) xi. 
See also Marden, 

d'Apolonio," MLN, 18:1 
"Notes on the 

(1903): 18-20. 
Text of the Libre 
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the cases in which he is justifying a correction made to 

Pidal's edition (e.g., note 203 with reference to v. 418c 

IIsauia ll ). Nonetheless, his edition is helpful and constitutes 

a step forward in the evolution of our knowledge of the 

language of the Apolonio. 

We should observe at this point in what way Janer's 

editorial intentions differ from those of Pidal. Pidal 

transcribed the manuscript to the best of his ability, 

apparently feeling no responsibility other than to present it 

in a readable version. An interest in maintaining the 

authentic state of the manuscript is not perceived to have 

been a concern of his. His philosophy as editor contrasts with 

that of Janer, who from the beginning expresses his belief 

that Pidal's transcription is faulty. Janer preferred copying 

the manuscript as authentically as possible; his ultimate 

concern was the original condition of the manuscript, and this 

critical attitude is an important step in the process of 

learning more about the poem. 

Neither of the first two editions is, properly speaking, 

a critical edition of the Apolonio. Pidal, in his edition, 

takes excessive liberty in order to promote its readability; 

Janer respects the manuscript in order to preserve 

authenticity. It is Marden's edition, published in 1917 I 

wherein the poem is first approached in the spirit of 

legitimate critical scrutiny. 
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1.4. C. Carroll Marden. Libro de Apolonio. An old Spanish poem 

edited by C. Carroll Marden. Elliot Monographs in the 

Romance Languages and Literatures. Baltimore: The Johns 

Hopkins Press; Paris: E. Champion, 1917-1922. 7 

Marden writes in the introduction to his first volume: 

"while a study of the linguistic traits of the poem is 

reserved for a second volume, it must be noted at this point 

that the manuscript shows a strong mixture of Aragonese and 

Castillian forms, and that the title Libre de Appollonio is 

evidently Catalan. This linguistic mixture, along with the 

numerous inaccuracies in orthography, syntax, versification, 

and rhyme, shows conclusively that the present manuscript is 

not the version as left by the author" (xvii-xviii). This 

important recognition sets the tone for his thorough study of 

the poem, the aim of which is "to reproduce the manuscript. 

When, however, the grammar, meaning, or rhyme indicate a 

scribal alteration, and when it seems reasonably probable that 

the correct·reading Can be deduced, I have emended the text" 

(xix) . 

Marden is the first to identify clearly the delicate 

problem presented by the manuscript's language, namely, that 

7 This edition was published in two separate volumes: 
Part I: Text and Introduction; Part II: Grammar, Notes, and 
Vocabulary. Future citations to Marden's edition in this study 
will contain references to the respective volume, I or II. 
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there are present in it at least two recognizably different 

"languages," or dialects. He is the first, as well, to state 

succinctly how he addresses the editing of a poem in which 

such an issue exists. The scope of his edition reaches far 

beyond that of the previous two, embracing virtually all 

matters of importance concerning the poem. 

The first volume contains Marden's edited version of the 

manuscript. In the introduction he discusses the unknown 

author and the date of the manuscript, the previously 

published editions and subsequent studies based on those 

editions. He traces the legend of Apollonius of Tyre in all 

its versions through medieval literature and he studies the 

sources which were possibly within reach of the Spanish poet. 

All is research of obvious significance. For the purposes of 

the present study, of special value is the relationship Marden 

establishes between the works of Berceo, the Libro de 

Alexandre, Libro de Apolonio, and the Poema de Fernan GonQalez 

in his introduction. The further linguistic connections he 

confirms through his examination of the poem will enable us at 

a later point in this study to consider those poems as 

possible resources in the attempt to reconstruct the 

Apolonio's original language. 

The second volume of the Marden edition contains his 

notes to the edited manuscript of the first volume. In a 

chapter entitled "Language of the Poem" the analysis is 
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divided into sections: 1. Orthography; 2. Contraction; 3. 

Morphology and Syntax; 4. Dialect; and 5. Versification. His 

thorough study elevated the status of the poem to a level at 

which it can be considered among the other distinguished 

medieval Spanish works of that time. The significance of the 

Marden edition is cause to examine it in closer detail at this 

point. 

The presentation of various features of the language 

suggests noteworthy possibilities for future exploration to a 

potential editor. The following section looks at some of his 

initial observations. He notices, for instance, the following 

variants: 

a for e before s impurum in ascalentado 71a, ascondi6 

139c, ascucho 174d. Also trasoro 193c, atorgado 193b. 

The vacillation between a and e is a recognized attribute of 

the Aragonese dialect. But can the presence of the a in all of 

the above examples be attributed to that vacillation? As for 

ascondi6 « L. ABSCONDERE; present 'once in the poem compared 

to the absence of the same word with initial e), ascuch6 « L. 

AUSCULTARE; found once, compared to four cases of escuchar) 

and atorgado « L. AUCTORICAREi found three times against 

seven cases of otorgar), it might be tenable to identify in 

these forms archaic remnants of the original poet's language, 
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that of a learned monk or cleric whose knowledge of Latin 

influenced that language's transition into the still 

developing romance language. 8 Other examples presented by 

Marden to represent the fluctuation between a and e in the 

manuscript --Talierco 41a, and desemparar 455c (also 12c 

desemparada, 276b desenparado9 ) -- can not be identified as 

archaic forms of the language, and therefore can be clearly 

attributed to the dialect of an Aragonese scribe (Marden, II, 

2) . Alternate forms of the same words --Taliarco 37a, 48a, and 

des(m)anparar « lat. vg. 'anteparare') 137c-- are consistent 

with the language of the clerecia poets10
• Without analyzing 

the forms to which he refers, Marden identifies the challenge 

8 These three examples seen as possible latinate forms 
are also found in the Libro de Alixandre (hereafter referred 
to as Alix) , manuscript o. Also, see Dana A. Nelson, Libro de 
Alixandre (Madrid: Editorial Gredos, 1979) § 3.247, for his 
comments regarding these words. 

9 The complete word list of the Apo is available thanks 
to Dolores Corbella, Estudio del lexico del Libro de Apolonio, 
Torno II, (La Laguna: Secreteriado de Publicaciones de la 
Universidad de La Laguna, 1986). Without Corbella's word list, 
which is based upon the vocabulary of the manuscript (unlike 
the concordance of Manuel Alvar which is based on his 
reconstructed version of the poem), the present study would 
have been far less fruitful an enterprise. 

10 See N. J. Ware, "The Testimony of Classical Names in 
Support of Metrical Regularity in the Libro de Alexandre," HR 
35 (1967): 211-226. Ware demonstrates how clerecia poets, when 
borrowing names from Classical languages, respected the 
pronunciation of those names as they incorporated them into 
the romance poems. Thus, "Thaliarcus" in the Latin text 
becomes "Taliarco" in the Spanish text. The scansion of 
classical names in the Apo is discussed in the following 
chapter. 
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facing any editor of the poem: to address all the 

inconsistencies related to the language and arrive at a well 

founded conclusion regarding each one; to decide in which 

instances traits of the original language can be identified as 

opposed to those of the language of the scribe. 

The following list is another selection of words in which 

Marden observes another telling vacillation (e < i). When 

studied closely, they shed light on the nature of the 

complications involved in editing the Apolonio. We will see in 

the ensuing examples that certain philological problems posed 

by this poem are presented as well by other thirteenth century 

«cuaderna via» poems. 

e for i in mesi6n 334b, [also 371d] i prouencia 93a [prouincia 

647d] i servientas 633b [sirvientes 484a] i omecidio 388c 

[omi9ida 370a] i nenguno lllc [ninguno Sb] . 

Nelson identifies the form mesion in the Alix (§ 3.241) 

as a Leonese form found only in MS O. It is found also in Apo 

334b ("llorando de los oios ha huna gran mesi6n") and is 

contrasted to the learned forms mision [< L. MISSIO, 

MISSIONIS] 448d and missiones SS8c. Corbella (Apo, 186) notes 

the similar verse in Mi 301d: "Plorando de los ojos a muy 

grant missi6n" (cf. also 8L Sa, 8M 397c; promission 8M 429b, 

Alix 2107a). The case of 371d mesi6n 'comisi6n' is similar 
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(Corbe11a, 199: SD 358a: 'de toda 1a ganancia, con toda su 

missi6n'). The relationship between the verses in which the 

word is used in B, Alix and Apo provides sufficient evidence 

for an editor concerned with restoration of the poem's 

original language to regard mesi6n as a form which reveals 

scribal intervention. 

Provencia 93a is also a scribal mistake. The correction 

providencia is suggested by Marden (vol. ii, 44) and is 

supported in this case by the hypometrica1 hemistich in which 

it is found. The form provincia is found in 647d, a verse in 

which Marden observes another error. It can be determined by 

the context of the passage that at some point in the 

transmission of the poem, the form tu was mistakenly replaced 

by vuestra. The restoration of tu creates a hypometrica1 

hemistich, which in turn points to another scribal error 

involving the form provincia and calls for the restoration of 

provi[delncia. Further support for the restoration is 

suggested by the internal rime perceived at caesura in vv. 

647c-d. The rime parallels that found in Sac 55ab: 

Apo 647c: ond(e) es nuestra creyen9[i]a II 

(7) e1 cuer nos 10 diuina 

d: que 1a [tu] proui [de] n9ia nunqua sera mesquina .11 

11 All passages cited from Apo will be from the edition of 
Dolores Corbe11a, Libro de Apo1onio (Madrid: Ediciones 
Catedra, 1992) . Editorial emendations enclosed in parentheses 
() and square brackets [] are mine. 
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Sac 55a: Fazen despues de esto bien bona providencia 

b: cantan un rico canto, todo de la creencia. 12 

The word servientas becomes complex if studied closely. 

Other forms found in the poem are: seruientes 160b, sieruentes 

633b, siruientes 484a. On consulting other «cuaderna vi.a» 

works of the early part of the thirteenth century, we observe 

that the quality of the protonic vowel shows little 

consistency. Serviente is undocumented in Alix, except for a 

spurious variant reading in manuscript P 1386c. There are two 

different forms of the word in B: sirvientes (SD 561a); 

servientes (Sig 41d). The form sirvientes, however, is a 

reading proposed by Brian Dutton, based on MS V (Vegara, 

1736) . MS V, according to Dutton, copies in this instance the 

lost MS Q ('en quarto' 1260?). MS F ('en folio', 1330) renders 

servientes. 

It is of interest at this point to analyze the conjugated 

forms of servir present in B to see if they demonstrate a 

consistent 'pattern of inflection in the presence of the 

romance yodl3 • Dutton's concordance of the complete works of 

12 Cited from Brian Dutton Gonzalo de Berceo: Obras 
completas V (London: Tamesis Books Limited, 1981). All 
passages from Berceo (= B) will be cited from Dutton's Obras 
completas, unless otherwise specified. 

13 See Ramon Menendez Pidal, Cantar de Mi.o cid (Madrid: 
Imprenta de Bailly-Bailliere E Hijos, 1908) §§ 77, 90, which 
deal with the inflection of protonic vowels in third 
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Berceo is an invaluable resource in this task. Based when 

possible on MS I (Ibarreta, 1774 -76, claimed to be copied 

directly from Q), it offers conflicting evidence14
• Of the 25 

finite forms of servir in B, 22 include a yod form. Of those 

22 cases, Dutton, availing himself of all extant mss., offers 

as his readings 12 inflected forms (e.g., sirvie): 9 from Ii 

2 from S' (SD)i and 1 from F. He offers 10 uninflected forms 

(e.g., servie): 3 from Ii 1 from Si 6 from F. The ratio of 

inflected to uninflected forms in I is 9 to 3, or 75%. At the 

same time, MS F offers 3 inflected forms, as opposed to 19 

uninflected, or 14%. Furthermore, F twice offers the reading 

servientes (SD 561a, Sig 41d) as opposed to Dutton's choice of 

sirvientes in SD 561a, based on V, and servientes Sig 41d, 

based on F. 

Dutton, having studied closely all the manuscripts 

available, believes that MS I, although more distant in years 

from the original than the others, displays less corruption, 

thanks to the good copying habits of the scribes. He explains 

how in many aspects the scribes were careful in their 

conjugation verbs anticipating a yod. It seems the study 
generalizes the tendency, and does not take into consideration 
all the variants found in the MSS of B. 

14 The conjugated forms of the verb 'servir' in the Alix 
cut clearly along dialectal lines. The inflected form is found 
in P 1629d, 1639b, and 1802b, whereas the same verses in 0 
offer the uninflected form. The exception is 2286a, which 
shows both P and 0 with the uninflected form. 
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transcription of the now lost Q, estimated to have been copied 

during the lifetime of Berceo. He does not question the 

discrepancies surrounding his choices for the forms of the 

verb servir. MS F, much closer in years than I to the 

hypothetical *z (original compilation of Berceo's completed 

works), shows a much lower percentage (14%) of the inflected 

forms than does I (75%). These figures would make sense, 

diachronically speaking, if the raising effect of the yod was 

slow in imposing itself upon the conjugation of the verb 

servir, and even slower in the case of the learned participle 

form serviente. They could justify our viewing F, insofar as 

this particular trait is concerned, as the manuscript which 

more closely reflects the state of the language when these 

poems were composed. 

Dutton gives a number of examples, however, of how F 

clearly modernizes the original language it was copying. All 

of this leaves us with some difficult questions: did the 

transcription that produced F include an almost systematic 

elimination of the unstressed inflected i (i > e) of the verb 

servir, where the historic evolution was just the opposite: 

the inflecting of uninflected forms? Or do the few cases of 

inflected forms in F reveal the beginning stage of inflection 

in that verb? Did the scribes of I copy the language of Q as 

faithfully as Dutton supposes, even in such delicate matters 

as those involving verbal inflection? There is evidence that 
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they were not completely consistent with regard to -er and -ir 

imperfect and conditional endings, another delicate area in 

the task of transcribing a manuscript whose language pertains 

to a different era, If I was copied as thoroughly as Dutton 

believes it to have been, we seem obliged to accept the 

conviction that Q, faithfully represented by I, testifies to 

the advanced development of the raising effect of the yod in 

the verb servir during Berceo's own time. We are also led to 

accept the fact that this trait was subsequently eliminated by 

the scribes of F, which also copied *Z. Another verb from the 

same family as servir, repentir, shows the same tendency in F 

to resist raising while I favors it l5 • The three examples of 

the forms related to repentir in Apo (repentido 552c, 

repintencia 23a, and repiso 592a) show the same 

inconsistencies. What can be concluded from the variants 

pointed out by Marden in this section of his study is that the 

sole manuscript of the Apolonio shows the same scribal 

vacillations as the manuscripts of Berceo's works, and helps 

establish another point of comparison between the «cuaderna 

via» works. We also must recognize that a much closer analysis 

15 A puzzling policy set by Dutton is found in his editing 
of the verb repentir. He chooses always to follow [n] with the 
voiced dental stop [d] even when the manuscript on which he 
bases his editorial policy (I) shows little if any preference 
for [d] over [t]. Ms. F favors the voiceless dental stop, 
which is the etymological form and the form used without 
exception in PMC. 
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of these elements is required before we shall be able to 

establish a dependable editorial policy for specific 

phonological traits of the thirteenth century clerecia works. 

As a final comment on the questions raised by the variant 

servientas, Nelson notes (Alix, § 3.24s), in agreement with 

Menendez Pidal, that in B popular verb forms were affected 

somewhat more consistently by the raising of the yod. But he 

also notes that learned and semi-learned words --more directly 

associated with their Latin etymons-- were more likely to 

maintain their Latinate vocalism rather than to be altered by 

inflection. An example of this is found in the word serpiente 

« L. SERPENTEM) which is consistently transformed into 

sirpiente in Alix P, a manuscript highly representative of 

this Aragonese trait. Serpiente is the only form found in B 

and Alix O. Does the fact that the uninflected serviente is a 

noun (and not a finite verb form) based on a gerund whose form 

was slower to make its way into the mainstream language mean 

that it was less likely to suffer the raising effect of the 

yod? The example of pediendo (Sig 35b, MS F), another 

uninflected participle form from the -ir family, is a 

noteworthy comparison, and might some day be included in a 

study which more thoroughly examines the question of the 

raising of stem vowels in noun forms as opposed to verb forms. 

Marden isolates other examples of the pairing of popular 

and Latinate vocalism in the language of the poem. The form 
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omecidio 388c « L. HOMOCIDIUM), observed with normal vocalic 

resolution, is contrasted with the form omicida 370a « L. 

HOMOCICAM). Neither word appears in B, but both appear, once 

each, in Alix: omecidio 2368a (P omezidio) and omecidas 1474c 

O. Nelson identifies the historic tendency to raise the 

uninflected protonic vowel (e > i) in both P and 0 of the 

Alix: PO 286a iglesisa, P 299d imperio, 0 148b sintido. The 

fact that omecida and omecidio are the forms chosen by Juan 

Ruiz, another learned clerecia poet, in his Libro de Buen 

Amor16 suggest that the inflection introduced at times by the 

scribes in Alix also affected the form omicida in the Apo. 

Marden views nenguno as an example of a variant form in 

which e replaces i. This situation is also observed by Nelson 

in his discussion of atonic, first syllable vowels (Nelson A, 

§3.24s). While he employs the most regularly found form of 

this word in his edition (ninguno, -~, etc.), Nelson believes 

that the etymological forms of the word, ne(n)guno « L. NEC 

UNUS) are more in line with the "habla arcaica de Berceo." His 

section focusing on the scribal epenthesis of the letter n in 

the Alix (§ 3.324) is also pertinent to the irregular 

representation of this word in our poem, as variant forms 

involving e, i and n appear in the Apo: negun 455b, 518d, 

16 Juan Ruiz, Libro de Buen Amor, ed. Jacques Joset 
(Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1974). Omecida, 259b; omecidio, 307a, 
540c. 
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neguna 448d, nengun 353a, 419c, nenguna 27c, nenguno 517d, 

ninguna 517d, ninguno 116d, 299d, 330b, etc. Thus we have yet 

another trait common to the works of the early thirteenth 

century. 

As a final observation in the opening to his linguistic 

study of the poem, Marden notes that 0 often competes with 

unaccented U: adozir 86c, recodir 86a, porgar 312d, logar 

126c, coytaron 386a, titolar 3c. As in all the above examples 

presented by Marden, these words show either a relationship 

with the language of other poems from the «mester de clerecia» 

school, or noticeable interference by a scribe. 

Adozir l7 86c is a case of scribal interference beside the 

word aduzir (132a, 186c, 441d). Curiously, Dutton accepts 

adozir in his editions if it is found in his base manuscript, 

as occurs in SD 482b, 542b, 658d. Each of these cases is one 

in which an editorial emendation is justified. The Latin 

ADDUCERE, as would be expected in the romance language of 

Berceo, yields u in Mil 657d and SD 112b, 339a. Aduzir is 

shown as a variant found in manuscript F in each of the above 

cases in which Dutton has chosen adozir, which never appears 

in MS F. Likewise Nelson accepts adozir when it appears in 

Alix P (2070b, 2145c, 2612c) although 0 renders aduzir in the 

same verses. The only instance in all of Band Alix in which 

17 The variants [z] and [<;:] are not taken into 
consideration in the present evaluation of the word. 
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adozir occurs without aduzir present as a variant from another 

manuscript is in what Dutton identifies as MS S, SD 482b. In 

this verse MS F renders the modernization traer. Hannsen 

suggests that adozir came to compete with aduzir through 

analogy with verbs such as sofrir « L. SUFFERRE) and recodir 

« L. RECUTERE) 18. 

Recodir 86a: The study of this word leads one to believe 

that this is the authentic form of the infinitive, descended 

from L. RECUTERE, and not a case of a variant as suggested by 

Marden. The infinitive appears only once in this poem and once 

in all of B, Sac 70c (MS B), where Dutton accepts recudir as 

found in MS I, but MS B renders recodir. The finite forms of 

the verb show the ° to be inflected to u in B, Alix (with the 

exceptions 0 520c, 53~d, 967c) , and Apo, whereas the 

participle recodida, Du ~06b, reveals the 0 from the stem of 

the infinitive and suggests an emendation to Apo 542b 

recudimiento. Recodir appears eight times in Alix as opposed 

to the single example of recudir (0 2444c) 19. 

Porgar 312d: Once again we find evidence of scribal 

intervention in this form of the word, as contrasted with 

purgar 198d. Corominas notes that porgar is found in Catalufia 

18 Federico Hannsen, Gramatica hist6rica de la lengua 
castellana (Buenos Aires: Editorial «EI Ateneo», 1945) 97. 

19 The same historic tendency to raise e to i is 
responsible for the raising of ° to u. Cf. Nelson, Alix, § 
3.252. 
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and Aragon, and that the form purgar would not descend from 

the Latin PURGARE into the romance language unless it was a 

learned word, which is what we assume it to be20
• The 

infinitive does not appear in B but related forms such as 

purga Him 1c, purgado SM 170c, purgadas Sac 277b, and 

purgatoria Sac 277d, are ample proof that Berceo used the 

Latinate rather than the romance forms of the word in his 

poetry. The infinitive purgar does appear in Alix 1479 (0 and 

P), as well as Latinate forms such as those used by Berceo, 

e.g., Alix 902c purgadora. 

Logar 126c: In this example Marden labels the archaic 

form as a variant. Lugar, however, is the variant introduced 

by a scribe in verses 80d, 153c, and 374b. It is countered by 

23 cases of logar « L. LOCALIS) as well as two of logares. 

Dutton lists only logar as an entry in his concordance, but 

occasionally accepts the modernized form in his editions, 

e.g., Mi 350b (where F reads logar), 878c, 896b. The 

overwhelming evidence is that the poet of Apo used the same 

form as Berceo. The testimony in Alix, however, is not nearly 

as conclusive. Of approximately 90 -instances of the word, MS 

o contains roughly the same number of logar as lugar. MS P, 

the later of the two manuscripts, presents us with at least 75 

of lugar, providing testimony of the accession of the modern 

20 Corominas, pp.915-917. Cite recent edition 
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form into the language as part 'of the transmission process. 

Coytaron 386a: This form appears in Apo along with 

acuytaron 263b, and acuytat 274c, and is considered by Marden 

as a variant. But the etymology of the word suggests 

otherwise. Cuita and its related forms ('cuitar', 'cuitaron', 

'cuitado' etc.; coita: 'coitar', 'coitaron', 'coitado' etc.; 

cueita: 'cueitado', etc., and cueta) are problematic to those 

concerned with the language of the thirteenth-century cuaderna 

via poets, who can suspect that a learned poet would be secure 

in the form he deemed correct and not fluctuate between one 

and another. It would seem just as certain that the 

significant number of scribes involved in the transmission of 

what today constitutes the opus of Berceo would be incapable 

of ceaselessly reproducing with exact likeness the original 

language of the poet. They would undoubtedly be subj ect to the 

linguistic influences of their own dialects as well as to the 

powerfully altering effects of the passage of time. The 

editors of the works of Berceo have not concentrated, in many 

cases, on the questions which arise from the many variants 

involving one word. And such is the situation with cuita. The 

following is a table of the varying forms listed above as they 

appear in five manuscripts of Berceo's works. The manuscripts 

are identified with the letters assigned to them by Dutton in 
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his Obras Completas21
• Each form will have two (2) totals: 1) 

for the substantive, which receives stress on the first 

syllable ('cuita' or 'cuita'); and 2) for verbal forms, which 

receive stress on the second syllable (' cuitado', 'cuitarlo'). 

The totals are closely counted estimates. 

E ~ ~ ~ Q 

cuita 1) 41 29 0 12 1 

2) 8 16 1 8 0 

coita 1) 2 1 16 0 5 

2) 9 7 6 3 3 

cueita 1) 0 16 1 11 0 

2) 0 4 0 1 0 

cueta 1) 1 4 8 0 0 

2) 0 0 0 0 0 

Manuscripts S' (SD) , F, and 122 are those through which we can 

21 The manuscript tradition here is much simplified for 
our present purpose. For example, there could be, but there is 
not, one count of the number of appearances of cuita in I when 
I derives from Q and another count of the number of 
appearances of cuita in I when I derives from F. To be so 
exact would overly complicate the elementary observation being 
made. 

22 The description of MSS F and I deserve closer study 
than can be provided here. For a complete description of the 
extant manuscripts of the works of Berceo, see Claudio Garcia 
Turza, Tradici6n manuscrita de Berceo (Logrono: Instituto de 
Estudios Riojanos, 1979). 
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best approach the question of which forms were characteristic 

of the idiolect of Berceo; S (late seventeenth century?) and 

o (eighteenth century), while equally important attestations 

to Berceo's language, are, according to Dutton, copies of F 

and I. When analyzed, these manuscripts prompt a question 

which for me is pertinent to the study of the Apo. Is I as 

authentic a representative of the phonology of the language of 

Berceo as Dutton accepts it to be? 

MS 0 consists of the first 205 strophes of SM. Dutton 

believes the scribe of 0 first copied F, and after realizing 

the modernizations introduced in that transcription, proceeded 

to copy Q23. He also believes 8M I was copied from Q. Logic 

tells, then, that where 0 does not coincide with SM F, it 

should coincide with 8M I. Due to the fact that most of 8M F 

is lost today, MS 0 and MS F share only two instances in which 

one of the above forms appears in both texts. In neither 

instance do the texts render the same vocalism. One would then 

suspect that 0 and I render the same form in those instances. 

However, such is not the case. Furthermore, MS 0 agrees with 

the vocalism of I in only 3 of 10 cases in which the above 

words are rendered in the same verse: 8M 126b coytado; 154c 

coytadoj 195c cuitarlo. The fact that in as few as 205 

23 Dutton's observations are well founded and based on 
ana,lyses of notes made regarding the character of MSS F and Q 
when Q was still in existence. See his edition of SM, pp. 65-
79. 
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strophes 0 outnumbers the much more extensive I in its use of 

the substantive coita suggests either that MS O's 

transcription of Q's phonology or that of MS I is deficient. 

We can at least assert the obvious as revealed by the above 

figures: the high number of the different forms cuita/cueita 

exposes a certain degree of scribal infidelity in I's 

preservation of the poet's original vocalism. 

Another possibility for the discrepancies between MS 0 

and MS I is that each copied a different manuscript. Dutton 

himself notes some peculiarities regarding 0' s transmission of 

Q, though he expresses no clear hypothesis regarding them24
• 

And when we acknowledge the above variants of this single 

word, particularly in F, I, and S', it is not an exaggeration 

to suggest that there were manuscripts other than those 

posited by Dutton involved in the transmission of those 

available to us today. To intimate this is in no way to impugn 

Dutton's invaluable work, without which a serious study of the 

Apolonio would be a much more arduous and less promising task. 

But the authenticity of variant forms needs to be 

investigated. By relying less on the supposed genuineness of 

MS I and more on our own knowledge, research and curiosity, we 

may learn something useful about the many forms which deserve 

our scrutiny. Further analysis of the above forms may prove to 

24 See Dutton's edition of Vida de San Millan de la 
Cogolla, (London: Tamesis Books Limited, 1967) 72-77. 
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shed light on the question of which word was used by the 

clerecia poets. 

In his Diccionario, Corominas notes that cuita derives 

from the archaic cui tar 'to worry, to torment', a development 

of the Languedoc coitar~, also cochar (I, 977-978). He states 

that coitar is descended from the undocumented VL *COCTARE, a 

verb derived from *COCTUS « L. COACTUS), past participle of 

L. COGERE 'to oblige, to compel.' Hannsen also observes that 

coita is a "palabra extranjera" (GramAtica, 22). Corominas 

goes on to explain that the VL *COCTAR, had it entered 

directly into Castillian, would have resulted in co char , which 

did not occur. He also writes "COCTA [< L. *COCTARE] habria 

dado occitano cueita (y no coita) cuyo paso a cuita no se 

explicaria en castellano. From this we can arrive at certain 

provisional conclusions regarding these forms: if Berceo did 

not borrow the noun form coita directly from Proven9al, he 

likely would have used the etymological cueita, identified by 

Corominas and well represented in MS I26; furthermore, cuita 

25 Brian Dutton, "French Influences in the Spanish Mester 
de Clerecia," Medieval Studies in Honor of Robert White Linker 
(Valencia, 1973) 73-93, provides a list of examples which 
testify to the Proven9al influence in Berceo. He also 
summarizes his reasons for believing that there was a direct 
French influence on the school of «mester de clerecia» poets 
(86-87). Significant bibliography on the topic is produced in 
the article. 

26 Cueyto, documented in v. 48d of Poema de Jose, BAE 
(Madrid: Ediciones Atlas, 1952) derives from L. COQUERE and 
not *COCTARE. 
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is not a form which represents a natural etymological 

progression into the Spanish dialects, but was the Peninsular 

version of the foreign coi ta. It therefore probably represents 

the language of a scribe rather than that of a learned poet. 

Is cueita an authentic etymological form? Hannsen lists 

cueyta < coita as an example of analogical diphthongization 

(Gramatica, § 52) . He also notes cuedo (from coido "procedente 

de cogitat") as another example of that phenomenon. Clearly 

visible is the fact that of the four forms represented in the 

above chart, cuita was most acceptable to the scribes of the 

works of Berceo, with the exception of the S' (SD, which 

favors coita, probably because of the manuscript's Leonese 

character27 ). This is likely due to the proximity between 

coitar/coita and the verb cuidar (< L. COGITARE) and its 

congeneric forms. Cuidar served as a ready-made model with 

which the foreign coitar/coita could analogically assimilate 

themselves. The result was the notable reduction of 

coitar/coita, as testified by MSS F and I. 

Let us now observe these words in the Alix28 • 

cuita 1) 9 o 

27 Brian Dutton, La vida de Santo Domingo de Silos 
(London: Tamesis Books Limited, 1978) 19. 

28 Again, though they are closely counted, these totals 
may not be exact. 
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2) 25 1 

coita 1) 1 35 

2) 0 21 

cue ita 1) 47 0 

2) 0 0 

cueta 1) 1 18 

2) 0 0 

The comparison between the forms in B and those in Alix 

reveals that Alix P, characterized by its notable Aragonese 

influence, displays an overwhelming preference for cueita. We 

can see, however, that this form, according to the testimony 

of the manuscript, is a result of first syllable stress. In P, 

the ue of the stem, when relieved of the stress, becomes u. MS 

I of Berceo's works shows the same predisposition for cueita, 

along with cuitado as opposed to cueitado. This observation 

confirms one made by Marden, who observes the presence of 

Aragonese traits in 129
, and begins to impugn the authenticity 

of cueita in B. 

Another result of this tally coincides with Dutton's 

observation that the copyist of s' (SD) was Leonese. Alix 0, 

~ C. Carroll Marden, "Cuatro Poemas de Berceo (milagros 
de la iglesia rob ada y de Te6filo, y de vidas de santa Oria y 
de san Millan), nuevo manuscrito de la Real Academia Espanola 
(Madrid: Impr. de Libreria y casa editorial Hernando, 1928) 
35. 
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with its persistent Leonese overlay, shares the preference of 

S' for coita, cueta, and coitado while acknowledging only 

minimally the other forms. Thus, it is seen that the original 

coitar « Provo 'coitar') was preserved within the Leonese 

dialect (where coidar 

< L. COGITARE was also preserved) which characteristically 

resisted the raising effect (0 > u) produced by the yod in the 

romance coidar « L. COGITARE ). Central Peninsular dialects, 

generally sensitive to the presence of the yod, rejected the 

from, as testified by MSS F, I and Alix P. 

Once acknowledged the Proven9al influence in Berceo's 

language, along with the Aragonese tendency to convert coita 

to cueita, and finally the protection of coita in Leonese 

manuscripts, we can postulate that coitar arrived in its 

original form to the eastern regions of the Peninsula via the 

Proven9al language, as observed by Corominas, and was the 

infinitive (coita being the noun form) employed by Berceo and 

the other clerecia poets. Coitar is also the prevalent form 

found in MS S (= Salamanca) of the Libro de Buen Amor, a copy 

from the early fifteenth centur~o. In the light of all this, 

coytaron (Apo 386a) can be observed as a holdout of the 

30 Juan Ruiz, Libro de Buen Amor, Jaques Josset, ed. 
(Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1974). The infinitive coitar is found 
in v. 98d. MS S favors considerably the uninflected forms 
(coita, coitado) throughout the manuscript. 
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original language of the poem31 • 

Titolar 3c: Forms of the word are scarce in the early 

«cuaderna via» works, appearing once in Alix P 96d titulos, Du 

156c titulo and SD 36d titol. Let us observe the MS variants 

of this last verse: 

MS S': Priso fasta'l titol en poco de ratiello. 

MS F : Priso fasta el titol en poco de ratiello. 

The hemistich in S' is hypometrical; Dutton corrects the meter 

by editing [alpriso rather than accepting the hemistich as 

found in F. The form as found in SD S' and F (titol < L. 

TITULUS) represents the form's natural progression into the 

romance language, while Alix P 96d and Du 156c (whose 

existence is limited to MS I) show signs of scribal 

interference (cf. Nelson Alix § 3.252). 

Other important observations made by Marden concerning 

the linguistic character of the Apolonio are reflected in the 

following list of variants present in the poem's language. 

The erratic presence of the consonant p: 

- recapdar « RECAPITARE) 37d, 207c (recabtar 213b, 

recabdar 212a, recabdado SD 396c, Alix 295d); copdicia 

« CUPIDITIA) 57b, 72a (cobdicia, 58a, 58c, Alix 1758c, 

31 Acuitar is absent in B. In Alix, the variants of the 
word reflect the same dialectal tendencies noted in the case 
of cuitar: 1078c P acuitando, 0 coytando; 1578a P acuitar, 0 
coy tar; 1974b P acuitar, 0 acoytar; 2531a P acuitar, 0 
acoytar. 
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Mi 250b); capdal (< CAPITALE) and capdiello 

(< CAPITELLUM) (cabdal 239c, cabdales Alix 319b, cabdiello Mi 

710d) . 

Rafael Lapesa observes that the II recuerdo de la vocal 

perdida ... impedia el ajuste de las consonantes ll in some words 

that lost pre-tonic or post-tonic syllables during their 

historic development into the romance language. He cites 

limde, limbde, comde, semdero as examples of consonants which 

did not immediately assimilate, clinging on to their Latin 

model. The lIinseguridad fonetica ll alluded to by Lapesa might 

be seen as a legitimate reason for respecting the above forms 

in which the voiceless consonant -p- is represented32 • But 

when joined with the other examples referred to by Marden in 

the same section, they point us in another direction: depda (< 

DEBITA) 25c, sopitanya « SUBITANEAM) 256b, and solepnidat (< 

SOLLEMNIS) 573c (also solepnitat 613b) should be considered as 

examples of what Menendez Pidal designates II una fuerte 

repulsion a la sonorizacion consonantica, 11 typical of the 

early Aragbnese dialect33
• The forms escripto 551a, 558d and 

32 Rafael Lapesa, Hisoria de la lengua espanola (Madrid: 
Editorial Gredos, 1983) 207. 

33 Ramon Menendez Pidal, Origenes del espanol (Madrid: 
Espasa-Calpe, 1950) 250-252. See also Alonso Zamora Vicente, 
Dialectologia espanola (Madrid: Editorial Gredos, 1970) 227-
228. Zamora states "quizas el rasgo mas destacado y expresivo 
de las hablas aragonesas pireneicas sea la conservacion de las 
consonantes oclusivas sordas intervocalicas" (227). Some of 
the examples he cites are capeza, aprir, saper. His 
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escriptura(s) S2d, 136d, S72a (alongside escrito(s) 31b, 96c, 

289b) do not represent the same phenomenon as the above words. 

They are learned forms « L. SCRIPTUM and SCRIPTURA) and 

should be respected. Cf. Alix lId, Mi 49a. 

From another group of words selected by Marden we can 

identify some significant traits common to both the Apolonio 

and B: 

- Teophilo 386c in contrast to Teoffilo 609b, Teofilo 

372. 

The three appearances of Teophilo in the manuscript point 

to an original learned form of the Latin Theophilus. Also 

Antiocho 6c as opposed to Antioco 3a. 

- x as the symbol of the voiceless dento-palatal: guexar 

161b. 

Cf. Nelson Alix, § 3.3273: "La equivalencia x = ss es 

rasgo aragones que se halla representado en las obras piadosas 

de Berceo". 

-verbs occurring as doublets (contescer 'conte9ido' 33c 

- contir Sc, fallecer S7c -- fallir 464c, gradecer 166b -

- gradir 407d, guarecer 'guarecie' 92b -- guarir 442b) 

and triplets (far 173d, fer 27c, face~ 424c). 

Berceo's use of doublet and triplet forms is an integral 

facet of his versifying technique, facilitating the poet's 

observations also include the preservation of intervocalic -t-
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ability to meet the demands placed on him by rime as well as 

meter. Cf. Nelson Alix, § 2.32. 

- analytical future construction: levar vos e 254c. 

contracted futures and conditionals: mintre 232b, 

conbrie 66d. 

- raising of stem vowel: mintie 539d, vinye 607a34 • 

- escogir (216d) as a primitive Castilian rhyme word35 • 

Our final comments on the Marden edition concern the 

34 See above study of servir, as well as Nelson's 
observation of this same tendency in Berceo. 

35 Menendez Pidal, in the section dedicated to liLa 
conjugacl0n -IRE" (Gramatica hist6rica espanola, Madrid: 
Libreria General de victoriano Suarez, 1929, p. 246) makes 
reference to cases in which the ancient Castillian dialect 
wavered in its choice between -er and -ir verbs, such as 
recorrer/recorrir, cerner/cernir, verter/vertir, etc. He shows 
cullir as well as tenir (present as a scribal error in Apo 
99c) as ancient Aragonese -ir variants of the Castillian coger 
and tener. Dana Nelson, in his fundamental study liThe Domain 
of the Old Spanish -er and -ir Verbs: A Clue to the 
Provenience of the Alexandre, II RPh 26 (1972): 265-305 (see 
also Vindicaci6n, pp. 153-207), investigates the scribal 
interference which led some scholars to believe that the 
author of the Alix was Leonese. He observes "In the archaic 
period a relatively large number of -er/-ir verbs had not yet 
settled into anyone conjugation even within the NC [North 
Central zone]: Local or personal preference favored one form 
or the other. Eventually, -er forms once solidly entrenched 
were dislodged by -ir or -ecer counterparts ... Significantly, 
in the Alex one need not struggle to detect these E[astern]
type -ir verbsj they stand out everywhere, once you rake away 
the debris superimposed by scribal interference II (298-299). 
Although the evidence suggests that Berceo used esleer 
('elegir') rather than its doublet esleir (cf. Vind 168, Alix 
§ 3.246), the latter can be considered a valid substitution 
for those hesitant to regard escogir as authentic. 
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dialect of the scribe. He cites Hannsen's assertion regarding 

the language of the Apo1onio: IIEI dialecto orijinal de esta 

poesia se distinguia poco del lenguaje de Berceo. Los copistas 

10 han modificado lijeramente, pero no han introducido tantos 

cambios como en el A1ejandro l136 • Marden's thorough discussion 

concerning the dialect is accepted as largely valid for the 

purposes of this study. The following is a list of the 

principal orthographical traits attributable not to the 

original poet but to an Aragonese scribe: 

- inorgani c h: hun, huna, etc. 37 

- ny, nny for palatal n: duennya 126b. 

- the intermittent use of h as well as y to mark hiatus: 

atahut 283b, trahiya 286b, cayer, seyer 6a, etc. 

- tz for Z: ditz 17c. 

- tg for g: metqe 323b, oratqe 456b, mensatqe 214d. 

- final 11 for 1: carcell 640b. 

- y11 for 1: nuyll 341a. 

- -ise as termination for imperfect subjunctive (vinise 

66d) . 

- -mente for -mento: arqumente 15b. 

36 Friedrich Hanssen, Sobre los pronombres posesivos de 
los antiquos dialectos castellanos (Santiago de Chile: Impr. 
Cervantes, 1898) 6. 

37 Corbella's word list shows hun/a/os/as to be present 
123 times in the MS, as opposed to the count of 44 of 
un/una/unas. 
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- -ancra for -ancria Franca 583b, -encra for -enQia creyenca 

647c, -cron for -crion traycon 232b. 

- til as object of preposition, 646b 

- 10 as masculine singular definite article, 420c. 

pronominal en, 156d. 

* p1 for 11 (plorar 447c) . 

* 01 for 11 (clamar 37a) . 

* preservation of medial d (vido 421b). 

The final three traits (marked by *) are also common to 

the language of Berceo and the c1erecia poets, and considered 

a part of the original language of this poem38
• 

This rather lengthy survey of some of the opening 

observations made by Marden demonstrate the fact that in his 

edition he took the first steps towards identifying the 

corrupted language of the poem. The very nature of his 

observations suggests that they were ultimately intended to 

contribute to the restoration of the original poet's language. 

By building and expanding upon his work with care (something 

which has yet largely to be done) we can continue to identify 

much of the original language of the poem and address the 

obstacles presented by scribal interference. While in some of 

the cases the proposed corrections will necessaruly remain 

38 See Nelson Alix, § 3.311, and § 1.4. 
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conjecture, in more instances they will result in a version of 

the poem that will be closer to the original than the one 

bequeathed to us in the extant manuscript. 

1.5. H. H. Arnold. "A Reconsideration of the Metrical Form of 

El Libro de Apolonio." Hispanic Review 6 (1938): 46-56. 

At the time Marden published his edition, there was no 

general consensus among scholars regarding the versification 

of the «cuaderna via». The respect he shows towards Henriquez 

Urena's theories concerning irregular versification in 

primitive Spanish verse is patent in the closing note of his 

study on the language of the poem: "Henriquez Urena, in his 

admirable study of 'versificaci6n irregular', states frankly 

that he does not treat the problems of hiatus, synaloepha, and 

elision; he remarks, however, that "el empleo sistematico de 

hiato s6lo puede asegurarse repecto de Berceo" (II, 35). 

Henriquez, however, demonstrates, at best, a superficial 

understanding of the versification of the school; he provides 

no evidence to demonstrate that his investigation into the 

issue is anything more than elementary. 

H.H. Arnold obviously perceives Marden's reservation 

concerning the issue of regular versification in clerecia 

poetry. He opens his study precisely where Marden had left 
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his, citing the thesis of Henri.quez Urena. Arnold does so, not 

with the intention of supporting the latter, but rather with 

the purpose of defending Marden's data in order to set forth 

his own thesis, with which he succinctly closes the study: 

"For El Libro de Apolonio, I have been forced to the belief 

that any reading other than the heptasyllabic is not the 

authentic work of the poet" (56). 

To demonstrate his belief, Arnold looks at several 

aspects of the manuscript's language which reveal II scribal 

tendencies to alteration" (48). I list below the categories 

and examples of scribal interference observed by Arnold, 

followed by his proposed corrections and documentation 

supporting them39
• 

1. Scribal revision of the vocabulary. 

- ensennyada for senada 

167d: Como cosa ensennyada (+1) que amaua bondat. 

Como cos a [senada] (0) que amaua bondat. 

(Cf. SD 114a, Mi 183b, Alix 563c, 1491d.) 

- cada uno for guisgue40 

39 See pp. 50-51 of Arnold's study. 

40 Cada uno (= 4 syllables) was used by Berceo in 
combination with cascun(o) (= 3) and guisgue (= 2) to form 
semantic triplets which aided the poet in satisfying the 
exegencies of different metrical situations encountered in the 
alexandrine verse. Cf. Alix §§ 2.41, 3.46 for further details 
concerning the usage of these constructs as well as their 



160b: Andauan los servientes 

(+2) . 

Andauan los servientes 

(0) • 
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cada uno con su rnester 

[quisque] con su rnester 

(Cf. SD 604a, Mi 82c, Alix 955d.) 

- ningun, ninguna for nul, nulla 

339d: II el non a ningun cuydado (+1). 

II el non a [nul] cuydado (0). 

(Cf. Alix 2047c, 2084c, 2205c.) 

- acornendar for cornendar: 402d. Cf. Mi 671a, Due 208a. 

- aconsejar for consejar: 637d. Cf. Alix 1690. 

- desaguisado for desguisado: 306d. Cf. SD 328c, Alix 

1679b. 

- alrnenas for menas: 16b. Cf. Alix 1123. 

- aguaescido for caescido: 561a. Cf. Mi 2b, 700b. 

- atal for tal: 195d. Cf. SD 48b, Alix 2082d. 

- contecido for contido: 114c. Cf. Mi 182d, Alix 799c. 

ensangrentar for sangrentar: 528d. Cf. Alix 740c, 

1041c. 

- menester for rnester: 429c. Cf. Apo 77b, SD 477d, Alix 

lb. 

- sobeiano for sobeio: 481c. Cf. Apo 605c, Alix 2541a. 

mistranscription by copyists. 
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Arnold ends this section of his study stating, "the examples 

given are enough to show that the copyists of Apolonio have 

fallen prey to the usual tendency to employ the longer, more 

explicit and, in their minds, better forms" (51). His examples 

soundly demonstrate the scribal penchant to contemporize the 

language of the original poem. 

2. Apocope of final e. 

According to Arnold's count, there are "119 examples 

which by apocope will bring the line to required length, such 

as muert(e), cort(e), gent(e), etc." (51). He notes that "58 

apocopated forms are correctly placed, but they represent only 

15 different words. ,,41 Arnold also identifies as 

hypercorrection the paragogic e in argument (e) 15b and 

estrument(e), cases which were observed earlier by Marden as 

testimony to the presence of an Aragonese scribe. 

41 Although Arnold's list is not accompanied by verse 
numbers --a fact which fact makes it difficult to confirm his 
findings-- I reproduce it as it appears on pp. 51-52 of his 
study: diz, grant, -guier, en (-end), princep, on (-ond), fiz, 
val, englut, fuert (adv.), gent (adv.), -mient, present; imp. 
subj. souvies, sallies, guisies, abinies, yoguiees, pudies, 
estoviesi fut. subj. matar. Also, mistakenly included within 
this group of apocopated forms is the word princep, a learned 
word derived directly from the Latin PRINCEP, PRINCIPIS (cf. 
principe in the hypermetrical hemistich of 431a), and 
documented in both Band Alix. 
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The prosody of this scholarly group of writers consists 

of numerous subtleties which are too often overlooked by 

editors trying to resolve frequent cases of faulty meter by 

attributing them to the scribal use or misuse of apocope. The 

restoration process, however, requires an adequate and broadly 

based methodology. Arnold acknowledges that apocope needs to 

be considered along with other "rival explanations" for 

restoring the meter of the poem. But unfortunately he does not 

provide more details about the verses for which he found 

apocope to be the best solution. 

3. Loss of an unstressed (usually dative) pronoun. 

Arnold continues work on a problem studied by both E. 

Staaff42 and Marden. The following are examples of the scribal 

omission of a pronoun, due to its redundant nature and the 

copyist's ignorance of the prosodic practices of the poet. 

228a: Dio [Ie] a Apolonio 

612a: Dieron [Ie] a Teofilo 

321c: Dixo [Ie] al disciplo 

Cf. Alix 2002c "avriemos Ie a Poro buscado grant pesar." 

Nelson identifies MS O's omission of the redundant pronoun. 

42 E. Staaff, Etude sur les Pronoms Abreges en Ancien 
Espagnol (Uppsala: Akademiska Bokhandlen, 1906). 
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Apo 139b "dio al rey el medio ... I I ,,,43 and 259a "Dio el rey a 

la fija ... 1 I" show that the poet omitted the pronoun if it was 

not needed. Add to the list provided by Arnold (53) Apo 542b: 

dio [Ie] a la demanda leyal recudimiento I" in which case both 

Cesare and Alvar scan dio as disyllabic (dio) , an unacceptable 

emendation to the language of these poets. 

4. Disruption of word order. 

Examples from Band Alix are given to show how scribal 

alteration of word order can increase as well as reduce the 

number of syllables in a verse. Arnold provides examples of 

this particular anomaly in the Apo, of which I cite three. 

397c Luego Antinagoras puy6 a las 9inquanta. 

Antinagoras luego puy6 a las 9incuanta. 

614d Fue el pueblo con el rey alegre e pagado. 

Fue con el rey el pueblo alegre e pagado. 

60d Mas aguis6 Dios la cos a en otra manera. 

Mas aguis6 la cosa Dios de otra manera. 

43 Arnold also cites this verse as in need of the 
restoration of the pronoun Ie. However, rev is documented as 
being both monosyllabic and disyllabic in this poem as well as 
in B and in Alix, making the emendation proposed in this case 
unnecessary. 
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We note that in each one of these verses the scribes have 

moved the subject closer to the verb. 

Arnold's understanding of thirteenth-century cuaderna via 

poetry was appreciable. The conclusion of his study proves he 

had learned what many deny even today: "I must state that I 

find the versification of Berceo, that of El Libro de 

Alexandre, and that of El Libro de Apolonio essentially the 

same. They employ the same metrical devices, some of which 

have been indicated here. The infinitives seer and veer are 

disyllabic except in combination in the future and 

conditional. They use the same inflection for the imperfect 

indicative of -er and -ir verbs, namely -ia, -ias, -ie, 

iemos, -iedes, -ian, in which ie is a diphthong#. Elsewhere 

than in the first person singular, when -ia occurs it occupies 

with rare exceptions the space of a single syllable and should 

be iegarded as scribal" (56). The publication reviewed herein 

was a very significant step toward defining a methodology to 

be employed in restoring as thoroughly as possible the 

language of the Apolonio. One is led to believe that Arnold's 

# One of the most glaring shortcomings of all the editors 
of Apo subsequent to the study of Arnold has been their 
unwillingness to accept this paradigm as certain for the 
imperfect indicative of the second and third conjugations and 
the conditional of all three. Any doubts concerning the issue 
were put to rest convincingly by Yakov Malkiel in his study 
"Toward a Reconsideration of the Old Spanish Imperfect in -ia 
-- -ia" , HR 27 (1959): 435-481. It is to Arnold's credit that 
he acknowledged this paradigm as the one which pertained to 
Apo as early as he did. 
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intentions were aimed at eventually editing in critical form 

the entire poem. He remarks at one point, IIBut I must not fail 

to state that I have found about three dozen long hemistichs 

and about four dozen short ones for which I have found no 

solution. However, I do not care to surrender the list as it 

keeps shrinking every day" (53). Some of us would be happy to 

have his edited portion of the Apo in our hands. 

1.6. Giovanni Battista de Cesare. Libro de Apolonio. 

Introduzione, testo e note a cura di Giovanni Battista de 

Cesare. Milano: Cisalpino - Goliardica, 1974. 45 

One can characterize only as striking the amount of time 

that elapsed between the Marden edition and the next critical 

study of the Apolonie, that of Giovanni Battista de Cesare. 

Was the large gap of over fifty years due to a lack of 

interest in the poem? Or was it thought that Marden's edition 

had accomplished everything that could be reasonably done? The 

thinking behind Arnold's study seems to suggest otherwise. The 

45 In 1955, Pablo Cabanas published a version of the Libro 
de Apolonio (Valencia: Editorial Castalia) as part of a series 
titled "Odres Nuevos." His version was republished in 1967, 
1969, and 1984 under the same series title. Its exclusion from 
the present analysis is due to no other reason than that it 
contains an inordinate number of undocumented alterations to 
the language of the manuscript. The changes were made to 
render the Ape accessible to the modern lay reader. It does 
not, as do the other editions expounded upon in this chapter, 
bear directly on the critical analysis of the text. 
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most likely cause of the notable distance scholars placed 

between themselves and the idea of proceeding with the 

restoration of the poem's original language based on the 

advances made by Marden and later by Arnold can most likely be 

found in the prevalence of a harshly conservative attitude in 

Hispanic Philology46. 

Giovanni Battista de Cesare published in 1974 the first 

reconstructed version of the poem. His introduction is modest 

in comparison to that of Marden. He chooses to avoid the 

linguistic discussions which occupy much of the latter's 

examination of the poem. Cesare describes the manuscript, some 

of the studies based on it, and the earlier editions of the 

Apo. He states clearly the reasons for his study, his 

intentions, and defines his methodology. As appendices, he 

presents valuable indices, one of which is based on words 

found in rhyme position, a frequency list of those words, an 

alphabetic index of rhyme words, and finally an index of the 

proper names found in the poem. The ensemble makes readily 

available various features of the poem which, until then, were 

46 See the articles cited in the introduction for two 
scholars' reactions towards the state of Medieval Philology 
over the past one hundred years. Below, it will be seen that 
the two most recent editors --Carmen Monedero and Dolores 
Corbella- - adopt editorial policies completely opposed to 
those of Cesare and Manuel Alvar, who attempted critical 
reconstructions of the poem, and return to the highly 
conservative ways of the past regarding the editing of the 
Apolonio. 
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difficult to access and is a resourse capable of facilitating 

a variety of comparative studies. 

Cesare suggests a possible explanation for the state of 

the manuscript: "Quasi tutti i tipi di alterazione elencati 

dimostrano inoltre che la trasmissione del testo e dovuta a 

copisti cui forse era familiare 10 stile epico, rna che 

comunque non erano avvezzi allo schema rigoroso dell' isometria 

e della rima perfetta" (22). This comment, made in passing, is 

pertinent to our work, as many of the mistakes present in the 

manuscript seem to be errors committed by a scribe copying a 

poem that was being read aloud to him. Perhaps a juglar 

familiar with another style of poetry was involved at some 

intermediary point in the transmission of the poem, procuring 

a copy for himself, modifying passages as he read aloud to the 

scribe47
• 

Regarding the versification of his edition, Cesare claims 

that he follows "in buona parte" John D. Fitz-Gerald's scheme 

concerning the cuaderna via48 
, and that he coincides "in larga 

misura" with Arnold's observations. He does not elaborate as 

47 This point is also made later by Manuel Alvar in his 
edition (see below), Vol. I, § 85. 

48 John D. Fitz-Gerald, La vida de Santo Domingo de silos 
par Gonzalo de Berceo (Paris: Librairie Emile Bouillon, 1904); 
Versification of the Cuaderna Via as Found in Berceo' s Vida de 
Santo Domingo de silos (London: The Columbia University Press, 
1905). The significance of these very important works to the 
reconstruction of the Apo is discussed in the introduction to 
the second chapter, which deals with editing the poem. 
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to exactly where and when he agrees with one or the other, 

even though the two editors differ notably on certain points 

that are crucial to the reconstruction of the poem, primarily 

the paradigm involving the imperfect indicative second and 

third conjugations, and all conditionals. He outlines his 

understanding of the cuaderna via style (23-25) providing a 

coherent summary of its salient traits, along with examples, 

some of which follow below: 

gli incontri vocalici tra parole diverse sono soggetti 

a dialefe, rna l'apparente rigidezza metrica imposta 

dall'assenza della sinalefe e practicamente annullata 

da una serie di licenze alternative quali: 

1) l' apocope, che puo essere nominale 0 verbale; 

2) l'aferesi; 

3) la sincopa; 

4) la dieresi; 

5) I' adizione di forme verbali e nominali «forti» 0 

«deboli». 

with this list --directly borrowed from Fitz-Gerald' s research 

on SD-- Cesare is the first editor of the Apo to identify the 

important prosodic resources of Berceo with those of the poet 

of this work. 
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Cesare states the objectives of his restoration: 

1) ripristino isometrico totale del poema; 

2) restauro delle rime imperfette 0 perdute (due casi 

residui 

insoluti ai vv. 546b e 554c); 

3) tentativo di individuare, mediante ipotesi di restauro 

linguistico, il significato dei passi divenuti oscuri a 

causa di corruttela" (25). 

And he explains that his implementation of apocope, 

aphaeresis, syncope, the substitution of one form for another 

and the elimination of words altogether is based on the use of 

the same methods in B and in Alix. 

His methodology is lucidly presented. But his 

understanding of the versification of the cuaderna via works 

appears to be incomplete in some areas. This allows some 

scribal miscues to be accepted as authentic. 

- princep 411d presented as an example of apocope. 

Cesare joins Marden and Arnold in the mislabeling of this 

learned word, cited above. 

- por qu'era ("por que era") 43c; gu'ella ("que ella") 

405d. 

These contracted forms, tantamount to synaloepha, are 

passed as legitimate when they are not. While elision is a 
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commonly used metaplasm in the master de clerecia works, its 

use was restricted for the most part to the encounter between 

prepositions (de, entre, contra, fasta, por, etc.) and the 

definite article (del) , proper names (d'Espafia) , 

demonstratives (d'esta) , and tonic pronouns (d' ella) 49. 

Another common use of elision is in the analytical future 

construction (dar-t-A < "dar te he" 99b). Elision never takes 

place between que and a verb nor que and a tonic pronoun, as 

accepted by Cesare, above. 

Cesare's list of elided forms (II contrazioni di vario 

tipo") includes an example of apocope rather than elision: 

quem 531d. He also accepts as legitimate syncopated future 

subjunctive forms: casardes 220Ci pudierdes 417a. But Nelson 

(Vind, 140-141) convincingly demonstrates that syncope in the 

future subjunctive is due to the intervention of scribes and 

not attributable to Berceo and his most immediate 

contemporaries. The verse cited by Cesare as an example of 

this type of syncope, 417a IIsi vos daquesta manya pudierdes 

estor<;er II, would seem to make a strong case for the poet's use 

of syncope in the future subjunctive, as it involves a formula 

well documented in B, Alix, and even in Apo (cf. 70d: "si 

estorcrer pudieres seras bien aventurado ll ) • However, to believe 

49 A. complete discussion of elision can be found in Dana 
A. Nelson Gonzalo de Berceo V el IIAlixandre ll : Vindicaci6n de 
un estilo (Madison: The Hispanic Seminary of Medieval Studies, 
1991) 35-50. 
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that the author was obliged to resort to syncope in order to 

perfect the meter of this verse is to ignore the great variety 

of combinations used by the poets in conditional sentences. 

These combinations have been studied closely in certain 

publications and particularly in that of Emilio Montero 

Cartelle, Gonzalo de Berceo y el "Libro de Alexandre 11 : 

Aproximaci6n al sistema verbal de la epoca desde los esguemas 

condicionales~, and Dana A. Nelson, "Oraciones condicionales 

en Gonzalo de Berceo y el Alixandre. 1151 The wealth of 

information they provide suggests that at times the specific 

verb form chosen by the poets in hypothetical situations was 

determined more by the metrical exigencies of a particular 

verse than by any specifically desired subtlety of expression. 

Very similar situations are expressed with different 

conditional sentence structures in cuaderna via works, and the 

tense finally preferred often depended not so much on delicate 

conceptual differences but rather on the metrical adequacy of 

an imperfect or future subjunctive form here and a present 

indicative form there. It should be noted, furthermore, that 

the expression of complex hypothetical situations was likely 

one of the areas most vulnerable to scribal alteration in a 

language still undergoing rapid evolution. Metrical demands 

50 Santiago: Universidad de Santiago de Compostela, 1989. 

51 RPh 46 (1993): 251-274. 
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met in the original but thwarted thenceforth by scribes can 

explain frequent metrical problems involving hypothetical 

expression. 

"Si vos me encubriesedes por vuestro buen estar 
querria algun tiempo conbusco aqui morari 
si el congeio quisiere aquesto otorgar 
quedo a toda Tarso grant gualardon dar." 

Apo 82 

This strophe consists of two identical conditional statements I 

classified in the above-cited studies as "potenciales de 

simultaneidad al origen". Yet we see that each is expressed 

differently, even within the same strophe. The scribe's 

confusion in this circumstance is is understandable I and 

experienced even by modern editors. Cesare restores "si 

guisier el congejo/ /" while Alvar presents "si el concejo 

guiere//". The strophe clearly testifies to the variety of 

hypothetical expression in conditional sentences, another 

important resource available to a poet seeking metrical 

perfection. 

The case of syncope in the future subjunctive (pudierdes 

417a) preserved by Cesare can be restored as podedes. Verse 

81d, "preso sere traydo si me pueden fallar", is just one 

example of a similar si + pres. indo future conditional 

expression. V. 417d was likely influenced by 416c "que si vos 

non pudierdes por ruego escapar" (retore pudierdes to 

pudieredes). The proparoxytone form naturally gravitates to 

the caesura. Thus casardes 220c, which is in final position in 
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the hemistich, can be restored to its full form casaredes. 52 

The fact that there exists a scribal preference for the form 

pudiere in conditional sentences in Apo is visible also in vv. 

40 b-c. 

1.7. Manuel Alvar. Libro de Apolonio. Estudios, Ediciones, 

Concordancias de Manuel Alvar. 3 Vols. Espana: Fundaci6n 

Juan March y Editorial Castalia, 1976.~ 

The edition consists of three volumes: 

I: Estudios. 

Cuestiones previas; Genesis y transmisi6n de la leyenda; El 

manuscrito del "Libro de Apolonio" y su reconstrucci6n; 

Fidelidad latina y originalidad castellana; Estructuralismo e 

historia; "Gesta Romanorum" y "Confessio Amantis" en Espana; 

Estudio lingliistico. 

II. Ediciones. 

Edici6nes paleografica y critica, "Historia Apollonii 

Regis Tyri" (original text in Latin and translation to 

52 See also Dolores Corbella, Estudio del lexico del Libro 
de Apolonio (La Laguna: Secretariado de Publicaciones de la 
universidad de La Laguna, 1986) I: 41-44. Corbella addresses 
more discrepancies regarding Cesare's editorial criteria in 
her published dissertation, to be reviewed below. 

53 Al var has also published a single volume edition of the 
Apo: Libro de Apolonio, edici6n, introducci6n, y notas de 
Manuel Alvar (Barcelona: Planeta, 1984). A second Planeta 
edition was published in 1991. 
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Spanish); "Gesta Romanorum"; Reproducci6n facl.mil del 

incunable. 

III. Concordancias. 

Concordancias; Indice de rimas; Indice de frecuencias. 

The scope of this project is so expansive that it seems 

to thwart concerted efforts at review. Alberto Blecua mentions 

it in passing ("la monumental edici6n de Alvar" p. 77) in the 

above-cited study of editions of medieval Castillian texts. 

Corbella, though wary, is somewhat more explicit in her 

praise: "nada sencilla aparece la empresa de reseflar una obra 

que abarca mas de 1500 paginas, si se pretende, con honradez, 

mostrar un sumario fidedigno y completo. Racer otra cosa, 

aunque quizas sirviera para salir del paso, significarl.a 

desmerecer una tarea ingente y monumental que, de entrada, 

debe reconocerse y seflalarse como ejemplo de aemulatio para 

muchos investigadores" (Estudio, vol. 1, 43). On approaching 

the Alvar edition I also make a disclaimer: only certain 

sections have been looked at closely for the present study. 

They are the paleographic and critical editions, the 

linguistic study, details concerning the methodology used for 

the reconstruction of the manuscript, and the concordances. 

Anyone referring to the edition has reason to be daunted 

by its enormity. But after the original impression subsides, 

one realizes that the sheer vastness of the study is somewhat 
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more impressive than the quality of the study, at least in 

certain areas to be discussed below. Perhaps because of the 

overwhelming scope of the undertaking, a significant number of 

errors which detract from the overall quality of the edition 

have found their way past the editor and into the text, which 

is, in final analysis, the aspect of Alvar's work which has 

particularly occupied my attention54
• 

Minor errors, such as those involving reference to verse 

numbers (which are, in the words of Corbella, "innumerables") 

are not as detrimental to the critical edition as are the 

basic linguistic premises on which it is based. A factor 

adversely affecting Alvar's reconstruction is, as was the case 

with Cesare, an incomplete understanding of the versification 

of thirteenth-century clerecia poetry. 

The basis of his reconstruction is that at a certain 

point in time a scribe strongly influenced by Aragonese copied 

an originally Castillian text. His intention is to prepare 

"una edici6n en la que el texto quedara fijado de acuerdo con 

10 que pudo ser la lengua del copista" (I, 81). He does not 

perceive the Aragonese scribe to be a principal cause of 

corruption in the original language, believing that the scribe 

copied the work adhering to the versifying principles which 

guided the school of learned Castillian poets. Alvar accepts 

54 Corbella also comments on some of the weaknesses of the 
Alvar edition, vol. I, 43-49. 
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the manuscript as testifying to an idiolect, to a single, 

coherent linguistic system of one specific person at a 

specific moment in time. As a consequence, all the linguistic 

anomalies within the poem are seen not as such but rather as 

the polymorphistic peculiarities of one idiolect. Instead of 

tracing the deviating path of an Aragonese scribe in order to 

restore the original Castillian language of the poem, Alvar 

undertakes the "reconstruction" of the postulated language of 

a scribe. What I consider to be the blending of at least two 

different languages in one manuscript is described by Alvar as 

an idiolect whose II inestabilidad no es otra cosa que el 

polimorfismoi 0 con otras palabras, falta de nivelaci6n en la 

lengua medieval II (I, 323). Just a few examples of the 

contradictory linguistic elements viewed by Al var as pieces of 

a single scribe's language are listed below. 

- ditz 509d and diz 506a. 

pocha 279a, richo 124b, rigua 307b and poca 53a, rico 

80b, rica 281d. 

- seyer 6a and seer 437a. 

- imperfect indicative and conditional paradigms that 

include -ia(n), -ia(n), -ie(n), -ie(n) (§ 47, 

§§ 338-345). 

A close look at Alvar's linguistic study of the poem 

reveals time and again two forces at work in the poem. Often, 

he isolates clear traits of 13th century Riojan dialect, such 
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as syncopated future and conditional forms (combrie), verbs 

occurring as doublets and triplets, which accommodate strict 

alexandrine meter (gradir/gradecer, guarir/guarecer, 

far/fer/facer) and numerous verbal paradigms which closely 

parallel those used by Berceo (cf. § 361). At other times he 

pinpoints examples of Aragonese traits such as those 

identified by Marden and cited above. Not at all convincing is 

his decision to merge the two languages into one, justifying 

it with the following conundrum "Tal vez ... el copista del 

manuscrito escurialense no era aragones de la raya catalana, 

sino muy occidental; mas aun, acaso riojano en un momento en 

que el dialecto estaba muy influido por el aragones" (I, 331). 

Perhaps Alvar's inability or unwillingness to see clearly the 

invasion of one language by another was understandable at the 

time he did his work. Today, however, we have the advantage of 

being able to profit from the fruits of Nelson's 

reconstruction of the Alix in our attempt to separate scribal 

interference from the original language in the Apo. 

Alvar does display knowledge of other clerecia works and 

of scholarship related to them. The'critical results achieved 

by him in many cases are respectable. Yet lack of a 

penetrating comprehension of the versification of these 

cuaderna via works is sometimes obvious. In § 73 he suggests 

that cada uno be reduced to cada in v. 148a: "Me parece mas 

racional esto [the reduction of cada uno to cada], que 
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introducir guisgue, como hace Arnold" (I, 98) .55 And, as was 

the case with Cesare, Alvar accepts synaloepha in a number of 

hemistichs, even where another more viable solution is 

apparent. In doing so he shows his lack of familiarity with 

versifying techniques recognized as part and parcel of the 

mester artistry: 

372b: "catatlo en la estoria" is better restored by aphaeresis 

('storia Lo 99a) rather than by synaloepha. 

632b: "non era enriquecido ll is restored by employing the 

primitive participle II enriquido " (< enreguir or enriguir) 56. 

636d [=b]: "que habi.a su abuelo" is restored by imposing the 

prevailing thirteenth-century imperfect of haber (habie). 

1.8. Dolores Corbella. Estudio del lexico del Libro de 

Apolonio. 2 Vols. La Laguna: 

~ See reference to Nelson's 
uno/cascun(o)/guisgue above, n. 38. 

Secretariado de 

study of 

56 See Gerold Hilty, "GEs posible recuperar la lengua del 
autor del Libro de Apolonio a traves de la unica copia 
conservada?" Vox Romanica 48 (1989): 204, concerning the 
documentation of this form in texts of the thirteenth century. 
Also Nelson Vind, 197-198. 
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Publicaciones de la Universidad de La Laguna, 1986. 57 

Corbella's is a study based on the vocabulary of the 

manuscript. Her stance coincides with that of Manuel Alvar in 

that she views the language of the manuscript as a single 

linguistic entity. She provides a sound critique of the 

previously published editions and suggests that the goal of 

the critical editor should be to IIseguir 10 mas fielmente el 

manuscrito y aclarar aquellos puntos en los que se muestre 

oscuro, acompanando notas de caracter textual 0 critico, en 

las que se den las razones por las que se modifica el original 

y las referencias a otros criticos que hayan estudiado la 

obra 11 (p. 44). Since her investigation focuses primarily on 

lexical concerns, her critiques of earlier editors center on 

their success in recording the vocabulary accurately. The 

stylistic or prosodic framework in which that vocabulary 

appears is virtually ignored. That is, the versifying 

techniques of meter and rhyme developed to accommodate the 

individual lexical items are not considered relevant to her 

undertaking. 

Nonetheless, Corbella' s is the most thorough study of the 

57 Also published in 1986 was an edition by Alej andro 
Bermudez: Libro de Apolonio, edici6n modernizada, estudio y 
notas (Madrid: Alhambra, 1986). As is the case with the 
Cabanas edition, a modernized version of the Apo can not be 
analyzed in a study of the poem's original language. 
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vocabulary of the poem to date. It consists of two volumes. 

The first contains an in depth analysis involving statistical 

linguistics in which mathematical formulas are applied in 

order to arrive at conclusions regarding certain aspects of 

the text's use of words. Corbella suggests that the method 

could be applied to other medieval literary texts for detailed 

linguistic comparisons. To this extent, she disdains 

methodologies which rely on lIanalisis intuitivo ll , which she 

considers II casi siempre deficiente II (I, 26) . The complexity of 

her statistical analysis, which requires a respectable level 

of understanding, prevents my presenting here a more complete 

review. It is clear, however, that information valuable for 

comparative literary studies can be obtained through the 

method. For example, one of her lists gives IIpalabras claves 

del textoll (malo, entender, perder, cuita, pecado), a 

knowledge of which would allow for interesting comparisons 

with key words identified in other texts. 

An extensive chapter of the first volume is dedicated to 

the study of the development of particular vocabulary. In some 

instances Corbella traces words from their Latin to their 

present day form, noting specific differences in their usage 

at various points in time. The case listed below serves as an 

example Corbella' s observance of diachronic changes in meaning 

(II cambios semasiologicos II) experienced by certain words as 

they pass from Latin into medieval and Golden Age texts. 



Latin clasico: cibaria 'alimentos' 

Latin medieval: cibaria 'trigo' 

Espafiol medieval: civera 'grano para hacer la harina' 

Espafiol ss. XVI-XVII: cibera 
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- 'residuos de los frutos despues de exprimidos' 

'grano que se echa en la tolva del molino para 

cebar la rueda' 

Corbella also documents the presence of the words studied 

in other texts of the period, which benefits those interested 

in early literature. Her references are extensive and are very 

useful for the purpose of this study because they offer 

evidence of the linguistic homogeneity of Apo, B, and Alix. 

Below are listed a few of the most significant words whose 

documentation is rare elsewhere, though shared by Apo and B, 

or Apo and Alix, or by all three. 

comedicion: 'medi taci6n, cavilaci6n' Apo 5 84b, SD 

358c. 58 

- laso: 'desfallecido' Apo 458c, Alix (lasso) 177d. 

- perecer: Apo lllb, Mi 786d, Alix 654d. 

- corada: 'entrafias' Apo 270b, Mi 467b, Alix l009c. 

- loguelas: 'palabras, lenguaje' Apo 558d, SD (loguele) 

232d, Alix (loguelle) 1538d. 

58 This word appears only in the two cited texts. 
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- atenencia: 'concordia' Ape 119a, Mi 27a, Alix 918c. 

- afiblar: 'abrocharse' Ape 42b, SD 156b. s9 

- ortado: 'fino, culto' Ape 179c, Alix 652c. 

- malastrugo: 'desventurado' Ape 568b, SD 423a, Alix 

Finally, invaluable to any close study of the poem is 

Corbella's "Indice de lexias", which composes the larger part 

of the second volume. She points out that Alvar's concordance 

is of little scientific use, because it is based on his 

reconstructed version of the poem. Her effort, however, has 

resulted in complete and coherent frequency tables and word 

lists. Corbella's goal was clearly different from the goal of 

the present study, which is to establish sound criteria to be 

used in the critical reconstruction of the poem. Meanwhile, 

her publication has been an important step forward in our 

understanding of and our ability to work with the Apelenie. 

1.9. Carmen Monedero. Libro de Apolonio. Madrid: Editorial 

Castalia, 1987. 

S9 This verb appears only in the 
curiously within a similar context: Ape 
doloridos afiblados los mantos" and SD 
manto, parti6se del convento". Cf. Dolores 
Apolonio, 87. 

two cited texts, 
42b: 1I10s pueblos 
156b lIafib16se el 
Corbella, Libro de 

~ This word is documented only in Ape, B, and Alix. 
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Before embarking upon the discussion of the different 

editions of the poem, I expressed the idea that one reason for 

the relatively slow progression of Apolonio studies (the first 

edition to follow Marden's 1917 version was that of Cesare in 

1974) lies in the prevailing attitudes of editors in the 

field. The attempt to "restore" a corrupted manuscript is 

viewed by many as futile and fruitless. Jacques Joset comments 

in his edition of Rimado de Palacio, "La reconstituci6n de una 

obra siempre me ha parecido un ejercicio artificial, heredado 

de las ilusiones positivistas del siglo pasado, basadas en 

prej uicios tales como el que nunca j amas se equi voca un 

poeta"~. Most often, scholars are content to work with the 

manuscript as it is found, certainly a defendable viewpoint 

which has resulted in competent editions of Spanish medieval 

texts. But this is also a very limiting and self-defeating 

stance. Few people of experience would assume that a poet 

writing a long romance never commits an error, but by the same 

token we can be absolutely certain that no skillful poet would 

create an Apolonio or an Alixandre and leave it in the state 

of disarray in which these two poems, at least, have come down 

to us through the ages. The scribal intervention present in 

the manuscript of the Apolonio is to a large extent 

discernible today in what can reasonably be postulated as the 

61 Lopez de Ayala, Rimado de Palacio, 47-48. 
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language of the poet, which is comparable to that of other 

well known and, today, well edited works of the thirteenth

century clerical school. To disregard the first steps taken by 

Marden toward identifying the distinguishing features of the 

various hands involved in the transmission of the text is to 

ignore the possibilities offered us to increase our 

understanding of the authors of that early school and truly 

appreciate their aesthetic qualities. To accept the limits 

imposed by prevalent attitudes preventing the resolution of 

the conflicting linguistic traits of the manuscript is to 

limit our own growth. 

Arnold's work reaffirms the versifying techniques used in 

the poem as the same as those used by Berceo. Cesare continued 

in a constructive direction as he attempted a reconstruction 

of the entire poem, albeit with a faltering methodology. 

Alvar's reconstruction, while successful in certain specific 

passages, does not significantly advance the scholarship 

related to the poem, primarily because he makes no effort to 

reconcile the different dialects present in the manuscript. 

Carmen Monedero's edition, published in 1986, returns to the 

task started over a century ago: the accurate transcription of 

the manuscript. 

A large part of Monedero's introduction describes the 

anonymous poet. Following the observations of Francisco Rico's 

liLa clerecia del mester", she suggests that the poet was one 
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of a significant group of learned Spanish clerics, living in 

the early and mid-thirteenth century, who shared a common 

university education with French ties62 • Nonetheless, she does 

not place the poet in the same league as Berceo: "el poeta del 

Apolonio no tiene la maestria de un Berceo para las 'silabas 

contadas' y su oido, acostumbrado a la metrica anisosilabica 

anterior, nos presenta un poema no precisamente 'sen pecado' , 

sino plagado de incorrecciones de metrica, que no pueden 

achacarse, a 10 menos en gran parte, al copista" (28). This 

comment reflects the deleterious influence of the negative 

appreciation by Henriquez Urena of the versification of 

clerecia poets, a judgment arrived at without critical 

support. She states, "he dado preferencia al texto que nos ha 

llegado, llevada, tambien, porque prefiero saborear un texto, 

deturpado si, pero antiguo, que otro con hipoteticas 

restauraciones; ... en definitiva, me parece mas provechoso 

presentar al lector 10 que realmente nos ha llegado: un texto 

del XIII copiado a finales del XIV" (39-40). Those who see 

value in efforts of restoration would respond that they have 

no intention of replacing the manuscript, but do indeed 

recognize the need to show the reader what has not reached us 

due to the interference of scribes. A serious restoration does 

62 See also Dutton, "French Influences in the Spanish 
Mester de Clerecia, 11 Medieval Studies in Honor of Robert White 
Linker, (Valencia: Castalia, 1973) 73-93. 
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not claim perfection but will approximate the original ever so 

much more than the extant manuscript. 

Even though Monedero takes little or no interest in the 

versification of the poem, she uses a sound critical approach 

in her transcription of the manuscript, carefully identifying 

the instances in which her readings differ from those of 

Marden and Alvar. She also notes in a useful appendix all the 

variant readings from previously published editions of the 

Apolonio. 

1.10. Gerold Hilty. "c.Es posible recuperar la lengua del aut or 

del Libro de Apolonio a traves de la unica copia 

conservada?" Vox Romanica 48 (1989): 187-207. 

In 1938, H. H. Arnold published his study showing that 

the Apolonio did obey certain rules of versification, along 

with a series of examples showing how they could be applied in 

order to restore the corrupted language of the manuscript. 

Lacking in his study, 'however, was a systematic description of 

those rules and how they could be reconciled in cases where 

they conflict or compete. He included enough examples 

regarding specific traits of the poet's idiolect to convince 

an interested reader that, by applying them, the poem could be 

restored in large part. Gerold Hilty --a contemporary scholar 

convinced of this poet's kinship with Berceo' s school of 
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language-- published this recent 
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restoring the poem's 

study in which he 

demonstrates a more advanced understanding of the pertinent 

prosodic rules. With this knowledge, he addresses some of the 

shortcomings of previous attempts to restore the original 

language, concentrating on the versions of Cesare and Alvar. 

Hilty undertakes the discussion systematically, 

identifying some of the already recognized "problemas 

sintaticos", such as the scribal tendency to reduce verse to 

prose through the addition of particles and conjunctions. He 

gives examples of the scribes' confusion in the presence of 

doublets such as adevinar and devinar, almenas and menas. In 

addressing the corrections suggested by other editors of the 

poem, he demonstrates his awareness of a certain order in the 

application of the prosodic licenses employed by the poet. He 

shows that in Apo 13a, "bien sse que tanto fue el enemigo en 

el Rey encarnado", the introductory phrase "bien sse que" 

should be eliminated as a clear example of the scribal 

tendency to "prosify~ the verse. He also demonstrates that 

other works of the period testify to' the apocopation of tanto, 

which remedy should be applied to the verse under 

consideration before submitting enemigo to aphaeresis in the 

attempt to restore the alexandrine meter. Alvar had chosen 

aphaeresis. Cesare shows little awareness of this "priority of 

the rules" when he chooses to elide the verb with the 
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definite article, an option foreign to the poets' versifying 

techniques. There are other demonstrations of Hilty's 

knowledge of clerecia literature: his defense of the -ie 

imperfect and conditional paradigm, his recognition that 

meismo, common to Berceo, is a likely resolution for Apo 3c. 

These and other corrections proposed by Hilty indicate that 

with the proper knowledge of the language and the prosody of 

the period, real progress can be made toward a critical 

reconstruction of the text. 

1.11. Dolores Corbella. Libro de Apolonio. Madrid: Ediciones 

Catedra, 1992. 

This edition culminates Corbella's previous elaborate 

lexical study of the poem. Her introduction joins with those 

of Marden, Alvar and Monedero to make available comprehensive 

information ranging from the extensive tradition of the Latin 

manuscripts to the subtle facets of the style contributing to 

the poem's originality and uniqueness. 

The criteria used in editing the poem are stated clearly: 

"nos hemos limitado a editar un texto 10 mas cercano posible 

a la lectura que ese manuscrito nos ofrecia, introduciendo en 

el s610 aquellas correcciones que podian aclarar el sentido 

del texto 0 que parecian fallos evidentes" (47). This stance 

is consistent with attitudes expressed in her first study, and 
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she is frank in her views regarding the reconstructive 

attempts with which she was familiar at that point: "pensamos 

que el intento, 0 la obsesion muchas veces de los 

medievalistas, de alcanzar la «version primitiva», aunque no 

baldio, llega a ofrecer textos hipot~t~cos" (48). 

Thus we see that the most recent editions of the Monedero 

and Corbella, turning away from the reconstructive efforts of 

the two previous editions (Cesare and Alvar), harken back to 

the days of a more conservative philosophy toward the editing 

of medieval texts. This is somewhat difficult to understand, 

especially when one considers the degree to which Corbella's 

work points toward a learned contemporary of Berceo. She 

asserts that "los paralelismos que ofrece [el Apo] con las 

obras de Berceo y el Libro de Alexandre son innumerables, 10 

que confirma desde este punto de vista su coetanea 

composicion" (43). She follows this comment with a substantial 

list of lexical items extracted from her original study that 

characterize the language of the poem (she notes, for example, 

that one in ten words is a "cultismo"), many of which support 

her claim that the works are chronologically and culturally 

related. She focuses on a few key scribal traits, the 

isolation of which further help delineate the original 

language. Considering all the editors of the Apolonio, it is 

Corbella who most ably demonstrates the fact that this poem is 

the work of one of a special group of learned poets 
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flourishing in the same area and period; therein lies the 

importance of her research to my own treatise. 63 

In the following chapter I shall elaborate upon a number 

of observations made in passing in the first chapter. The 

interpretation of many of the previous editions' analyses of 

certain passages will serve as a means to establish a more 

complete methodical critical approach to the reconstruction of 

the poem, a portion of which is critically examined in the 

final chapter. 

63 Corbella' s transcription of the manusc:r'ipt will be used 
in the following chapter as the source of cited passages from 
the Apo. This is because, in her edition, she refrains from 
editing all but the most obvious scribal errors, and then with 
clear reference to the nature of her emendation. Furthermore, 
she provides the variants from all the previously published 
versions of the poem in convenient footnotes. 
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CHAPTER 2: METHODOLOGY 

2.1. Introduction. 

In 1904, John D. Fitz-Gerald published a critical edition 

of Berceo' s Vida de Santo Domingo de Silos, in which he 

studied in great detail the then extant manuscripts of the 

poem. His study was the first critical edition of a work of 

Berceo1 • In 1905, Fitz-Gerald published another volume related 

to the same poem entitled Versification of the Cuaderna Via as 

found in Berceo's Vida de Santo Domingo de Silos in which he 

carefully studied the techniques employed by the poet in his 

efforts to maintain the perfectly scanned meter professed by 

the clerecia school2 • Fitz-Gerald's scientific analysis of the 

poem shed light on some of the prosodic complexities which, 

until then, had not been wholly understood. Of particular 

importance is his unqualified recognition of Berceo's 

implementation of mandatory hiatus, regarding which he states: 

The poem contains ... a total of ... 6220 hemistichs. 
Of this number we find 98 cases of imperfect 
hemistich on the basis of obligatory hiatus ... 
[In only] 45 [of these] cases the admission of 
voluntary synaloepha would make the hemistich 
correct as it stands. But, in order to correct 

1 Paris: Libraire Emile Bouillon, 1904. 

2 New York: The Columbia University Press, 1905. 



the other 53 imperfect hemistichs we must have 
recourse to some method other than the synaloepha, 
and by those same methods these 45 cases may be 
corrected without recourse to the synaloepha. The 
methods of procedure referred to are only those that 
the poet made use of in many of the correct verses 
of the poem and hence lie well within the ordinary 
uses of the language. I mean contraction, syncope, 
apocope, aphaeresis, dialysis, and synezesis. (46) 
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Thus we see that as early as 1905 Fitz-Gerald had proven that 

Berceo boasted an adaptable system of scansion which he 

utilized to satisfy the standards proclaimed by his school. 

Since then, the close study of the works of Berceo, the Alix, 

and the Apo have provided ample evidence that the same 

techniques were used in each of these works, and that the 

poets responsible for their creation were part of a school 

identifiable by their style of versification commonly referred 

to the «mester de clerecia»3. 

The first chapter of this study reviews the editions of 

3 Gerold Hilty provides a thorough synopsis of the 
scholarship related to the clerecia school in his study "lEs 
posible recuperar la lengua del autor del Libro de Apolonio a 
traves de la unica copia consevada?", reviewed in the previous 
chapter. A complete treatment of the subject can be found in 
Guillermo Diaz Plaj a's, «EI mester de clerecia», Historia 
general de las literaturas hispanicas (Barcelona: Editorial 
Barna, 1949) I: 363-398; Francisco Rico, «La clerecia del 
mester», Hispanic Review 53 (1985): 1-23, 127-50; Isabel Uria 
Maqua, «Sobre la unidad del mester de clerecia del siglo XIII: 
hacia un replantamiento de la cuesti6n», Actas de las III 
Jornadas de Estudios Berceanos, ed. Claudio Garcia Turza, 
(Logrono: Instituto de Estudios Riojanos, 1981). See also 
Brian Dutton's considerations in the introduction to the first 
volume of his complete works of Berceo, La "Vida de San Millan 
de la Cogolla" de Gonzalo de Berceo, (London: Tamesis Books 
Limited, 1967). 
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the Libro de Apolonio and other important studies offering 

insight into the poem's versification. The principal goal of 

the chapter was to show that none of the studies advances a 

methodology which can lead to a truly systematic restoration 

of the poem's original language. The challenges facing the 

editor of the Apo are admittedly formidable. The presence of 

different dialects in the manuscript attributable to scribes 

who intermingled their own dialect with the language of the 

original poet leaves some editors uncertain as to the 

linguistic origin of that poet. The fact that the poem exists 

in only one manuscript also tries the editor, since without 

the support of a second or third independent manuscript to 

confirm editorial emendations, many proposed modifications can 

be viewed with distrust by conservative scholars. The present 

chapter is an attempt to demonstrate that the scholarship 

associated with thirteenth-century clerecia poets is 

sufficiently detailed and abundant to undertake a reliable 

reconstruction of the Apo and restore a good measure of the 

metrical perfection that was the hallmark of the poeta 

clerigo. 

Significant justification for believing in the positive 

outcome of reconstructive efforts lies in the work of Dana A. 

Nelson. His critical reconstruction of the Libro de Alixandre 

began as a challenge to the long established and widely 

accepted belief that that poem, although recognized as a 
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monumental mester de clerecia work of the thirteenth century, 

was composed by a poet less preoccupied with the faultless 

prosody so nearly achieved by Gonzalo de Berceo in his pious 

works. Through years of meticulous effort, Nelson identified 

the patterns of scribal interference which were ultimately the 

cause of the corruption of the poem's original language and 

form. Going against the long held opinion that MS 0 was the 

more authentic of the two major manuscripts of the work, he 

established MS P of the Alix as the one which more closely 

preserved the language of the original poet in many respects. 

Nelson detailed the intrusive linguistic traits of the 

Aragonese scribe of MS P and those of the Leonese scribe of MS 

O. He also disputed the authorship which had been attributed 

to Johan Loren90 de Astorga, and endorsed the ascription of 

that honor to Gonzalo de Berceo. Nelson's detailed analysis of 

the language and versifying techniques of Berceo will aid us 

in reconstructing the Apo, to the extent that the Riojan was 

highly representative of contemporary versifiers. 

Central to Nelson's work is his conviction that Berceo 

was largely if not entirely responsible for the composition of 

the Alix, and that the techniques of versification found in 

the pious works of Berceo (B) are the same as those found in 

the Libro de Alixandre. A close study of Nelson's work 

alongside the language of the Apo leaves little doubt that the 

same prosodic criteria govern the Apo. Furthermore, many of 
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the patterns of scribal intrusion which Nelson identifies in 

the Alix as well as in specific Berceo manuscripts are also 

discernible in the Apo. Accordingly, Nelson's critical 

reconstruction of the Alix and subsequent Gonzalo de Berceo y 

el "Alixandre": Vindicaci6n de un estilo, an essential volume 

tracing and updating the research which led to the critical 

reconstruction, will serve as guides in proposing a tenable 

methodology for the reconstitution of the Apolonio. They are 

supplemented and reinforced as well by the work of Brian 

Dutton, who between the years 1967 and 1981 critically edited 

all the pious works of Gonzalo de Berceo and has assembled an 

electronic concordance of them. 

The process begins with the identification of some of the 

more easily explained alterations introduced by scribes 

copying the manuscript. Then we shall proceed with others 

which demonstrate how lack of familiarity with the prosodic 

criteria of the original poet affected not only the work of 

the scribes, but also that of modern editors. 

In his study of the metrical form of the Apo, H. H. 

Arnold points out how the scribes of the manuscript, as well 

as of those of Band Alix, tended to alter the language of 

clerecia works in order to interpret passages which they 

percei ved to be obscured by the exigencies of alexandrine 

meter: "The copyists of the Apolonio", he writes, "have fallen 

prey to the usual tendency to employ the longer, more explicit 
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and, in their mind, better forms ll (51). Whether consciously or 

not, they were influenced by different aesthetic principles, 

their own often taking priority over the standards responsible 

for the form of the original cuaderna via works. Manuel Alvar 

observed the same tendencies, albeit in a haphazard fashion, 

without defining consistent criteria for editing the 

alterations. Gerold Hilty has also identified some of the ways 

in which copyists added to the text in order to provide what 

they considered an improved reading. But since his relatively 

short study is meant to provoke interest in the possibility of 

restoring the original language of the poem rather than to 

elaborate upon his observations, he does not deal with the 

issue extensively. 

Nelson, however, does examine minutely the ways in which 

the manuscripts of the Alix were altered to harmonize more 

closely with the copyists' sensibilities. He clarifies that 

for the scribes lIera mas importante la facil fluidez 

sintactica asegurada por la coordinaci6n (y la subordinaci6n) 

que la isometri.a ll (Alix, 90). Berceo consciously made use of 

parataxis and asyndeton as part of his style, leaning heavily 

on both to maintain proper metrical form. The facts we have 

clearly indicate that the same held true for the poet of the 

Apo. The scribes' aversion to these particular traits is made 

manifest by the frequent insertion of the conjunctions §, Q 

and que in hemistichs which are hypermetrical by one syllable. 
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Also common is the introduction of sundry elements of speech: 

prepositions (por, £Qg, s, en); personal and reflexive 

pronouns (vos, el, ~); possesive pronouns (.§.]d); definite 

articles (el, la). Additions such as the ones that follow 

allowed the scribes to feel more comfortable with the work 

they were copying. These are examples from a selection of the 

poem (strophes 348-468) : 

2.2. Minor Scribal Intrusions4 • 

2.21. Parataxis and Asyndeton. 

353c: Maguer mucho lazdraua, cayole en plager, 

d: ca preciauase mucho T querie algo valer [+1] 

384d: enviol' su acorro T oyo su peti9ion [+1] 

389a: Tornate all aldeya T piensa de tu lauor [+1] 

Nelson notes that the tendency to introduce a copulative 

4 Other editors' versions of the verses listed in this 
section will be reproduced only if they differ from mine. I 
highlight the words which are the focus of my commentary in 
each cited verse, and place in brackets the number of extra 
syllables resultant from the observed interference. I also 
indicate the caesura with an extra space to facilitate the 
reader's reference to individual hemistichs. Although many of 
the verses which are to be reviewed henceforth exhibit the 
need for more than one emendation, we shall concern ourselves 
presently with only the highlighted forms. Completely emended 
verses can be found in the final chapter. 
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conjunction at the beginning of the second hemistich 

(following caesura) is common in Alix (particularly in MS 0) 

where the poet allowed asyndeton (Alix, 91). Apo 437d, "que 

veyo avos tristes, mala color tener", is a case in which the 

poet of Apo demonstrates his willingness to bypass 

coordination in order to maintain perfect meter, despite the 

jolt this may cause the reader. 

355c: Maguer que era ayuna, [+1] que non era yantada, 

d: en el cabo del lecho pos6sse la criada 

Mention has been made of Nelson's study of Berceo's use 

of doublets and triplets in the previous chapter (cf. Alix § 

2.32). He identifies the use of the doublet maguer (que) in 

Alix 554a-d, 1400b, and 1968a. Apo 380a, "Fue maguer(a) con el 

ruego hun poco enbargado", testifies to the difficulties 

experienced by the scribes in the presence of the 

morphological variants used by the original poet (see Nelson 

in Alix § 2.41). The first example listed above (v. 355c) 

testifies to the accepted use of maguer as a doublet of maguer 

que, which appears in v. 557a. Since maguera is long in 380a, 

one should logically restore the bisyllabic variant maguer: SM 

61d "quiero, maguer lazrado, tu mercet esperar". 

385b: Asomaron ladrones que andauan por la mar [+1] 
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In this instance, the original poet's acceptance of 

parataxis discomforts Alvar and Cesare as well as it did the 

early scribes. The editors avoid parataxis and choose to 

employ synaloepha (or an unacceptable form of elision joining 

the relative pronoun with the conjugated verb) to restore 

correct meter: Alvar lI'lu' andaban; Cesare 1I'l' andavan. 

452: Mandoles que mouiesen T que pensasen de andar [+2] 

La carrera de Tiro penssasen de tomar 

Que sus dias eran pocos [+1] II 

T querrie alIa finar [+1] 

Que entre sus parientes se querrie soterrar 

After eliminating the highlighted scribal additions, 

compare the above strophe with the one below, provided by 

Nelson as an example of Berceo' s combined use of asyndeton and 

parataxis. The result of such usage provides the similar 

passages with a unique, vigorous character: 

1722: Mand6 mover las huestes, las tiendas arrancar, 

avie puesto de ir [EcbatOana] gercar, 

la villa destroir, a Dario cativar; 

desende adelante su guerra encerrar. 

(Alix, 545) 

450b: Non creyo que mi fija aqui es soterrada 



c: Mas ho me la han vendida [+1] II 

ho en mal lugar echada [+1] 
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Cesare's reading of the above passage suggests that the 

forms ho ... ho are superfluous scribal additions. 

Unfortunately, as is the case throughout his edition, he does 

not justify his emendation. Although Berceo's pleonastic use 

of the conjunction Q to aid in perfecting meter is well 

documented, Alvar's choice to eliminate ID@§ from the first 

hemistich and keep the alternative construction IIQ ... QII 

(lleither-or ll ) leaves the second hemistich hypermetrical. 

Furthermore, the antithetical construction IInon ... mas ll is not 

uncommon in Alix and B (Alix 47a-c, 66c-d, etc.), and should 

be considered authentic here as well. 

356c: qual tienes por tu tierra, segunt el tu cuydar 

d: 0 por padre 0 por madre, [+1] quales deues catar. 

Verse 356d presents us with the repetition of two words: 

Q and por. I suggest the elimination of the first copulative 

Q, because in addition to the presence of asyndeton between 

verses £-g, the inverted syntax of g was responsible for 

leading the scribe to add the conjunction Q in an attempt to 

join the first hemistich of that verse with the principal 

clause of the previous verse (Ilqual tienes por tu tierra 1111) . 
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The addition of the copulative destroys the syntactical 

integrity of g. 

357b: Tarsso es la mi tierra, yo otra non sabria 

c: Estrangillo es mi padre, [+1] su muger madre mia 

Nelson lists examples of asyndeton and the ellipsis of 

the verb ser: Alix 1668a 1I10s unos son tu sangre los otros 

tus criados ll
; 2565d IIca son las naches luengas los dias non 

tan grandes ll (Alix, § 2.51). 

2.22. Introduction of Prepositions. 

367a: Por 0 quier que pasauan, por rua 0 por calleia [+1] 

376b: fue par al <;iminterio con su pan T con su lumbre [+1] 

435b: perdi6 toda la sangre con cuyta T con pesar [+1]5 

466b: de comer nin de beuer [+1] nada Ie ementare 

It is pointed out by Nelson that the scribes of the 

manuscripts of the Alix II insistian en la repetici6n de 

palabras funcionales ... : lIa ... e (a) II , IIcon ... e (con) II, 

5 The copying practices of the scribe of Apo are often 
strikingly similar to those of the scribe(s) of MS 0 of Alix. 
The regular repetition of the preposition con is one 
similarity; the repeated addition of the conjunction g to 
eliminate asyndeton following caesura (noted above) is 
another. 
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"de ... nin (de)", "en ... e (en)", "si ... o (si) II (Alix, v. 132b, 

n.). We see with the above examples that the same is true in 

the Apo. We add to his list the example of IIpor ... o (por)II, 

found in 367a (above). 

That the scribes exaggerated these repetitions is not to 

say that the poets did not make use of them when they needed 

to round out the meter of a verse. One can almost understand 

how the poets' seleeti ve use of functional words such as 

prepositions befuddled the scribes. In v. 356d, cited in the 

previous section, the poet's repetition of the preposition por 

("por ... o porll) is a syntactic pleonasm employed to maintain 

perfect meter. The practice is common: v. 619d lIeon muger 7 

con yerno (7) con ssu fija casada ll . 

369d: Non podrie en otra guisa [+1] de la llaga sanar 

Rather than omitting the preposition en in this 

hemistich, Alvar reduces the syllable count by accepting 

synaloepha: podrie 'n. But such a form has no support in any 

of the early works of mester de clerecia, whose poets simply 

did not practice the elision of prepositions with conjugated 

verb forms to accommodate the alexandrine meter. Cesare 

replaces en with the preposition de and elides it with otra: 

d' otra. Such examples of elision are documented in mester 

works. However, when the simple adverbial expression otra 
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guisa is used to convey the same meaning as "de otra manera" , 

it is accompanied neither by de nor en: Sm 356d "mas quiso 

Dios la cosa otra guisa poner" Alix 748b "qua non 10 podien 

omnes otra guisa matar". ThUS, the preferable emendation in 

this case is just to eliminate the preposition §n. The same 

adjustment can be made in Apo 472d: "deuyeste de otra guisa 

contra mi mesurar". 

443c: Tenervoslo e a grado que me sean vendidos 

d: de que fagamos fatilas [+1] los que somos feridos6 

The insertion here of the preposition de interferes with 

the syntax of the sentence, converting a purpose clause, 

introduced by que and followed by the subjunctive, into a 

relative clause. The interference was again triggered by the 

scribe's aversion to the sometimes abrupt narrative style of 

the poet. Cesare maintains de, scanning fatilas, incorrectly, 

as a proparoxytone: fatilas. 

435c: Torno en su encubierta a la muger a rebtar [+1] 

6 See Nelson's discussion of fatilado/fetilado, in which 
he discusses the obscure etymology of the word. He includes 
this strophe of Apo in his commentary. Vind, 218-220. 



Cesare: Torn6 su encubierta la muger a rebtar 

Alvar: Torn6 en su cobierta a la mujer rebtar 
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The demands of the alexandrine verse meant that modal 

verbs such as tornar, which tended to be accompanied by 

prepositions, sacrificed the particle when meter needed to be 

accommodated (A1ix § 3. 54s). Thus Alvar's emendation (the 

elimination of ~ preceding rebtar) is preferable to that of 

Cesare. 

2.23. Accusative ~. 

446b: Aqui fizo Estrangilo ha Tarsiana sobollir [+1] 

In this example we observe that the scribe favored 

setting the verb's object apart from its subject by 

introducing it with the preposition ~. This accusative ~ was 

vulnerable in crowded hemistichs: :rH 908c: 11 sabes onrar los 

buenos como bien ensefiada", Alix § 3.543. 

2.24. Introduction of Articles. 

435a: Estrangilo, e1 de Tarso, [+1] quando 10 vio entrar 

Compare this hemistich with Apo 349a: "Estrangilo de 
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Tarsol I". 

406d: Con sus palabras planas meti610 en la carrera [+1] 

In Alix 1180c we find "meti6 se en carrera". Also, Sm 

324b lIentraron en carrera". Cesare and Alvar choose to 

apocopate the obj ect pronoun (metiol'), perhaps not bearing in 

mind the idiomatic use of the word carrera. 

348c: meti6se en las naues, fizo luego la movida [+1] 

Marden suggested this correction, citing Mi 742b "quando 

fizo tornada ll and Fn Gz 136d "fizo luego tornada." We have 

also Alix 2099b "nin c6m fizo tornada" and 2528b 1I0VO luego 

movido con su cavaller.ia". 

2.25. Introduction of Pronouns and Possessive Adjectives. 

321a: Fuese luego el maestro, [+1] non 10 quiso tardar 

418a: con esto Antinagora fuesse para su posada [+1] 

415c: quiero uos dar agora mas que uos non demandastes [+1] 

427d: Non les cabie en las playas,11 

subiense a los poyales [+1] 

For the use of fue 'parti6', cf. Apo 328c "fue pora la 
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posada del su huespet querido", 329a "Fue <;ierto a la casa, ca 

antes la sabie", Mi 303d. Cesare edits both 321a and 41Sa by 

apocopating the pronoun (fues'). Alvar overlooks the 

trisyllabic scansion of maestra (cf. below, 2.32) and does not 

emend 321a. He apocopates fues(se) in 418a. 

The reflexive pronoun used with subir is superfluous in 

a hemistich that is hypermetric, especially when the verb is 

not documented in B, Alix, or Apo in a reflexive construction. 

In v. 415c, Both Cesare and Alvar prefer to eliminate the 

pleonastic non, a trait which is common to the mester poets: 

Sig 56b "seran muchos ligeros mas que non es el viento", Alix 

693d "ante fara nemiga que non sea rancado". 

376a: La duenya gran manyana como era su costumbre [+1] 

In Apo 281a we read "Balsamaron el cuerpo como costumbre 

era". Also Alix 976a "Par6 el rey sus azes como costum[n]e 

era 11 i 120d 11 como era costum En) e, sus dones ofrecer". In SD 611 

we find "Fi<;o el bon confesor como avie costumne". Whereas the 

possesive adjective is found in similar expressions involving 

the particular custom of individuals (Hi 1d, SD 409a), each of 

the above cited verses, including Apo 376a, refers to a 

common, generally practiced custom and does not include the 

possessive adjective. The scribe's anticipation of the two 

appearances of the same form (su) in v. 376b is likely 
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responsible for the words intrusion into v. 376a. Both Cesare 

and Alvar overlook the use of this expression used in these 

clerecia works and resort to the apocope of gQffiQ (com') to 

restore correct meter. 

431c: el dia que su boz 0 au canto non oye [+1] 

Cesare correctly drops sU; Al var accepts synaloepha: 

n'oye. 

2.26. Lengthening of Original Forms. 

Common throughout the manuscript is the scribal tendency 

to modify the lexicon of the original poet. Arnold's study 

highlights many of the manuscript's words which originally 

existed in a shorter form. Each of the following emendations 

is needed in the section of the poem to be edited in the final 

chapter, bringing the hemistichs in which they are found back 

into correct metrical form7 • 

393d (arlribar (Alix 1502c; Mil 752a); 457a (arlribados 

(So 43a). 394b apar(eilada (Apo 58a); 404a (principe) 

[princep] (Apo 405a, 411a, etc.; Alix 6a; Mil 295d); 409d 

7 Examples which have already been documented by Arnold 
(50-51) are not accompanied by references. 
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des (a) guisado; 419d (nengun) [nul]; 429c me (ne) ster; 429d 

sobei(an)o. 

Another example of the scribe's tendency to alter original 

forms is observed in the verses containing aguesta/-as, 

agueste/-08. These forms appear a total of 10 times in the 

poem, an excessive quantity considering that the same forms 

appear but 13 times in all of B. Agueste and aguesto appear 

once each within the 120 strophes which concern us presently: 

383d: que aqueste traydor [+1] non me pueda venger 

Cesare: no emendation; Alvar: aquest' (undocumented in Band 

Alix) . 

450a: asmo que todo aquesto [+1] es mentira prouada 

Cesare: (aqu)esto; Alvar: tod'aquesto. 

Berceo was a versatile poet who boasted an array of 

expediencies with which to mold his verses, accommodating them 

to the standards of his style. But he did not submit his 

language to the altering affects of apocope, elision and 

aphaeresis if the need to do so did not exist. The relative 

8 Cf. Alix 236c (note), and Nelson's observation that 
"aguesto y formas afines no son siempre autenticos." 
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rarity of aguesto as opposed to the abundant representation of 

esto in B should lead an editor to question the authenticity 

of the longer form aguesto in Apo, and to suggest restoring 

esto before subjecting todo to apocope. 

The form in v. 383d, (agu)este, may be explained by the 

copyist's uncertainty regarding the syllabic value assigned 

the word traidor by the learned poet. Traidor « L. TRADERE) 

is trisyllabic in the clerecia works of the period, and should 

be scanned as such throughout the Apo likewise, as in 399b, 

404b, 420c, etc. 

The lengthened form (agu) esto in 450a suggests that there 

are other forces responsible for the exaggerated number of 

appearances of the extended demonstratives, since there was 

nothing in the probable original verse ("Asmo que todo 

esto/ /") that should have provoked the scribe to alter it. 

Similar additions are found in 386b "en (agu) ell traydor falso 

[ +1] mano querien echar" and 466a "Menazados nos a que 

(agu) ell que Ii fablare [+1]". Of the 10 appearances of 

agueste/-a," etc., in the Apo, only one (82c) is not suspect. 

These longer demonstrative forms are found throughout Navarro 

Tomas' Documentos de Aragon9
, showing the longer forms (agu-), 

abundant even in chancery prose, to be another trait of the 

9 Tomas Navarro, Documentos lingufsticos del alto Aragon 
(Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 1957), a collection of 
legal prose documents dating from 1255 to 1494. 
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Aragonese scribe's linguistic background which found its way 

into the Apo manuscript. 

The above examples of minor scribal interventions in the 

manuscript demonstrate how the copyist, frequently ill at ease 

with the concise, archaic, and sometimes artificial poetic 

language of the original text, modified it to make it more 

appealing to his own linguistic and stylistic sensibilities. 

As we continue, Nelson's studies of the ways in which the 

scribes of the Alix and B transformed the carefully measured 

verse of the original poet will assist us in identifying 

additional characteristic traits of scribal intervention in 

the Apolonio. 

2.3. Alteration of Distinctive Prosodic Traits. 

Copyists' alterations were at times responsible for the 

total disappearance of some specific features that were 

characteristic of the style and contributed to the formal 

perfection of clerecia works. The first chapter of Nelson's 

Vindicaci6n is a thorough analysis, on the one hand, of 

Berceo's most visible methods of achieving the consistent 

perfection of meter - -apocope, elision, aphaeresis, diaeresis, 

and syncope- - i and, on the other, of the copyists' tendency to 

disregard certain of these metaplasms. 
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2.31. Apocope. 

The first of the stylistic traits common to these poets 

is the calculated use of apocope wherein the final e --and 

occasionally the final 0- - of a word is dropped to accommodate 

the alexandrine meter. Many apocopated forms were common in 

Berceo's time, a fact which is largely attributable to the 

cultural and intellectual influences arriving from the other 

side of the Pyrenees. The clerecia poets consciously and 

frequently availed themselves of apocope in order to satisfy 

the stringent metrical standards they claimed as their 

hallmark. Nelson studies the uses. of "apocope normal II (the 

loss of a final vowel following alveolar and dental 

consonants: siet(e) , diz(e), tod(o) and lIapocope extrema II 

(the loss of a final vowel following other consonants and 

consonant groups: guand(o) , com(o) , romanc(e))IO. Both types 

of apocope are found throughout the works of the clerecia 

poets, and both are subject to varying degrees of scribal 

alteration. With the passage of time, apocope became less and 

less common in the Spanish language. Originally apocopated 

forms grew increasingly vulnerable, succumbing to the full 

forms preferred by contemporizing scribes. While certain types 

10 See Rafael Lapesa, liLa apocope de la vocal en 
castellano antiguo. Intento de explicacion historica, II 

Estudios dedicados a Menendez Pidal, II (Madrid, 1951): 
185-226. 
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of normal apocope were more likely to survive the 

discriminating copyists (e.g., apocopated enclitic pronouns 

joined to third singular preterit forms: dixo-l, pregunto-l, 

plogo-l), other forms perceived to be rare and archaic --often 

those involving extreme apocope (no-m pueden, gent, cort)--

were readily eliminated. 

Evidence present in the Ape suggests a flagrant disregard 

on the part of the scribes for the original poet's calculated 

use of apocopated forms. Whereas normal apocope of enclitic 

pronouns is well represented in the manuscript, there is not 

one example of extreme apocope in the 120 strophes included in 

the present analysis. Let us observe the cases of como and 

quando in the Ape and consider what they reveal regarding the 

scribal rejection of extreme apocope. 

Based on the concordance of the works of Berceo prepared 

by Brian Dutton, como occurs 449 times in B, compared with 58 

occurrences of the apocopated form comll • Quando occurs 312 

times; quand, 58. Nelson registers the following numbers in 

his study of the occurrences of the two words in Alix: 

11 These figures include the instances in which Dutton has 
chosen to edit the manuscripts for metrical purposes. In 
Chapter 1 it was mentioned that perhaps Dutton placed too much 
credence in the copying practices of the scribes of MS I. It 
is my belief that more work needs to be done before we can 
accurately ascertain the extent to which I represents the 
original language of Berceo in certain regards. However, 
Dutton demonstrates a thorough understanding of the poet's 
methods of versification, and generally offers reliable 
emendations to the manuscripts. 



vv. 1-149 

vv. 801-1299 

vv. 2001-2499: 

VV. 7-240 

vv. 1001-1234: 

vv. 2244-2477: 

quando 

43 

51 

44 

28 

23 

30 

guand 

42 

20 

11 

£Qill 

16 

10 

6 
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These figures strongly suggest that the Berceo consciously 

employed the apocopated version of both words. In the Apo 

manuscript, however, the number of occurrences of these forms 

are as follows: como (also commo) 109; com, 1; quando, 83; 

quand, O. This discrepancy in the use of such forms among 

different works indicates that the poet of the Apo must have 

used it considerably more frequently than its extant 

manuscript would suggest. 

Here are the figures representing como and quando within 

strophes 348-467, before and after my editing, and the verses 

which call for the emendation: 

quando 

quand 

MS 

17 

o 

EDITED 

13 

4 

~ 

76 

23 
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16 12 75 

a 4 25 

382d: Senyor, quand(o) 1012 tu sufres s6 por ello pagada 

Cesare: quando. 1; Alvar: (tu) sufres. 

In his emendation, Cesare shows himself to be unaware of 

what Nelson refers to as the "ordenaci6n de las reglas": the 

relative preference Berceo showed in applying different facets 

of the system of scansion to his verse. In this case we see 

that the two editors, just as the scribes of former times, 

resisted reading quando in its apocopated form. The greater 

the distance in time between the original poet and the those 

who copy his work, the greater the aversion to extreme 

apocope. But Nelson cites cases in which the apocopated form 

alongside a pronoun are conserved in the manuscripts of B: Sm 

79b "el bispo quand 10 viol ... " and 196a " .. . /quand se vio 

cueytado" . Both of which document elsewhere the scribal 

variant quando, and thus demonstrate the tendency to do away 

with the shortened form. Another example of quand before a 

pronoun is Sm lS6a "Sant Millan quand la vio .. . 1." Dutton, 

sharing Nelson's awareness of Berceo's use of quand, shortens 

12 The interpolation of the obj ect pronoun noticeable here 
is also documented in Band Alix. Nelson discusses the 
relatively high occurrence of interpolation in MS 0 as 
compared to MS P of the Alix (Alix, § 1.812; Vind, 34, 108). 
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the form lengthened by copyists in Sm 21Sa "Quand(o) ovo el 

buen omne (+1) ... /" and Lo 204b "issi6 quand(o) tu nacisti 

(+1) ... /." 

We also observe in the last example, Lo 204b, that in B, 

the poet routinely maintained the pronoun tu when addressing 

the Virgin or Christ. Apo 381d reads "Senyor, til. me acorre por 

tierra 0 por mar". Verse 402d renders "Senyor, diz, til. me val 

que yo a ti me acomiendo", showing in a flawless hemistich the 

poet's choice to shorten dixo (diz) rather than eliminate the 

pronoun tu, on addressing Christ. The emendation guand(o) in 

v. 382d best exemplifies the original language of the poet, 

who in this instance may have preferred the order "Senyor 

quand tu 10 sufres//". 

399c: quand(o) la houiesse comprada que ge la yrie logar 

Cesare: quando l'hovies; Alvar: cuand' la hobies' . 

The sonority of the vowel -a in the language caused that 

vowel strongly to resist the apocope which so frequently 

affected -e and less commonly -0 in final position. Alvar-

his peculiar choices regarding orthography aside-- makes the 

proper critical emendations regarding meter in the first 

hemistich. 
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435a: Estrangilo, el de Tarso quand(o) 10 vio entrar 

Cesare: no emendation; Alvar: cuando I' vic. 

Although vido (< L. VIDIT) appears in Apo 191d, 474b, and 

517a, Cesare --again, much like the scribes copying the 

original poem-- fails to give to vio the disyllabic value it 

is always assigned in Band Alix13 i therefore, he does not 

emend the hemistich. Alvar, like Cesare in the case of v. 

382d, displays a lack of familiarity concerning the order in 

which the poet applied the rules which governed his 

versification. 

464a: Ellos, quand(o) 10 vieron de tal guisa venir 

Cesare: no emendation; Alvar: cuando. 

We have seen that Cesare does not recognize the syllabic 

value of the preterit of veer in Old Spanish. In his reading, 

Alvar exposes two of his edition's weaknesses: the lack of 

consistency in emending the manuscript and the lack of 

explication regarding the frequent emendations he makes. Cf. 

Alvar 243b, 392a, vieron (= vieron) . 

13 See Menendez Pidal, Gramatica hist6rica espanola 
(Madrid, 1929) 279. 



365d: com(o) serie de su madre que la ouo parida 

Cesare, Alvar: com(o). 
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Cf. Lo 79a ",:.Com sere sin porfac;:o, mezquino peccador?" 

380c: Pero que aguisasse cam(o) liurase privado 

Cesare: como livras; Alvar: com(o) librase. 

Which form (£QillQ or liurase) was the one more likely to 

be shortened by the poet in this case? The above editors 

choose alternative but theoretically plausible solutions. 

Nelson states that in B, lien las obras tempranas, se apocopa 

com (0) antes que el imperfecto de subjuntivo fuesse ... II 

(Vindicacian, 101). He cites Alix 647b II com (0) si :Cuesse su 

padre 0 fuesse su avuelo." A carefully edited reconstruction 

should adduce dependable facts regarding the practices and 

stylistic traits of the poet of the Apo as evidenced in 

similar situations, including the tendency toward syntactical 

symetry between hemistichs and verses. This verse, as well as 

the one referred to by Nelson, are examples wherein the 

repetition of the imperfect subjunctive enhances the rhythmic 

structure of the verse, and thereby plays a more significant 

role in the scansion than does the full form of the adverbial 
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conjunction .£Q!!lQ14. Again, it should be noted that to the 

original poet, familiar and comfortable with the language of 

the French pilgrims traveling the "camino frances" (Fr. comme 

< L. QUOMODO, Fr. quand < L. QUANDO), there was nothing 

cacophonous about the shortened forms com and quand. The 

aversion to extreme apocope should be recognized as typical of 

the scribe, and taken into consideration when choosing between 

possible emendations. Cf. also, Alix 251b "dizi [e] a los 

maestros que librassen privado". 

410b: com(o) ouo de chiquiella sus parientes perdidos 

Cesare, Alvar: com(o). 

Cf. SM 226c "mesuraron las vigas, [com] avien de seer"; 

Alix 719a "Ector murio amigos, com avedes oido". 

463d: entendio que andauan com(o) omnes de prestar. 

Cesare, Alvar: com(o). 

Cf. Lo 139a "Un sermon fi<;:o Piedro com omne acordado"i 

14 This is not to say that the poet does not avail himself 
also of the sonority of the full form como. Cf. sts. 361-362: 

Contole la estoria 
en mar como entr~ 
como caso con ella 
como murio de parto 

toda de fundament a 
en hora carbonenta 

a muy grant sobrevienta 
huna cara juuenta. 

Dixo l' como su padre fizo tal sagramento ... 
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Alix 153d "sopo se encobrir com omne de cordura". 

Although the relatively small portion of the Apo edited 

for the purpose of this study can not automatically be viewed 

as representative of the entire poem, the figures cited on the 

extreme apocope of quando and £QffiQ, taken into consideration 

with the scribal alterations observed up to this point in the 

chapter, confirm a strong inclination on the part of scribes 

to replace shortened forms of the original text, thus 

eliminating an important license available to the original 

poet in his striving to achieve metrical perfection. 

Curiously, the percentages supplied by another set of examples 

of the same scribal tendency to restore the apocopated forms 

taken from the portion of the poem presently being discussed 

produce the same results. In both Band Alix, the apocopated 

form diz (present) commonly stood for the full form dixo 

(preterite) when the poet needed room for an additional 

syllable in a hemistich. The same is true of the poet of the 

Apo. Dixo appears 103 times and diz replaces "dixo" 13 times 

in the manuscript. If the results of the edited verses 

containing these two words are representative of the rest of 

the manuscript, in a reconstruction of the complete poem diz 

will be represented by a higher number of occurrences, while 



the number of times dixo appears will decrease .15 

EDITED 

15 13 

2 4 

~ 

76 

24 
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Naturally, these percentages can only be considered 

approximate. But, when combined with those given above for 

quand(o) and comlo), they begin to suggest that the original 

poet was consistent in his use of full as opposed to 

apocopated forms. His use of apocope (both normal and extreme) 

with pronouns alone (me, te, se, 1e, 10) reveals a higher 

ratio of full forms to shortened forms. There are, if my count 

is accurate, 156 pronouns appearing in the section of the poem 

upon which our study focuses. Approximately five of these 

cases will necessitate a thorough analysis at a later point16
• 

Of the 151 cases that remain, 4 emendations are required: 

378b: non te mereci cosa por que m(e) deues matar 

Cesare: m(e)i Alvar: (por) que me. 

403d: que no(n) m(e) puedan el alma gar90nes enconar 

~ The tally is taken from sts. 348-467. 

16 364c diol', 397a quel', 416b quierovoslo, 416d, datlo, 
448c abaxosele. 
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Cesare, Alvar: no(n) m(e). 

437b: Pesame de mi fija que no(n) m(e) viene veyer 

Cesare, Alvar: no(n) m(e). 

418a: Con esto Antinagora fue(sse) para su posada 

Cesare, Alvar: fues(se). (See the commentary to this verse 

in 2.25) . 

These emendations involve the scribe's rejection of extreme 

and normal (v.418a) apocope. The results of the comparison 

between full pronouns and apocopated pronouns in the edited 

section, excluding the five cases cited above: full, 135 

(89%); shortened, 16 (11%). 

In his study of apocope in B, Nelson suggests that the 

occurrence of full forms in the pious works is proportionately 

related to the poet's stylistic maturity. As he became more 

adept at versifying in the closely measured cuaderna via 

style, in a career that quite obviously spanned many years, 

Berceo refined his techniques, and depended less on the use of 

apocope to achieve isometry. If the percentages of apocopated 

pronouns in vv. 348-467 of the Apo are found to approach 

closely those of the entire poem, this fact may suggest that 

the poet of the Apo was not a novice l7
• Such conjectures lead 

one to wonder why it is that there exists but one anonymous 

17 Could it be that the poet originally depended less on 
apocope than did Berceo for prosodic perfection? 
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poem from a poet who acquired a relatively high level of 

skill. 

Before moving on to list the final examples of apocope 

found in our 120 strophes, let us compare the above 

observations with those of Gerold Hilty, whose study of the 

Apo was reviewed in the above chapter. In his analysis, Hilty 

states, "He analizado, en una versi6n regularizada de propia 

cosecha, 200 coplas de nuestra obra para conocer la proporci6n 

de la ap6cope extrema. He aqui el resultado de tal analisis: 

tanto para los sustantivos como para los pronombres (me, te, 

se, Ie) tenemos casi exactamente una relaci6n de 40% de formas 

apocopadas contra 60% de formas plenas" (Hilty, 200)18. Hilty 

shows himself to be a thorough critical editor in his study, 

and it is hoped that the sections of poem he has edited --

unlike those of H.H. Arnold-- will be published, along with 

the vocabulary he has submitted to analysis in the study of 

apocope. 

18 How Hilty defines "ap6cope extrema" is of significance 
when discussing these percentages. He states on page 214 of 
his study: "Al regularizar la metrica tenemos que admitir 
formas como entonc (3d), est (Sc, 8a), argument (lSb) allado 
de formas que no presentan la ap6cope extrema como romanQe 
(lc), fuese (13d, 1Sa), pudiesse (14b)." His figures do not 
allow for a legitimate comparison with those gathered in the 
present study due to the fact that he includes in his 
statistics of extreme apocope forms like fuese and pudiesse, 
which are viewed as normal apocope in my own analysis. Cf. 
Vind, 2. 
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Let's continue with the sampling of apocopated forms 

found in our edited section of the poem. 

350b: quando fue de siet(e) anyos, dieronla al escuela 

Cesare, Alvar: siet(e). 

The editors shorten the numeral without commentary, but 

the verse contains two words with alterable forms (quando and 

siete) within the hypermetrical hemistich (+1). Both are 

documented in their apocopated form in Band Alix. Neither 

word - -as should by now be expected- - is found in its 

shortened form in Apo. Verse 242c, both hemistichs of which 

require editing, reads IIpodria auer siete meses que casado 

era. 1I The first half of the verse can only be brought into 

compliance by editing siet(e), which fact gives us reason to 

believe that the shortened form was, indeed, used by the 

original poet l9 • Verse 251b reads IIbien anda en siete meses 

(+1) 0 en mas que s6 prenyada. 1I Corbella notes that IIbien 

and a 11 is an impersonal construction (='hace'), but she 

provides no documentation to support its use as such. The 

result of my search for the form anda + [period of time] has 

provided me with only one other example in all of Band Alix, 

19 The third person singular of the conditional tense in 
this verse will be edited to read podr[ie] in the following 
chapter. The hemistich remains hypermetrical (+1), and 
requires the emendation to siet(e). 
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in which, however, the verb is not impersonal: 

SM 279b: EI baron acabado, qe Dios mucho amava 

era de grandes dias, en [cien] annos andava, 

This verse allows us to accept the preposition en, omitted by 

Alvar in his attempt to restore correct meter in Apo 251b', as 

a legitimate complement of anda, referring to the accumulation 

of time. Cesare drops the adverb bien, which seems also ill 

advised. The adverb is well chosen to emphasize the anxiety 

Dionisa feels over embarking upon a difficult journey when 

more than seven months into her pregnancy. 

Since siete is readily apocopated in both Band Alix 

under metrical pressure, and since the percentage of siet 

compared to siete (after editing) in both B (47%) and Alix 

(69%) is much higher than the percentages of quand compared to 

quando, one should adopt the apocope of siet(e) in 251b as the 

best editorial correction of this particular passage. 

After studying the treatment given the forms siet(e) , we 

can feel confident that Cesare and Alvar have made the proper 

emendation in v. 35Gb, above. They have favored shortening 

siete rather than quando, and the clerecia poet quite 

certainly did the same. With this brief discussion, I am 

suggesting that siet (though absent in the manuscript) 

replaces all three occurrences of siete in the edited version 
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of the poem. I do so in view of the evidence found in Band 

Alix and the recognized quality of the scholarship related to 

the editors of both. Such emendations lead us not toward what 

some editors would consider "textos hipoteticos", but rather 

toward the perfection of form that the gifted anonymous poet 

originally bestowed upon the Apolonio. The work of a critical 

editor reconstructing the original form of the Apo can be 

compared to the efforts of an archeologist striving to 

rediscover the imposing perfection of Palenque or Teotihuacan. 

We can surmise that not every stone today is in its proper 

place, but such a suspicion does not discredit the splendid 

results of the restorative efforts. 

358a: Oydme, diz(e) Lic6rides, senyora T criada. 

Cesare, Alvar: diz(e). 

Scribal interference is indisputable here. The poet used 

the present diz (the manuscript also reads ditz in vv. 320c, 

509d, and 517a) as a shortened form of preterite dixo when 

metrical pressure obliged him to do so. He used the form 

diz(e) to identify quotes. Let us observe the seven instances 

of dize in Apo. 
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57a: Commo dize el proverbio que suele retrayer 

338c: Rey, dize, yo te ruego T pidotelo en donado 

358a: Oydme, dize Lic6rides, senyora T criada 

401a: Esto dize el titulo, qui 10 quiere saber 

542c: La ama, diqe, de que siempre menguada me siento 

552a: Rey, dize Antinagora, yo mercet te pido 

589a: Entiendo, dize Apolonyo, toda esta estoria 

Only one of the above forms of dize should be respected: 

401a, which forms part of the poet's present tense narration. 

For the priority of the apocopation of diz(e) over that of 

com(o) in 57a, see also SD 620a "Como diz el proverbio que 

fabla por razon" , Alix 1905 "Como diz e1 proverbio que non es 

encubierta"20. In verses 338c and 552a rev should be read as 

disyllabic (rei21 ), and dize restored to diz22 . Since v. 542b 

20 Nelson lists the example of "como diz" as an example in 
establishing his "priority of the rules", Vind, 99. In his 
discussion "Motivos de autoridad" (Vind, 349-350) , he 
identifies a series of expressions (vouching to the authority 
of the poet's sources) common to both Alix and B. "Como diz el 
proverbio" is common to those works and Apo. 

21 See Fitz-Gerald's study of ~, lev, and rev in 
Versification of the Cuaderna Via (88-93), wherein he 
describes Berceo' s prosodic use of diaeresis and synaeresis in 
SD in his efforts to maintain perfect meter. Nelson continues 
the discussion (Vind, 87-88), counting 61 cases of the 
disyllabic rei (and 110 of monosyllabic rev) . The vogor of rei 
underscores Berceo's reliance on diaeresis in his poetry. See 
Apo 360a, 436a, in the discussion of diaeresis, below. 
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reads "dio a la demanda leyal recudimiento" , and the 

following two verses are narrated in direct discourse, the 

form dice in 542c becomes a superfluous marker of that direct 

discourse and should be regarded as a scribal gloss. Marden 

astutely perceives that the direct discourse marker dize of v. 

589a is due to a misreading of that verse, which the scribe 

takes as a continuation of the preceding conversation. Marden 

suggests the emendation "Entendi6 Apolonio ... I", and the 

elimination of the form dize as another scribal gloss. 

Each of the above verses, with the exception of 401a, 

should be edited and placed alongside the other 16 instances 

of diz (ditz) found in the manuscript as a shorter equivalent 

of preterit dixo. The predominance of apocopated forms is 

apparent in a verse like 402d "Senyor, diz, tu me val que yo 

a ti me acomiendo," where the original verb survived the 

scribe's tendency to lengthen apocopated forms. 

405d: veyergelo yequi(en)quiere qu'ella iua for9ada 

Cesare, Alvar: veyer{ge) 10. 

Although this is not an example of apocope, a search for 

similar expressions in other clerecia works leads to Alix 201d 

22 While Alvar decides to assign disyllabic value to rei 
in 338c and to shorten diz(e), following the suggestions of 
Cornu and Staaff, he misses the same emendation in 552a. 
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and 579b, both of which read "qui quier ge 10 verie" in the 

first hemistich. These readings justify at the very least the 

restoration of the synthetic future with the monosyllabic 

value of ~ in the conditional (ignored by Cesare and 

Alvar) 23. Such an emendation allows us to maintain the 

reflexive pronoun as well as emend gui(en) guiere. 

This verse should not be abandoned before mentioning the 

two cited editors' error in the second hemistich. It is held 

in this study that the use synaloepha was not accepted by this 

group of poets. Both Cesare and Alvar express the same belief, 

albeit skeptically: they allow for the poet's occasional 

necessity to relax the rigid rule and avail himself of the 

rare use of synaloepha. However, taking into consideration the 

use of the preterite tense in two of the three previous verbs 

in this strophe (ouo, fue; the third being verie), is it not 

likely that, rather than accepting synaloepha, the poet 

employed the final verb in the preterit tense also? Emend the 

verse to read: "qui quier{e) ge 10 ve{ye)rie que ella [fue] 

for<;ada." 

378a: "Amigo, dixo ella, nunca te fiz pesar 

23 See the discussion on syncope in the synthetic future 
and conditional tenses of second and third conjugations 
(Vindicaci6n, 139). Both tenses of the verb veer are 
syncopated, providing a monosyllabic root in Band Alix. 
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This verse gives testimony of another word which survived 

the scribe's tendency to round out originally apocopated 

forms. Just as diz is the substitute for dize and dixo, fiz is 

the shortened form of fizi in B and in Alix. Cf. Mi 772b, Alix 

1706a. 

378c: otro precio non puedes en la mi muert(e) ganar 

Cesare: (la) mi muerte; Alvar: la mi muert(e). 

Nelson's study of the forms muert(e) and cort(e) shows 

that when these forms occupy interior position in a hemistich, 

the apocopated form is preferred in both Band Alix. Regarding 

muert(e) , he provides the following tallies: Alix, muert 11, 

muerte 5; in B 16 of the apocopated form, 14 of the full form. 

Thus, Alvar's emendation is a good one. SD 656d renders "ca 

creo en don Christo, enna su muert preciosa", and supports 

Nelson's observation that the combinations la su/la milIa tu 

connote a heightened sense of emotional content in the 

passsage, and are not simply padding designed to satisfy 

metrical demands. Both Cesare and Alvar are correct in their 

emendations to 441a "Huespeda, diz, querria mas la muert(e) 

que la vida" and 455d "non cuydaron ningunos de la muert(e) 

escapar" . 
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399c: quand(o) la houies(se) comprada que jela irie logar 

Cesare: quando l'hoviese; Alvar: cuand' la hobies(e) 

For the apocope of the third singular form in the 

imperfect subjunctive, see Nelson (Vind, 6-7). The apocopated 

form (ovies) is absent in B, but present in Alix: 366c, 1282c, 

1485d. Verse 399c is the only case in which the form 

(h)ouie(s)e needs to be edited in Apo. Cf. Apo 22d "como si 10 

ouiesse por su ojo prouadoll~. 

428c: Torn61es a rezar hun roman9(e) bien rimado 

Cesare: (un) romangei Alvar: romanz. 

Dutton tabulates the number of appearances of the form 

romanz in B to be 4 and that of romanze, 1 (Lo 232b). Nelson, 

giving priority to the apocope of romanz (e) over that of 

est (e) in Lo 232b "qui este romanz(e) fizo// II25 , differs with 

Dutton in this particular case and, therefore, gives dominion 

to the form romanz, classifying the few appearances of romanze 

in the manuscripts of B as scribal variants. Neither form 

appears in Alix. This evidence suggests that Alvar's 

24 Compare Apo 22d with SD 256d "como si 10 oviesse preso 
en penetencia" and SL 4b "como si los oviesse sant Paulo 
doctrinados." 

25 Vindicaci6n, 101. 
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emendation is clearly preferable to that of Cesare. 

429b: mas valie de 9ient marquos es(e) dia e1 10guer 

Cesare: no emendation; Alvar: es(e). 

Dutton edits Lo 176a "Yo, lc6mo parezre, peccador, en 

ess dia," and 182c "los que fueren ess dia judgados de 

lazrar", supporting his emendation with MS I in Mi, v. 532b 

" ... I Ide caer en es lazo" and SM 115d " ... Ilpocco a es 

• 1126 Cf 1 Al· 933 IIp • II II conv~ento. . a so 1X a ero en es conseJo ... , 

etc. 

442c: e preso otro co1pe en es(se) mismo logar 

Cesare: est; Alvar: es(se). 

In addition to the references listed under v. 429b, 

above, cf. SD 111c "soterr610 e1 fijo en ess mismo fossar". 

434d: mas era 1a fazienda otramient(e) trastornada. 

Cesare: otramient; Alvar: otra mient' . 

Cf. Alix 226d "si yo non l[e] desp[oj]o otra ment la 

pelleja." Nelson cites several cases of Berceo's distribution 

26 MS I reads es (for ese) on both occasions, where Dutton 
chooses to edit ess. 
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of ment(e) /mient(e) , -mentee) /-mient(e) /-mientre, and -mient/

miento to accommodate different rhyme schemes (Alix, § 2.22j) 

437a: Huespedes, [diz] el rey, lque pued(e) esto seer? 

Cesare: puede esto ser; Alvar: pued(e). 

Dixo must be shortened according to the examples listed 

with 358a, above. Cesare syncopates the verb ~ with no 

explanation. Al var vacillates in his readings of the verb 

(~, ~, seyer) throughout the poem. The form in this 

hemistich (~ <L. SEDERE) is surely original and must be 

read as disyllabic always, as in Band Alix27. Alix 343c 

reads "'A la fe', dixo Venus, "non pued esso seer,". Cf. also 

Alix 54d, Hi 202b puet. The emendation puedCe) is suggested by 

Dutton in Lo 38a; SD 362d, and SL 452. 

449c: si mi fija Tarsiana yoquies(se) en estee) logar 

Cesare: yoguies, est; Alvar: yogues', est'. 

For the apocope of the imperfect sUbjunctive see 399c, 

above. For the apocope of estCe): Hi 500b "deqe Dios se vos 

guiso traer a est logar", Sac 170b "mas aqui mayormientre, 

27 See Menendez Pidal, Gramatica hist6rica del espanol 
(1929), § 31. Not until the late thirteenth century did the 
infinitive begin to receive monosyllabic value. 
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aquf. en est logar ll
, Alix Ba, 13b. 

The above examples demonstrate conclusively the need to 

have mastery of the practice of apocope in order to critically 

reconstruct the poem. We see that of the 16 examples cited, 12 

required its restoration, 

favor of full forms as 

demonstrating the scribal bias in 

opposed to apocopated ones. This 

metaplasm played an instrumental part in the versification of 

the poet. But it is clear that an editor must not capriciously 

impose this prosodic recourse, but weigh its applicability 

against other modes of emendation offered by the same 

hemistich or verse. 

2.32. Diaeresis. 

The use of diaeresis in the prosody of the clerecia works 

is, if not as easily recognizable an aspect as the use of 

apocope, almost as important. In fact, the number of 

occurrences of words which are scanned with diaeresis in our 

portion of the poem is at least double that of the cases 

involving the application of apocope. Both Dutton and Nelson 

have helped us to understand to what degree the employment of 

this particular poetic license, vying with synaeresis, 
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contributes to the learned nature of Berceo's poetic style28
• 

They have both observed many of the same practices extend to 

other clerecia works, such as the Apo. After observing the 

following list of examples of diaeresis contained in verses 

348-467, the reader should be convinced that a completely 

edited version of the poem will duplicate the practices of 

diaeresis as present in Berceo's works. 

352b: sabia todas las artes, era maestra complida 

Cesare: de maestra; Alvar: fue maestra. 

There are 28 appearances in the poem of the substantive 

maestra/ -0/ -os. All but 6 are found in correctly measured 

hemistichs wherein the form is scanned with diaeresis. Two of 

the six hemistichs are hypometrical, which means that the 

scansion of the form with diaeresis is probable. The 4 cases 

which do not permit the scansion of maestro with diaeresis 

are: 

295a: Fijo, dixo el maestro, grant amor me feziestes 

Cesare: diz i Alvar: no emendation29
• 

28 Brian Dutton, "Some Latinisms in the Spanish Mester de 
Clerecia," Kentucky Romance Quarterly 14 (1967)P: 45-60; for 
Nelson's study of diaeresis see Vindicaci6n, 58-96, 102-103. 

29 It is hard to understand why Al var emends one verse 
affected by the scansion of maestra, yet ignores the same 
necessary emendation in another. 



304a: Fijo, dixo el maestro, dizesme grant amor 

Cesare: diz; Alvar: no emendation. 

321a: Fuese luego el maestro, non 10 quiso tardar 

Cesare: fue.s; Alvar: no emendation. 
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136d: Despues sse tornan maestros, T cren las escripturas 

Cesare: (se) tornan; Alvar: s'tornan30 

Nelson notes that lien general, un par de vocales fuertes, 

etimologicas, no se contrae; donde existe tal contraccion 

tenemos un signo casi seguro de interferencia escribanil ll 

(Alix, § 2.36). Verses 295a and 304a can be corrected by 

substituting dixo with the present diz. Verse 320c IIMaestro, 

di tz I albric;::a te tengo de demandar ll renders the original form 

di(t)z, which was surely chosen in order to accommodate the 

trisyllabic scansion of maestro. A similar situation exists in 

554d IIdella fuste maestro T a mi has guarido ll , wherein the 

elision of de ella makes room for the scansion of maestro with 

diaeresis. Cesare apocopates fues (e) in 321a , but Nelson 

identifies the scribal proclivity for adding the reflexive 

pronoun with the verb in the manuscripts of Band Alix (Vind. I 

28-29). He also observes that lIiva sin pronombre reflexivo 

significaba 'partia 'll (cf. Alix 1024d "al que prender podie 

30 Alvar makes no comment regarding his emendation. 
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non iva su pagado", Mi 303d "fo pora paraiso do sera siempre 

sano"; 465b "iva a la eglesia como soli~ facer"). Read 321a 

"fue luego el maestro// ... "; for 136d "Despu~s tornan 

maestros/ /". Cf. Mi 326b "torno todo carbones, fo todo 

asolado" . 

In 352b, the substitution of era with fue, a form which 

would connote the completeness of Tarsiana' s refinement, would 

admit for the scansion of maestra' with diaeresis. An 

alternative solution is "sabi[~] todas las artes de maestra 

complida", as suggested by Cesare. 

355a: A su ama Licorides, que la aui~ criada ... 

d: en el cabo del lecho pososse la criada. 

Berceo accepted repetition of the same word in rhyme 

position within the same strophe if it is being used 

differently in each instance, as is the case with the above 

example, wherein a past participle has the same form as a 

noun. The infinitive criar « L. CREARE) and its derivatives 

(criado, criador, criazon) are always scanned with diaeresis: 

371b "entr~ un auol ornne de los de criazon ll
; 379b "d~xame un 

poquiello al Criador rogar ll • 

360a: El rey Apolonio un noble cauallero 

Alvar: el buen rey. 
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436a: Sa1uo e1 rey sus huespedes T fue los abrayar 

A1var's emendation is unwarranted, since the form rey « 

L. REGEM) is scanned as both monosyllabic and disyllabic, as 

in Band Alix31 • 

364d: mantenie1' cutiano candela T ob1ada. 

Cesare: no emendation; A1var: mantenie1e. 

Nelson observes that Berceo scanned cutiano « L. 

QUOTIDIANUS) as trisyllabic, with only a few questionable 

exceptions (Vind. 62-64). Dutton accepts its scansion with 

diaeresis in the exclusive instance of SM 172c, in which case 

Nelson suggests scanning the word with sinaeresis and 

restoring the adverb muy, as documented in Mi 306c "fazie a 1a 

G10riosa servicio muy cutiano". The inflection of the Latin Q 

(g < Q) suggests that the vowels of the following syllable 

form a diphthong, as Nelson claims. The only appearance of the 

word in Apo scans the word as tetrasy11abic. An easy 

correction is the expansion of the apocopated indirect object 

pronoun 1e. More esoteric as a solution would be the addition 

of rouy to qualify cutiano (as seen above), the pleonastic 

nature of which combination would have rendered the adverb 

31 The fluctuating scansion of this word is also mentioned 
in the discussion concerning the forms diz(e), above. 
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expendable for the scribe. 

368b: conseio del diablo ouolo a prender 

445a: Cosa endiablada, la burgesa Dionisa 

Cesare: muy endiablada. Alvar: no emendation. 

Cesare's emendation is gratuitous, sinde diablo « L.L. 

DIABOLUS) and its derivatives are always scanned with 

diaeresis (Vind, 62). 

371a: Comidiendo la falsa en esta traiyion 

3 86b: en (aqu) e132 traidor falso mano querien echar 

Cesare: no emendation; Alvar: "en aquel traidor (falso)//". 

388b: Via, dixo, daquende, falso y traidor 

Traicion and traidor « L. TRADERE) are always 

trisyllabic in Band Alix, and they require some form of 

editing when they are not found to be so in Apo. 

384d: enuiol' su acorro (7) oy6 su petiyion 

412c: esta petiyion que uos a mi pedides 

Marden, Cesare, Alvar: "por esta peticion//". 

32 See above discussion of the use of the prefix aqu- as 
attributable to the Aragonese dialect of the scribe. 
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The verb enviar « L.L. INVIARE) and its forms are 

scanned with diaeresis, whereas the scansion of petici6n « L. 

PETITIO) vacillates in Band Alix, and also in Apo, as is seen 

in the two above examples. These verses illustrate the 

challenges facing an editor of the Apo. In the first hemistich 

of 384d, what is very likely the original language of the 

poem, complete with the learned scansion of enuio, has been 

preserved, while in the next hemistich the scribe's compulsion 

to IIprosifyll the verse manifests itself in the elimination of 

parataxis with the addition of the copulative conjunction. In 

verse 412c, another bit of the original poet's language 

remains in the preserved tetrasyllabic scansion of petici6n, 

which contrasts with the trisyllabic scansion of the same word 

in 384d. Neither Marden, Cesare nor Alvar were aware of the 

varying scansion of the word as described by Nelson (Vind. 

80) . Both Cesare and Alvar adopt Marden's proposed addition of 

the preposition IIporll to round out what they perceived to be 

a hypometrical hemistich in 412c. 

414d: por tal enten9ion vos quiero perdonar 

Cesare: atal; Alvar: no change. 

Cf. Lo 164d "pintan 10 con faz d' omne por tal entenci6n", 

Alix 2490b "rey, yo bien entiendo la tu entenci6n", and SM 
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225c "queri~ alzar un orrio por tal entenci6n"D. 

418d: que gano los dineros 7 non fue violada 

Regarding viola, Nelson observes that "en Apolonio los 

t~rminos musicales cong~neres tienen todos ritmo dier~tico: 

v.iola 426ci v.iolar 185ci v.iolador 186c" (Vind., 86). The same 

is true for the form violada « violar 'forzar a una mujer' < 

L. VIOLARE ). 

In general, the original poet's use of diaeresis has had 

better fortune in escaping adulteration by the scribes than 

did his use of apocope. But there is still much to be explored 

regarding its preservation in the manuscript, particularly 

with respect to proper names. In 1967, N. J. Ware published a 

study demonstrating that classical names in the Alix are 

scanned according to their pronunciation in Latin. Nelson 

continues the discussion in Vindicaci6n (93-96), approaching 

those proper names which require close analysis due to what 

appears to be their varying scansion: Asia, Greyia, India, 

Cirio, Dario, etc. Since our poem has yet to be edited with an 

analysis comparable to that of the Alix, the final word on the 

33 Nelson restores this verse according to the evidence in 
Alix 2490b, Apo 414d, and Lo 164d. Dutton, going against the 
evidence found in the MS in Lo 164d (both MS I and S render 
tal), edits SM 225c to read "por essa enten<;:ion". 
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scansion of classical names must wait. In what follows, we 

explore some verses which pose the types of question which 

need to be answered. 

Dionisa appears 15 times in the poem. All but two 

examples are scanned with diaeresis: 

445a: Cosa endiablada, la buryesa Dionisa 

607a: Como non sabie Dionisa que Tharssiana hi vinye 

While verse 607a is obviously flawed, and requires 

analysis which entails more than the scansion of Dionisa34
, v. 

445a presents an interesting case of diachronic evolution. The 

overwhelming support of the use of diaeresis in the proper 

name suggests some scribal interference, even though the 

manuscript elsewhere supports burcesa: 202c "burzeses T 

burzesas mucha buena senyal". Lathrop points out that four 

groups of adjectives (those ending in -or, -on, -an and -es) 

originally had only one common form for both genders, and that 

the feminine form became differentiated with its 

characteristic -~ only around 130035
• This fact supports the 

34 See 2.21 in reference to the prevalence of parataxis 
over hypertaxis. 

35 Thomas A. Lathrop, Curso de gramatica hist6rica 
espanola (Barcelona: Editorial Ariel, 1984), § 160b. Cf. also 
Menendez Pidal, Manual de gramatica hist6rica espanola 
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emendation "IlIa burzes Dionisa" in 44Sa. 

The first three appearances of the name Tarsiana (3S1d, 

354c, 36Sa) are scanned following the rules of classical 

Latin, exactly as Ware would have suggested. Then verse 366c 

renders: 

Vinye a su costado la infante Tarsiana 

In this case we can maintain the name's scansion with 

diaeresis by applying apocope to infant (e) , a form which is 

supported in B (Mi 569a, SD 37a). In verse 489a we find the 

same epithet "la infante" in rhyme position, and the same 

emendation, though feasible, fails to render the dieretic 

reading of the proper name: 

Leuaronla al lecho a Tarsiana la infante 

The accusative a appears questionable in the second hemistich, 

but scansion of Tarsiana with synaeresis appears to be 

authentic in this instance. 

Of the 31 appearances of the proper name 

TarsianalTarssianna in the manuscript, 6 are scanned with 

(Madrid: Espasa-Calpe, 1966), § 78 (2s). 
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diaeresis in metrically correct hemistichs%. Only 7 of the 

remaining 25 hemistichsM which contain the name are 

metrically correct, even when scanning the name with 

synaeresis. This suggests that diverse forms of scribal 

interference involving hemistichs which contain the name of 

Apolonio's daughter will be detected upon closer study, and 

our awareness of them will allow us to be more secure as to 

the scansion as practiced by the original poet. 

Luciana, the name of the wife of Apolonio, appears 10 

times in the poem. Seven are scanned with diaeresis; the 

remaining three are: 

162b: a su fija Lu~iana mandala hi venir 

585b: non penssaua Lu~iana de re9ar el ssalterio 

587d: Lu~iana he por nombre biua ssa 7 guarida 

Again, while it might be possible to propose some form of 

emendation for each one of these verses (the dropping of the 

preposition a introducing the object, the substitution of the 

imperfect tense with the preterit or present, such a practice 

seems overly intrusive at this time. The analysis of variant 

36 Vv. 351d, 354c, 367b, 384a, 510a, 559a. 

37 Vv. 365a, 366c, 449c, 502a, 531b, 569a, 590d. 
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formulas containing nomne/por nomne/nomnada, e. g., SD 676a liLa 

una fo de Yecola, Maria por nemnada", may be of help in the 

edi ting38 • For the moment caution should prevail, since there 

does seem to be evidence at this point to assume that the poet 

did not scan proper names with the same consistency as Berceo. 

The question deserves a separate study once an authoritative 

reconstruction of the entire poem is available. 

with this analysis of the use of apocope and diaeresis in 

a 120 strophe section of the Ape, we hope to have demonstrated 

that the scholarship related to this school of poets, 

particularly the critical work concerning Band Alix, provides 

a solid foundation on which to begin the rational 

reconstruction of the Ape. I conclude the chapter with a list 

including examples of other traits that characterize the 

"poeta clerigoll of the first half of the thirteenth century. 

2.33. Elision. Cf. Vindicaci6n, 35-50. 

All the following examples of elision are found in 

hemistichs which are metrically correct as they stand in the 

MS. 

38 Cf. Nelson's discussion of these formulas in his 
chapter "Composici6n formulistica", Vind, 300-301. 
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364a destei 365a d'Estrangiloi 395c della; 417a daguestai 

436 dellosi 437 desta. 

The text abounds with examples of para '1 (375b, 400c), 

par al (376b), and other defective scribal transcriptions of 

the form pora'l. Nelson studies pora'l in detail (Vind., 41-

43). Janer and other editors concerned with the original 

language of the poem 

--Marden, Cesare-- make the correction when it is called for. 

Alvar, whose reconstruction is focused on the intermediary 

language of a hypothetical scribe from Aragon, does not get 

involved with the problem. 

In v. 407d "avert" Dios del cielo por ello que gradir" , 

we observe the combination of elision with the analytical 

future. Cf. Alix 2539d "qui mejorar podiere 

gradir"i also Vind., 48-49. 

2.34. Aphaeresis. Cf. Vindicaci6n, 50-59. 

aver-l-e que 

371d: que fari[e] grant nemiga por poca de mesi6n 

385c: vieron que el malo (e}nemiga queri[e] far 

Cesare, Alvar: nemiga. 
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372b: catatlo en la (e)storia si a mi non creyedes~ 

Cesare: l'estoria40
; Alvar: no emendation. 

467c: contaronle la (e)storia 7 toda la razon 

Cesare: l'estoria; Alvar: no emendation. 

456c: ech6los su uentura 7 el Rey (E) spirita141 

Cesare, Alvar: spirital. 

2.35. Syncope. Cf. Vindicaci6n, 121-151. 

461: fue ante de me(d)i(o)dia el comer aguisado. 

Marden has pointed out the fact that this verse is 

identical to Alix 2608a (MS P). In that verse Nelson edits 

medio dia to read me[ildia, which is phonetically related to 

Provo megdia/meydia, Cat. migdia/migjorn and Fr. midi42
• 

39 See 
postpongamos" 
note 107. 

Lo 99a "tornemos a la 
(thus edited by Dutton). 

'storia e non 
See also Vind., 

la 
56, 

40 Cesare's contraction of definite article and 
substantive (synaloepha) does not reflect the prosody of the 
original poet. 

41 Cf. Apo 327c "guiy6los Santi Spiritus, fueles el mar 
pagado". Nelson states "la palabra esdrujula spiritu(s) y su 
congenere spirit(u)al son netamente cultas y siempre se 
presentan con s- inicial en Berceo y otros autores de la 
escuela (incluyendo a Juan Ruiz en el siglo xiv)" (Vind, 55). 

G See H.H. Arnold, "Notes on the Versification of El 
Libro de Alexandre," Hispania 19 (1936): 249; also Nelson, 
"Syncopation in El Libro de Alexandre," PMLA October (1972): 
1027-1029. 
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388d prendrei 389c recibrasi 390d prendrai 401c,d aura, 

aurani 417b faldrai 423d aUrieSi 444d sabre. 

The examples of 401c-d, both found in perfect verses, 

render the form aueras in verse 389b very questionable43 • See 

Vind (139-140) for Nelson's discussion of syncope in the 

future and conditional of second and third conjugation verbs. 

2.4. Morphological and Syntactic Doublets and Triplets. 

While the main concern of this chapter has been to 

identify some of the ways in which scribal interference 

resulted in the corruption or even loss of certain aspects of 

the original poet's system of versification, we have also seen 

that important vestiges of the original language of the poem 

survived. The above-cited cases of elision and syncopated 

futures are examples of the durability of the poet's language. 

Indeed, one of the most convincing arguments in support of the 

intended formal perfection of the poem lies in the abundant 

documentation of a highly developed system of doublets and 

even triplets which substitute for one another in different 

passages. These can be explained by no other means than that 

of the guiding principle of perfection of rhyme and meter in 

43 In the final chapter, v. 389b is restored as follows: 
nSi non au (e) ras [adiesso] [ira] del Criadorn. 
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the versification of the poem. 

Fazer/far/fer. 

Little argument can be made that the poet's choice of one 

of these forms over the other was not implicitly based on the 

metrical or rhyming exigencies of a particular situation. 

Far is used exclusively in rhyme position: 

173d: sabremos contra ti c6mo deuemos far. 

385c: vi [di]eron que el malo (e)nemiga querie far. 

386d: fuxo pera la villa quanto 10 pudo far. 

In the Ape MS, fazer rhymes in the following verses. 

424c: por esso me compreste (e) esso deues fazer. 

Were it not for the strong scribal tendency to eliminate 

the original poet's use of asyndeton as a part of his 

versifying system (see 2.21), we would suggest the 

substitution of facer by fer to restore correct meter. 

540d: ca nunqua fiz tal yerro nin 10 cuide fazer. 

551b: que por salvar un cuerpo tanto pudo fazer. 
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Obviously, neither far nor fer would satisfy both the rhyme 

and metrical demands of these two verses. When fazer occupies 

internal position in the hemistich, the MS continues to 

support the fact that the poet's use of the triplet forms was 

indeed deliberate. 

448b: quiso fazer su duelo como auie raz6n. 

477b: que te puede Dios f(a9)er aun grant pi[a]dat. 

In B, fazer never competes with other rnetaplasms, suggesting 

that Berceo used the disyllabic infinitive only in the absence 

of metrical pressure. This fact tends to discredit fazer in 

477b, where, if maintained, it would force the apocope of te 

(gue-t). The fact that fer appears 15 times in the Apo MS in 

metrically perfect verses, but only once in a tainted 

hemistich (243a, wherein the problem is unrelated to the form 

fer), lends strong support for the form's restoration in 477b. 

Let us look at some of the uses of fer, which appears 16 times 

in the MS (along with 5 of fazer and 3 of far). 

300a: Su cosa aguisada por fer la unci6n. 

Why would fer be chosen in this verse if not to allow for the 

scansion of unci6n (Lo 15b, Hi 2d) with diaeresis? 
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311c: comen96 mas a firmes de fer la maestrfa. 

Here, fer is again given priority over fazer to allow for the 

proper scansion of maestrfa (see 2.32) . 

375c: aguz6 su cuchiello por fer mal ministerio. 

Fer is given priority over fazer, this time to accommodate the 

scansion of another triplet form in rhyme position, ministerio 

(see variants mester/menester, below), which was chosen over 

its variants to satisfy rhyme. 

These few examples in which fer is given priority over 

fazer to accommodate other prosodic traits shed light on the 

poet's intentional implementation of doublets and triplets to 

satisfy the exigencies encountered in the poem's 

composition44 • 

Acabar/acabecer. 

The infinitive acaecer appears in 391c: 

mas, quando a esso non pudieron acaeger. 

44 There is one verse (612b) in which the scribe has 
apparently replaced fazer with fer, a phenomenon discussed by 
Nelson in Vind 322, n. 42 and Alix § 2.4. 
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Marden perceives the unusual usage of acaecer, but does not 

suggest an emendation. Cesare and A1var adapt Arnold's 

restructuring of word order --"mas quando non pudieron a esso 

(a) caecer" - - to restore meter, but do not offer a solution for 

the unusual usage of acaecer. In their notes, Monedero and 

Corbe11a both provide the definition \ 11evar a cabo', as 

called for by the context, but make no further comment. 

Nelson observes and discusses the doublets 

acabar/acabecer in Vindicacion. With these morphological 

variants once recognized, we can propose the restoration of 

aca [bJ ecer in 391c: "mas, quando non pudieron esso acabecer". 

The emendation eliminates the need to force an aberrant 

definition on acaecer, and enables us to account for both 

versions of the infinitive in the Apo: 550a "por acabar su 

p1eyto, (e) su servi<;:io comp1ir". 

Gradir/gradecer. 

407d: auer-t-a Dios del cie10 por e110 que gradir. 

545d: siempre aure por e110 a Dios que gradecer. 

The formulaic expression is modified in each of the above 

verses according to the rhyme scheme of the strophe in which 

it occurs. The doublet infinitives aid the poet in the rhyming 

exigencies of the alexandrine. 
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Maguer (que); Mientre (que). 

I close the section and the chapter with examples of 

these syntactic doublets employed by the poet to maintain 

perfect meter. 

353c: maguer mucho laz(d)raua, cayole en plager. 

557a: con todos los roydos, maguer que s(s)e callaua. 

377a: mientre la buena duefia leye su matinada. 

585a: mientre que el contaua su mal e su layerio. 



CHAPTER 3: 

LIBRO DE APOLONIO: vv. 348-427. 1 

348. Dex61e la ni[fi]uela, (h)una cos a querida, 
[diole] grandes aueres, de ropa grant partida. 
Meti6se en las naues, fizo luego (la) mouida. 
Hasta los [quince] aiios alIa touo su vida. 348 
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1 Words or phrases highlighted in bold signify that the 
word order of the MS has been emended; in such cases, the MS 
reading is provided in the notes. Single letters highlighted 
in bold designate repeated graphemic emendations, such as ii 
for [nnyJ. An asterisk (*) denotes a hemistich or a verse 
whose extensive corruption has impeded the positing of an 
entirely satisfactory reconstruction. 

348a: Marden (II, 6) observes nv and nny for the palatal 
fi and the inorganic h (huna) to be traits of the Aragonese 
scribe. Henceforth, nny will be standardized to n, and a 
highlighted initial vowel will signify that the preceding 
inorganic h has been dropped (una). 

b: I accept Marden's emendation of dio for dex6 (II, 
56), which avoids the repetition of the same verb at the 
beginning of consecutive verses as well as the need to apply 
apocope to the enclitic pronoun. 

e: e " and the elimination of the definite article is 
discussed in chapter two (2.24). 

d: I accept Alvar's emendation of quince for trece as 
supported by the Latin Historia (Alvar: II, 147, 250). 



349. Estrangilo de Tarso, su muger Dionisa 
criaron esta nina de [sobra] alta guisa; 
dieronle muchos mantos, (mucha) pena vera e grisa, 
mucha buena garnacha, mucha buena camisa. 349 

350. Criaron a gran[t] vi9io los amos la m09uela. 
Cuando fue de siet(e) anos dieronla al escuela; 
apriso bien gramati[c]a e bien tocar viuela, 
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*aguz6 [s'] (bien) como fierro que aguzan a la 
[muela. 35o 

349a: See 2.32 for the scansion of Dionisa with 
diaeresis. Alvar adds ~ in a", "necesaria para el metro y el 
sentido" , instead of favoring the asyndeton of the original. 

b: Diaeresis in criaron has priority over the use of 
the accusative s. sobra: MS: muy. Nelson rejects Fitz-Gerald's 
claim that the scansion of muy fluctuated between one and two 
syllables in SD. He isolates the various options the poet had 
at his disposal when in need of a disyllabic adverb: mucho, 
assaz, sobra, etc. (Vind, 89-92). For sobra: Alix 456b, SM 
22b. No editor comments on hypometrical b". 

e: M. (=Marden), C. (=Cesare), and A. (=Alvar): (mucha). 
The poet's emphasis through repetition was always used 
measuredly, within the context of perfect meter, and was 
exaggerated by the scribes. pena vera: In his edition of ~BA 
(17b) , Jaques Joset cites vv. 5781 of Chretien de Troyes' 
Perceval, "Et de pennes vaires et grises". 

d: Corominas observes the Old Languedoc origin of 
garnacha 'manto de piel' . 

350a: gran [t]: " gran II exemplifies rejection of extreme 
apocope. The apocope of grande produced grand/grant. Grant is 
present 66 times in the Apo MS, as opposed to 165 appearnaces 
of gran. 

b: siet(e): 2.31; al escuela: Nelson (§ 3.511) states 
that Berceo "actu6 como purista al preferir el art. la 0 una 
ante nombres fern. que comienzan con sonido vocalico (agua, 
entrada, etc.) siempre que el metro permitia su uso ... De otra 
parte, cuando el espacio se agotaba, se acudia al almorfo el 
« ILLA). II 

e: apriso: Strong preterite; SD 254c "desend apriso 
letras, fo preste ordenado"; gramati [c) a (without popular 
voicing, [g]): Alix 40a IlEntiendo bien gramatica, se bien toda 
n~turall. A key thematic unity --dignity in learnedness-- is 
visible in these e1ereeia works. 

d: (bien): Scribe extends repetition from e. ?guz6s': 
I have not found "aguzar" documented as being an intransitive 
verb: d" remains hypermetrical. To restore the verse: 



351. Amauala el pueblo de Tarso la 9ibdat, 

352. 

ca fizo contra ellos el padre gran[t] bondat; 
si del nom[n]e queredes saber certenidat, 
diz[i]~nle Tarsiana, ~sta [es la] verdat."l 

Quando a [quince] anos 
sabia todas las artes 
de beldat co[m]panera 
auie de buenas mafias 

fue la duefia venida, 
[de] maestra complida; 
non aui~ conoscida, 

toda Tarso vencida.~2 

"aguz6[s'] com(o) aguzan [el] fierro a la muela". 
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3510: nom[n]e: See 372a. "si. .. queredes", conditional 
construction with present; saber certenidat: certanidat? Alix 
o 1165a "sopo certanidat" (P, certenidat), SD 438d (MSS H, S) 
"toda certanedad" (F, certanidat) SD 261c (MSS S) "fabl6 
certanedat" (F, certenidat, H certenedat), SO 180 (MSS I, F): 

Si entender queredes toda certanidat, 
d6 yaze esta duenna de tan grant santidat, 
en Sant Millan de Suso, ~sta es la verdat; 
faganos Dios por ella merced e caridat. 

d: diz[i]~nle: Cesare also restores the imperfect. For 
-i~ imperfect endings, see Malkiel "A reconsideration ... ", and 
Hilty, "Es posible ... ", 198-199. For fluctuating scansion of 
Tarsiana, 2.32. "esta res la] verdat": Sig 57a, Alix 1444a. 
This formula complements the the poet's claim of authenticity 
in 0" ( "saber certenidat"). See Nelson's discussion of 
Berceo's "motivos de veracidad", Vind 345-348. 

352a: [quince]: MS: xii (see 348d) . 
b: ~: Following Cesare; Alvar: fue. 
0: co [m]pafiero: Mi 595c compannero, SD 216c. Marden 

notes the scribal variant n for ill before labial consonants 
(conponer lc, conpanyera 4c, conplido 632d) , II, 4. Alix P 
renders almost exclusively conpafiera, a graphic variant shared 
by both Aragonese scribes of these olereoia works. Aui~ : 
Marden (II, 24-26) identifies [ny] , [nny] as Aragonese markers 
of palatalization: senyor, duennya, etc. 



353. Non querie nengun dia su estudio perder, 
ca auie uoluntad de algo aprender; 
maguer mucho laz(d)raua, cayole en pla[z]er, 
ca preciauase mucho, (T) querie algo valer. 353 

354. Cer[c]a podie de teryia a 10 menos estar, 
quando los escolanos [salien a deportar] i 
non quiso Tarsiana la costu[mn]e pa[s]sar, 
su l[ect] ion acordada vinie a almorzar.~4 
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353c: lazdraba: Nelson observes the epenthesis of g in 
Alix 0 254c, 367c, §3.3241; also Du 145c lacdro. Pla[zler: 
Menendez Pidal, Gramatica, §42,3; Alix § 3.327. 

d: l.Il: 2.21. 

354a: Cer [c] a: MS: cergua: qu = variant of velar .Q 
(Marden, II, 5, Alix § 3.326). Tercia: < L TERTIAM, £. 
IIprocedente de .t + yod ll (Lapesa, Historia, 607): Sac 245b IILas 
tres horas que fueron de teryia hasta sexta" (cited from BAE) . 

b: The repetition in the final hemistichs of Q and g 
is spurious. A possible cause for the interference may be 
traced to the rej ection of the archaic exir ( "ixien a 
deportar ll

), Vind 159. I reproduce Marden's emendation. 
c: costu [mn] e: SM 7a, Alix 120d; for the scribal 

character of -mbr-, see Hanssen, Gramatica, § 150, and Alix 
§3.312. pas[slar: < L PAS SUM , cf. Menendez Pidal, Gramatica, 
§ 46., Mi 663 b . 

d: 1 [ectl ion: SM 396c, Alix 17a; Nelson observes 
licion as a popular form of the learned word (§ 3.242); vinie: 
for the inflection of venir in the presence of yod, cf. Alix 
§ 3.26. almorzar: 11 Como en el Cid, con el significado de 
'desayunar'lI (Corbella, Apo 192). 



355. A su ama Licorides que la auie criada 
trobola mal enferma, fuertemiente cuitada. 
Maguer (que) era ayuna, que non era yantada, 
en el cabo del lecho posos (s) e la criada. 355 

356. «Fija», dixo Licorides, «yo me quiero passar, 
[mas] ante que me passe quiero te demandar 
qual tienes por tu tierra, segunt el tu cuidar, 
(0) por padre 0 por madre, quales deues catar» .356 

357. «Ama» , dixo la duena, «segunt mi [connocia], 
Tars(s)o es la mi tierra, yo otra non sabria, 
Estrangilo (es) mi padre, su muger madre mia; 
siempre assi 10 toue e te [nr] e hoy en dia». 357 

355a: Alvar: habia. 
b: trobar: Mi 456d, Alix 1053c. 
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c: Cesare adjusts the meter with synaloepha:L qu'era. 
Above (353c), and for the most part in this poem, maguer 
functions as a conjunction without que. When meter requires 
the additional syllable, the poet includes the particle 
(557a) . In B, maguer/maguer que/maguera que (SM 377a) function 
as triplets to accommodate the alexandrine meter. 

d: posos(s)e: < LL PAUSAREi Mi 6Sa. Marden isolates 
the graphic variants ss/g in the MS (ssabor 30b, falsso 556d, 
ssi 599a). 

356a: passar: < L. PASSUSi MS: pasar. 
b: [mas]: SD 128d. Nelson observes the competition 

between mas and pero in Alix, 1987b. The emendation eliminates 
the need for that proposed by Ceare and Alvar: quem'. 

d: J.Ql: 2.21, also suggested also by C. and A. 
qu[a]les: Marden notices the scribal error, queles. 

357a: connocia: MS: conoscencia. Sd 260d "ca propheto sin 
dubda, esto por connocia", Mi 54a. Emendation of Marden, (I, 
42). Lanchetas writes "Este raro vocablo no puede explicarse 
racionalmente mas que por una sincopa de connoscencia" 
(Gramatica, 241). 

c: Jg§l: Also suggested by C., A. See above, 2.21. 
d: toue: 348d. For the maintenance of the archaic 

preterit: Alix 2521a, Mi 150b. te[nrle: MS: terne. Observe the 
variants typical of the MS tradition of B as found in SM 117b: 
MS I terra, S tenrra, OF terna S. Nelson identifies metathesis 
in syncopated future forms (terne < tenre < tener he) as 
modernization (Vind, 140). 



35S. «Oidme», diz(e) Lic6rides, «senora e criada, 
si en eso touieredes seredes enganada, 
ca la vuestra fazienda mucho es mas granada. 
Yo vos fare c;::ertera, si fuere escuchada. 358 

359. »De Pentapolin fuestes de raiz e de suelo, 
al rei Architrastres ouiestes por auuelo. 
Su fija Luciana ementar vos la suelo, 
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es [s] a fue vuestra madre, que delex6 qran [t] 
[duelo. 359 

360. »EI rei Apolonio, un noble cauallero, 
senor era de Tiro, un recio cabdalero; 
esse fue vuestro padre, agora es palmero 
por tierras de Egipto anda como romero».300 

358a: diz (e): 2.31. 
b: es[slo: Menendez Pidal (Gramatica, § 49). Nelson 

identifies the reduction of ss to £ as a characteristic of 
Alix P (§ 3.3272); touieredes: the unsycncopated future 
sUbjunctive gravitates to end-of-hemistich position. Again, 
the maintenance of the Q in the perfect stem of the verb is 
typical of the North Central dialect: Alix 496c, atoviessen, 
SD 363b toviesse. 

c: granadas: Used with mucho mas in Sig 47b "ca 
d'estas son muchas e mucho mas granadas". 

d: Notice the similar constructions in b "si 
touieredes ... seredes", and d, "fare ... si fuere". 

359a: fuestes: For the preterit forms of ~ in B, see 
Alix, §3.456; raiz: « L RADICEM) MS rayz; cf. SM lSb, Alix 
3 71b. The vulnerability of the archaic intervocalic d is 
apparent in Lo 7c, raiz, and Sd, radiz. 

d: es[sJa: < L IPSAM. Menendez Pidal (Gramatica, 
§ 49); delex6: Alix 0, 2137d. 

360b: cabdalero/s is an adjective. Sac 227b, Alix 2165d, 
etc. Marden states "In view of the unusual substantive use of 
cabdalero we may emend to un reyno cabdalero or un rey 
cabdalero." Cf. Alix 2268c "Poro e Abisario, dos reys 
cabdaleros". 

c: agora: < L HAC HORA. palmero: Mi 603b "ya vestides 
la palma de vuestra romeria". 

d: Egipto: SD 63ab "Los monges de Egipto, compannas 
benedictas,//por quebrantar sus carnes faciense heremitas". 



361. Contole la estoria toda de fundam[i]enta: 
en mar como entro en hora carbon[i]enta, 
como caso con ella a muy gran sobrevienta, 
como murio de parto una cara juuenta. 361 

362. Dixol' como su padre fizo tal sagram[i]ento: 
fasta (que) el a la fija dies[s]e buen casamiento, 
que todo su linage ouiesse pagamiento, 
que non se cercenasse por nul (1) falagamiento. 362 

363. Quando esto Ie ouo dicho e ensenado 
e 10 ouo la nina todo bien recordado, 
fue perdiendo la lengua e [la] ora [l]legando, 
despidiose del mundo e de [1] su gasa [j] ado. 363 
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361a: fundam[i]enta: Si 12d fondamiento, also in rhyme 
with carboniento (cf. also, carboniento, Alix 2606d). Nelson 
(§ 3.21) identifies in Alix 0 the resistence to the 
diphthongization of tonic e (e > ie), listing as an example 0 
sobreuenta (P sobrevienta), 2043a. 

d: juuenta: < L JUVENTAM, in rhyme with -ienta here 
and in Alix 1462 retienta/juventa/tremolienta/pimientaj also 
with genta in Vida de Santa Marfa Egiciaca (BAE, p.307). 

362a: sagram[i]ento: SD 211b "fiQol su sagramiento" , Lo 
57b "fizo gran sacramiento" , Sac 5c "por fer su sagramiento" , 
Alix 1458c "fecho el sagramente" (each in rhyme position) . See 
Alix § 2.221 regarding the double forms of -mente/-miente in 
rhyme position. Sacramiento: Sac 176a (MS I), cf. 350c 
gramati[c]a. 

b: fasta (que): Alix 75d, SD 378a. Cf. 355c maguer 
(que). C. and A.: accept the synaloepha as found in the MS 
(qu'el). c: linage: Alix 340c. 

d: MS: gergenasej nul(l): Marden (II, 4). 
falagamiento: Mi 134c "falagar", SO 124a "falago", Alix 469d 
"falagos" .. 

363c: l1.§l: MS: "el" , 350b. Nelson observe variations of 
this formula: Mi 683c "quand su ora uvio", Alix 2612a "quando 
(vino) la ora"j cf. Vind 29, 106 (n. 44). Marden: "legar = 
errata por llegar (II, 125). For PL > LL, Alix § 3.311. C.: 
"//e, el tiempo legado". Cf. Alix § 2.241 for the rhyme n = 
nd. 

d: gasa[j]ado: (emendation of Marden) 'placer, gozo'. 
MS: "gasanyado", interpreted as "ganancia" by Monedero. SM 43c 
"vivrie si 10 dexassen sin tanto gasajado", SO 150d "que viene 
despedirse del tu buen gasajado". [Del]: based on Nelson's 
opinion that def. art. + pos. adj. heightens emotional 



364. Luego que fue Lic6rides d'este mundo pasada 
aguis6 bien el cuerpo la su buena criada 
mortaj6la (muy bien) [e] diol[e] sepultura onrada, 
manteniel [muy] cutiano candela e oblada.3~ 

365. La infant (e) Tarsiana d'Estrangilo nodrida 
fue sa1iendo tan buena, de mafias tan complida, 
que del pueblo de Tarso [tanto] era querida 
com (0) serie de su madre que la ouo parida. 365 

emphasis, here as in SO 150d. 

364a: deste: see above, 2.33 
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e: I reproduce Alvar's emendation to the hemistich. 
Also possible II di61e buena mortaj a, sepul tura onrada II ; onrada: 
MS: honrada. 

d: [Muyl cutiano: Mi 306c, 810b, A1ix 1175b, Vind 63, 
126; above, 2.32. 

365a: infant (e) : Mi 569a, SD 37a, 38a; A1ix 7a, 180a, 29a 
and 177d infant. When feasible, I scans Tarsiana (with 
diaeresis). d'Estrangilo: see above, 2.33. 

b: MS: salliendo: For 1 > 11, A1ix 413d, § 3.314. 
Preferable is h': IIfue ixiendo tan buena/III (exir 
IIresultar ll ) : SD 40b IIsali6 de mancebia, ixi6 santo var6n ll

, 84b 
lIandando en conviento ixi6 muy buen claustrero". See Vind (31) 
concerning the competition between salir and exir in the MSS 
of Band A1ix. Apo 303b exida is the only appearance of exir 
in the MS. 

e: [tanto]: The scribe rejects the original poet's use 
of tanto, causing hypometrical e". Cf. 418c, Mi 837d IItanto 
era grand cosa qe abes 10 creye ll

, Alix 175c lIel que mal sieglo 
aya tanto fue alegrado ll

• C.: atani A.: no emendation. 



366. Un dia de [grant] fiesta, entrante la semana, 
pasaua Dionisa por la rua, manana; 
vinie a su costado la infant (e) Tarsiana, 
otra nina con ella, que era su ermana.3~ 
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367. Por [d]o quier que pasauan, por rua 0 (por) calleia, 
de dona Tarsiana fazien todos conseia; 
dizien que Dionisa nin [la] su companera 
non valien contra ella una mala eruej a. 367 

366. Compare the rhyme in this strophe with that of SD 
37: mannana/ermana/meridiana/semana. 

a: [grant]: Mi 413b "un dia de grand festa por agosto 
mediado". Another acceptable emendation is "un dia festival". 
The adj. festival (llde fiesta") is documented in SD 558c "con 
pannos festivales//", Sac 92d "//con onor festival", and Mi 
29d. c.: lien un dia de fiesta", without documentation to 
support the emendation. A.: no change. 

d: ermana: Mondedero: "hija de Estringilo y Dionisa, 
se entiende. Su nombre en la Historia es Philomusia, y en los 
Gesta y el incunable, Philomancia". 

367a: lQlQ: Mi 549 "alli por do quisiere// ... ", A1ix 
323b; doguier: Mi 409c, SD 72a. (por): see above, 2.22. 

c: l1ll: cf. 363d". companera: Nelson discusses 
acoustic equivalents documented in A1ix (§ 2.24's). The 
equivalence r = j, not listed by the editor of A1ix, should 
not be considered out of the realm of possibility, considering 
other equivalents such as r = 11 ellos/seneros (A1ix 440), d 
= 11 colpados/vasallos (Alix 83), and d = j metidos/fijos 
(A1ix 1114). C.: changes the second hemistich to linin su fija 
pareja ll citing Menendez pidal's interpretation of pareja in 
PMC (v. 2761). A.: [la], and suggests "partiendo de compana, 
se pudo crear un despectivo en -eja ll (II, 141). 

d: erueja: Corbella (Apo, 198) cites A1ix 0 972d "una 
mala erueia II • 



368. Esta voz Dionisa ouola a saberi 
por poco (que) de enbidia non se querie perder. 
Conseio del diablo ouolo a prenderj 
todo en cabo ouo en ella a ca(y)er.%8 

369. Asm[6] que la fiziesse a escuso matar 
ca nunqua la ve [nr] ie el padre a buscarj 
el auer que Ie diera pod [riegelo] lograr, 
non podrie (en) otra guisa de la llaga sanar. 369 
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368. I have adopted Cesare's reordering of the verses. 
MS: b-c-d-a. 

a: por poco (que) ... non: que is optional in this 
doublet construction, which signifies "casi". Apo 337b "por 
poco que con duelo", 589b "por poco que con gozo", A1ix P 466d 
"por poco que con ira" , SM 222d "por poco se non riso", 400c 
"por poco con despecho", SD 481a "por poco non ridie". Cf. 
A1ix 466d P "por poco que con ira", 0 "por poco con la ira". 
Apo 439a "por poco Apolonio qu' e1 sseso non perdi6" shows que 
to be an addition of the copyist. Observe also "Por poco 
de ... " ( = "en cambio de poco ... "): SL 32d "por pocco de 
lazerio las almas non perdamos", Mi 74d "por pocco de servicio 
grand gualard6n prendemos". C., A.: d' enbidia . The doublet 
construction makes elision unnecessary. 

c: ca (y) er: see Aragonese traits as documented by 
Marden in 1.4. 

369a: asm[6J que: Apo 399b "asm6 que la dexasse", SD 296a 
"asm6 que la levassen". C., A.: "asmava la fiziese". a escuso: 
A1ix 99Ba, 2380c. 

b: Ve[nrlie: MS: vernie. For verrie: 357d (note), SM 
295a, A1ix 83a (note), Vind, 139-140. 

c: pod [riegelol : M., C., and A. omit se (gg). Both 
pronouns (gg, 10) can be maintained by restoring the synthetic 
condi tional of poder, an emendation supported by the same form 
in two other verbs in the strophe (venrie, podrie). Cf. Du 
"que non gelo podiesen los disciplos furtar", SL 17b 
"podrievos", Sac 235d "podrielos", etc. 

d: lfml: 2.22. 



370. Dizie entre su cuer 
«Si esta moya fuesse 
con estos sus adobos 
casaria mi fija, la 

la mala om[e]cida, 
de carrera tollida, 
que la fazen veIl ida 

que oue par ida». 370 

371. Comidiendo la falsa en esta traicion, 
entr~ un auol orone de los de criazon, 
omne de raiz mala que yacie en pr[i]sion 
que farie grant nemiga por poca de m[is] sion. 371 
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370a: Apo 227c, Alix 2364a "asmo entre su cuer", Sac 207a 
"ruega entre su cuer". omrelcida: < L HOMICIDAM. Cf. omecida 
LBA 259b, omecidio « L HOMICIDIUM) Apo 388c. Nelson observes 
the scribal tendency to raise unstressed anterior vowels (e > 
i), Alix § 3.244. 

c: vellida: SO 28d "la que fue mas bellida que nin 
lilio nin rosa ll

; Apo 315b "cato a todas partes con su ojo 
vellido", Alix 2251b "cato diestro siniestro con su ojo 
vellido ll 

• 

d: metrical pressure makes the accusative E. expendable 
following casaria. MS: houe. 

371b: MS: Y!!. 
c: MS: rayz; prisJ.on: Alix 113b, § 3.241. Dutton 

standardizes the variants in his concordance to preson, due to 
the support for the form in MS I. But the MSS of B again show 
consistent documentation of variant forms, leaving the 
originally employed form of the poet difficult to ascertain: 
SM 89c (I) prison, Sac 129d (I) prision, (BN) prison; MS F 
generally renders prision, but SD 361b, 729b presion. The 
emendation to mrislsion in d" supports rhyme with prision. 

d: nemiga: 2.34. m[isJsion: 1.3. Apo 448d mision t 558c 
missiones; Alix 2543d, § 3.241. 



372. Su nom[n]e fue Te6[ph]ilo, si 10 saber queredes; 
catatlo en la (e)storia, si a mf non cre(y)edes. 
Asm6 la mala fem[n]a 10 que bien entendredes, 
que este era ducho de texer tales redes. 372 

373. [L]lam610 luego ella en muy grant poridat, 
ffzole entender toda su voluntat, 
si ge 10 acabasse prometi61 su verdat, 
que le darie grant preyio e toda e [n] guedat. 373 
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372a: nomrnle: Mi 353d "Peidro era su nomne" , 494a 
"nomnar"; Alix 1174d, 1175c. Nelson comments on the historic 
modernization of romance consonant groups, § 3.312. It is 
curious that in the Apo MS, (h)omne(s) « L HOMINEM) is 
maintained 77 times (of 96), while nomne(s) « L NOMINEM) is 
absent; nombre ( s-L occurs 24 times. Teo [ph] ilo: The support for 
this form « L THEOPHILUM) is found in vv. 386c, 391b, 403a. 

b: (e)storia: 2.34. Cf. 351d, ·and the formulaic 
insistence on the veracity of the story. 

c: femrnla: SD 301d, Alix 1000d. 
d: ducho: SO 55c "ducho de escrivir", Mi 149a "ducha 

de acorrer". Duecha (Mi 149a, MS I) is probably scribal. Ducho 
« L DOCTUM \ skilled, experienced') developed as did, for 
example, leche « L LACTEM), with the raising of the anterior 
vowel due to the palatalization resultant from the archaic 
contact between velar and dental consonants (Menendez Pidal, 
Gramatica, 44) . Duecha can be considered alongside coita/cuita 
> cueita as a case of analogical diphthongization, discussed 
in the opening chapter. texer: Alix 2541c texido, Mi 60c 
texida. 

373c: acabasse: Monedero: "llevase a cabo". The doublets 
acabar/acabecer, among many others, are studied by Nelson in 
Vind, wherein he states, "EI factor que mayor ejerce sobre el 
poeta para emplear tal variedad de sufijos es, claro, la rima 
consonante de la IIcuaderna vfa"; le sigue en importancia el 
ideal de regularidad metrica" (253). Acabecer is called for 
to substitute acaecer in 391c (mas quando non pudieron esso 
acabecer ll ), in which verse Monedero erroneously defines 
"acaeger" as 1I11evar a cabo ll . 

d: precio: < L PRETIUM. The noun in this context, as 
well as others in the poem (87c, 399d) , has an economic 
connotation ("premio, pago") as opposed to its frequent use as 
a qualifier of personal and social character (llestimaci6n, 
valor"), as in 10d, 18b. Corominas makes reference also to 
prez: IIviene del occitano antiguo pretz". E[nlguedat: 
\ 1 ibertad' ( < L AEQUITATEM \ j usticia' ). The importance of 
this rare word to the common lexical tradition of B (SD 76b) 



374. Peguntol el mangebo, toda via dubdando, 

375. 

como podrie seer, (7) en qual l[o]gar 0 quando; 
dixole que manana souiesse assechando 
quando ~obre Licorides [estidiesse] orando. TI4 

Por amor el astroso 
madurgo de manana, 
aguzo su cuchiello 
por matarla rezando 

de salir de lazerio, 
(7) fue [pora'l] ciminterio, 
por fer mal ministerio, 
los salmos del salterio. 375 
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and Alix (984d, 1165c) is analyzed by Nelson ("In Quest of the 
Select Lexical Base Common to Berceo and the Alexandre," 
Kentucky Romance Quarterly 22 (1975): 33-59, and Vind 221, 
412. 

374b: MS: seyer. iLl: 2.21. l[olgar: Although the Alix 
MSS show little consistency in their use of logar « L 
LOCALIS)/lugar, the MSS of B show a decided preference for 
logar (1. 3) . 

c: assechando: Alix 2074a. 
d: [estidiessel orando: Alix 23d "las tres partes del 

dia bien estido callando", Alix 292b. The elimination of the 
archaic strong perfect form accounts for hypometrical d". C.: 
"ella sovies''', also acceptable in light of SM 213a "Si 10 
acometiessemos quando sovies velando". A.: "s'hobiese orando". 

375. Compare the rhyme of this strophe with that of SD 
212: ministerio/monesterio/ciminterio/lacerio and Mi 317: 
monesterio/ medio/lazerio/cimiterio. See comparable rhyme 
schemes in SD 267, Mi 110, Alix 2571. 

a: MS: sallir. Lazerio: < L *LACERIA, < LACERARE. 
Alix 1180d, Mi 296a. 

b: madurgo: Monedero: "( < *maturicare), ya desde 
Berceo alterna con la forma metatizada, 'madurgo'''. For the 
dominion of pora and its elision with el, cf. Vind, 41-43. 

c: fer: 2.4. The poet avails himself of the triplets 
fer/ far/fazer to adapt to different metrical and rhyme needs. 
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376. La duena grant manana, como era (su) costum[n]e, 
* fue pora'l ciminterio con su pan e (con) su lum[n]ei 

aguis6 su en9ienso e encendi6 Sll lum[n]e, 
comenc;6 de rezar con toda mansedum [n] e . 376 

377. Mientre la buena duena leye su matinada, 
sali6 el traidor (falso) luego de la celada, 
prisola por los [pelos] e saco su espada, 
por poco Ie ouiera la cabec;a cortada. 377 

378. «Amigo», dixo ella, «nunca te fiz pesar, 
non te mereci cosa por que m(e) deues matari 
otro preQio non puedes en la mi muert(e) ganar, 
fuera (s) (a) tanto que puedes mortalmientre 

[pec [c] ar» . 378 

376. For costumne (in ryme with lumne): 8D 611, Hi (1) 1, 
Alix 1468. 

a: J...§.yl: 2.25. C., A.: "com' era su costumbre". 
b: J...§.yl: 2.25. In 8M 479c "avriemos pan e vino, 

temporales temprados", and 8D 772c "salut e tiempos bonos, pan 
e vino assaz", we observe the customary joining of the terms 
"pan e vino". To avoid the same rhyme word within a single 
strophe, we might edit h" to read "con su pan e aQumne", a 
word which Corominas defines as "medida de liquidos 
equivalente a la octava parte de una cantara". In LBA 1207c 
"bien cabe su ac;unbre e mas una meaja", acumbre is used to 
signify a measurement of wine. Through metonymy, acumne, a 
measurement of liquid, becomes associated with the liquid 
itself. 

c: encienso: "incienso"? « L INCENSUM): Sac 86b, 120a: 
incienso (MS I), encienso (MS B) i LBA 27b encienso. 

377b: (falso): The scansion of traidor with diaeresis 
leaves no room for falso; celada: < L CELARE. 

c: [pelos]: MS: cabellos. Mi 482b "prisolo p~r la 
mano", 8M 221b "prisieronse a pelos e a los cabec;ones". C.: 
"prisla por los cabellos", an unjustifiable emendation; priso 
is not subject to apocope. A.: "prisola los cabellos", fails 
to respect the normal use of the ind. obj., Ie: Mi 147c 
"prisieronli los ojos". 

378a: fiz: Apocopated 1a. sing. pret. "fiz(i)/fiz(e)": 
540d, SD 178c, Alix 1695c, 1706a. 

b: mJgl: 2.31, 403d; Du 79d, Alix 27d, Vind, 25-30. 
C ., A.: "que m'''. 

c: muert (e): 2.31. C.: "en mi muerte ganar"; A.: "la 
mi muert'''. Again, we see the combination "la mi" marking the 



379. Pero si de tu mano no[n] puedo escapar, 
dexame un poquiello al Criador rogar; 

* asaz puedes auer hora e vagar, 
non he, por mis peccados, qui (en) me venga uviar. 379 

380. Fue maguer(a) con el ruego un poco embargado; 
dixo «sf Dios me vala, que 10 fare de grado.» 
Pero que aguisasse c6m(0) liurasse priuado, 
ca non Ie podrie dar espa9io P [0] rlongado. 380 

381. Enclin6se la duena comen96 de llorar, 
«Senor», dixo, «que tienes el sol a tu mandar, 
e fazes a la luna crecer e enpocar, 
Senor tu me acorre por tierra 0 por mar. 381 

heightened, emotional value of the noun it modifies. 
d: fuera(s): Alix 39b, Sac 167b; (a) tanto: Alix, 

§ 2.32i pec[c]ar: < L PECCAREi Alix § 3.321. 
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379a: no[n]: « L. NON): no is a scribal modernization 
(Menendez Pidal, Gramatica, § 62). 

c: This verse is clearly defective; Marden's 
suggestion ("l9.tl hora e vagar", reproduced by Cesare) is 
insufficient, as is Alvar's ("hora e de vagar"). "Auer vagar" 
('tener ocasi6n u oportunidad', Mi 608b, LBA 867c) should not 
be altered. We might read the verse as "assaz pora fazerlo as 
ora e vagar". 

d: peccados: < L. PECCATUM, Alix § 3.321. Both Dutton 
and Nelson (Alix § 3.46) note quien frequently to be a 
modernization of qui. Dutton's Obras completas accept quien 5 
times, against 210 occurances of qui. In the Apo MS, gyi is 
present on 10 occassions r as opposed to 14 occurances of 
quien. MS: huujar. 

380a: maquer(a): Corbella: 'sin embargo'. Cf. 355c. MS: 
hun. Marden counts this as one of 262 cases of inorganic h in 
the MS (II, 6). 

c: com(o): 2.31. 
d: perlongado: Pidal, Janer: prolongado < L 

PROLONGATUM. M., C.: porlongado. SM 65c (I) porlongado, (F) 
prolongadoi SD 539a (H) porlongada, (F) prolongada. 

3 81c: enpocar: Corbella: "con el significado de 
'menguar', s6lo se documenta en esa epoca en este texto y 
parece una creaci6n del autor de Apolonio". Compare this 
strophe with SD 192bc: "declin6 los inojos, empe96 a 
rogar://'Sennor Dios a qui temen los vientos e la mar' ... i 
649cd: "Sennor, --dixo-- que mandas los vientos e la 



382. »So en tierras agenas, sin parientes criada, 

383. 

la madre [he] perdida, del padre non se nada; 
yo, mal non mere (s)ciendo, he a se[e]r [matada] 
Senor, quand(o) tu 10 sufres, so por ella pagada. 382 

»Senor, si la justi9ia 
si yo non 10 merezquo 
algun conseio tienes 
que (aqu)este traidor 

quisieres bien tener, 
p~r el mio mereger, 

per a mi acorrer, 
non me pueda ven ger». 383 

384. Se[di]endo Tarsiana en esta ora9ion, 
rencurando su cuita e su tribulacion, 
ouo Dios de la huerfana duelo e compassion; 
enviol' su acorro, (T) oyo su peti9ion. 384 

mar,//prendate de mi duelo, denna a mi catar." 
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382b: l.h.§l: Mi 751c "la alma he perdida, el cuerpo 
despreciado", 753d "agora he perdida, toda buena ventura". 

e: mere(slciendo: Alix 180d, § 3.3271. [matarJ: MS: 
martiriada (the restoration of disyllabic se[elr makes e" 
hypermetrical) . Ape 40b "por gladio 0 por yerbas, si matar 10 
pudieres". "Martiriar", documented in B, is used specifically 
to convey sacrifice for spiritual purposes, but there exists 
a semantic connection between the two verbs: SO 81bc "Todos 
estos son martires, unas nobles personas,//dexaronse matar, a 
colpes de azconas". 

d: guand(ol: 2.31. tu 10: MS: 10 tu. See Alix § 1.812 
concerning interpolation of object pronouns in MS O. 

383e: por a: MS: para. Concerning por, Nelson observes, 
"en la frase de preposicion se separa facilmente del termino
infinitivo": Mi 645c "non esperes que venga por a ti acorrer", 
Alix 1663a "los griegos son venidos por a mi conseguir" (Vind, 
41) . 

d: (agul este: 2.26. 

384a: Sediendo: Apo 16b, sedi [el n. SM 382b "sediendo 
christianismo en esta amargura". Concerning the preservation 
of intervocalic g in Band Alix: Vind, 132-139. 

e: compassion: < LL COMPASS IONEM, Mi 164a. 
d: envio, peticion: 2.32. iLl: 2.21. 



38S. Ya pensaua Te6[ph]ilo del gladio aguisar, 
asomaron ladrones, (que) andauan por la mar; 
vi [di]eron que el malo (e)nemiga querie far, 
dieron Ie todos bozes, fizieron Ie dubdar.3~ 

386. 

387. 

Coytaron la galea 
en (aqu)el traidor 
ouo pauor Te6philo 
fuxo pora la villa 

por amor de uuiar, 
falso mane querien echar; 
non quiso esperar, 
quanto 10 pudo far. 386 

Fue pora Dionisa todo 
ca ouiera grant miedo, 
«Senora», dixo luego, 
piensa c6mo me quites 

385a: Te6[phlilo: 372a. 

descolorado, 
[fuel todo demudado. 

«compli el tu mandado, 
e me fagas pagado». 387 

b: (que): 2.21. C. IIq'andavan ll , A. IIqu'andaban ll • 
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c: vi [dileron: (See 384a). In B, Alix and Apo, vio « 
VIDIT) always scans as disyllabic, and vieron « VIDERUNT) as 
trisyllabic, which fact supports the restoration of the 
original intervocalic d omitted by scribes. c.: IIvieron ll ; A., 
overlooks the correct scansion of vidieron: IIvieron qu' el 
traidor". (elnemiga: 2.34, Alix 16Sa, Mi 187b. 

386a: "por amor de": 'con la intenci6n (el deseo) de'. 
MS: huujar ( < L. OBVIARE) inorganic h. 

b: (aqu)el: 2.26. C.: no emendation; A.: "en aquel 
traidor" (omitting falso) . 

d: Observe the preservation of the strong preterite 
fuxo. SD SSc, 332d. c.: "fuy6". 

387b: MS: houjera. [Fuel: MS: "vinie t. d. 1I Mi S67a 
"Espant6se el bispo, fo todo demudado", Alix (P) 23b "cambi6-
s-le la calor, fue todo demudado". C.: "vinie demudado"; A.: 
"vinie tod' demudado". 

d: quites: 'liberes'. The context of this verse 
recalls the agreement exactly as it was made in 373d, showing 
a strict relationship, in this instance, with the Historia: 
IIquod praecepisti, factum est; comple, quod mihi promiseras ll 

(Alvar, II, 2S1). 
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388. Recudi6[le] la duena, mas non a su sabor: 
«Via», dixo, «d'aquende, falso e traidor, 
as fecho ome9idio [a] muy grant traici6n; 
lnon te prendr [a] por ello verguen9a nin pavor?». 388 

389. «T6rnate al(l) alde(y)a, (7) piensa de tu lauor, 
si no, au (e) ras [adiesso] [ira] del Criador; 
si mas ante mi vienes re9ibras tal amor, 

* qual (tG) fezist(e) a Tarsiana e non otro mejor».3~ 

388a: MS: duenya, no. Recudio [Ie] : Following Arnold (53), 
1. 5. 

b: d'aquende: Mi 393b, SD 655c, etc. 
c: kl: MS "7"; cf. 403ab "Senor que de Teophilo me 

quesiste guardar,//que me quiso el cuerpo a traici6n matar". 
The adverbial clause introduced by ~ is common in other mester 
works: Alix 1802d lIestos dos 10 mataron a traici6n mortal II , Du 
51a "matandome al Fijo a tan grant trai9i6n", SM 219a 
lIempezaron de darse a muy grant mission", etc. Grant: 350a. 
Although it seems unusual that the poet counted on acoustic 
equivalence for the common rhyme in -or, it is documented in 
Alix: 1132 baron/Criador/amor/emperador; cf. also Alix 437, 
445; § 2.24. C.: "//eres gran traidor ll ; A.: no change. 

d: prendr raJ: Following Alvar: IIpara que el verso 
tenga sentido, cambio prendra por prendre". Lo 53c' IIpavor me 
va prendiendo II . 

389a: alde(y)a: SD 735a lIaldeas", Marden (II, 6). 
b: radiessoJ: IIluego, en seguida", MS IIluego". Alix 

2007a IIfueron los indiano~ adiesso acorridos ll , Mi 677b "vinoli 
a las manos adiesso el tablero". au(e)ras: 2.35. The 
restoration of the syncopated future is overlooked by other 
editors. [ira]: Alvar suggests ira basing himself on the 
Historia: IIReuertere ad villam et insuper opus tuum facito, ne 
iratos dominum et dominam sentias" (II, 251). Cf. Lo 184b "ca 
auran de si mismos ira grand e despecholl. Also possible is lila 
ira del Senor" (Alix 193a). C.: no emendations. 

c: The motif of just reward (Ilqual fizo, atal prenda ll , 
Mi 373b) is prevalent throughout B: Mi 257d IIdesend qual 
mereciere, recibra tal onorll. 

d: Both C. and A. suggest the same emendation. 
Fezist(e): SD 241c, Mi 61c. This is the first verse in which 
Tarsiana is not scanned with diaeresis. Also possible would be 
"qual tG fezist(e) a [ella] II. 



390. Touo se el villano por muy mal enganado, 
[mas] querrie que non fuesse en el pleito entrado; 

muri6 en servidum[n]e, nunca end(e) fue quit ado , 
qui en tal se metiere non prendra meior grado.3~ 

391. Corrieron los ladrones a todo su poder, 
cuidaron a Te6philo alcan9ar 0 prender; 
mas quando non pudieron esso aca[b]eger, 
ouieron en la duena la sana a verter. 391 

392. Vi[di]eron [esta] nina 
asmaron de leuarla (7) 
podrien ganar por ella 
que nunca mas pUdiessen 

390a: MS: enganado. 

de muy [bel] pare(s)ger, 
sacarla a vender; 
mucho de buen auer, 

en pobreza ca (y) er. 392 
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b: [mas] guerrie: 'preferiria', Alix 1709b "mas quiero 
me yo mismo con mis manos matar", SD 317d "mas querrie seer 
ciega que veerse casada". Neither C. nor A. suggests an 
emendation to correct for the restoration of guerrie. 

c: end (e) : Mi 896a "End a poccos de dias, Dios 10 
quiso guiar", etc. Alvar notes "El villano no murJ.o en 
servidumbre, sino que fue puesto en libertad por la 
generosidad de Apolonio" (II, 147). V. 612d "de catiuo que 
era, dieronle qui ta9i6n" . 

391b: MS ha, ho. 
c: aca[b]ecer: MS: "mas, quando a esso non pudieron 

acaeger". See 373c regarding acabar/acabecer. Monedero defines 
"acaeger a esso" as "Llegar a ello, llevarlo a cabo". Arnold 
(55) originally suggested altering the word order: "m. q. non 
pudiessen (sic) a esso (a)caeger". 

392a: vi [di]eron: 384a, Mi 616d, Vind 132-139. Esta: As 
in A.: "Vieron esta nina//". SM 351b "Vidieron estos omnes 
ferament quebrantados"; C.: "Quando vieron la ninya//". [Bel]: 
"gran" is an unlikely qualifier for parecer, chosen to replace 
the learned adj. bel, or even buen: Alix 2427b "quando 
enloqueci6 por su bel parecer", SO 168c "todas de edat una e 
de buen parescer". See also SD 335a "bel miraglo". Pare (s) cer: 
Alix § 3.3271. 

c: mucho de: Syntactic doublet helps to satisfy the 
alexandrine meter. 2.4, Alix 110c, § 2.32. 

d: ca(y)er: see 368c. 



393. Fue [dend] la mesquiniella, en fuerte punto nada, 
puesta en la galea de rimos bien poblada. 
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Rimaron a [grant] priessa ca-s(se) temien de gelada; 
(ar)rib6 en Mitalena la catiua laz(d)rada.3~ 

394. Fue presa la catiua, al mercado sacada, 
el uendedor con ella, su bolsa apar(ei) ada. 
Vinieron compradores sobre cos a ta[j]ada 
[cal comprarla querien (r) por quanto serie dada. 394 

393a: [Dend]: Du 158b "mandaronme que fuesse dend a otro 
logar". C.: "end"; A.: no emendation. 

c: a [grant] priessa: Mi 198c "issi61is a grand 
pr~essa luego a la carrera"; cf. Alix 267b "subian a grant 
prJ.essa en los bancos someros". Also, "[muy] apriesa", as 
suggested by Staaff (Etude, 122), and Alix 81a. S(se): C. and 
A. restore c' by apocopating se. We observe flexibility in 
Berceo's use of the verb temer(se): SD 737c "ellos eran 
seguros, non se temien de nada"; SM 76c "movi610 la grant 
premia, ca temie de peccar". (Lo 157d, as edited by Dutton, 
"non . temien amenazas tant eran encendidos", suggests the 
restoration of menazas, and, consequently, that of §g). Such 
variety allows us to consider also the omission of the refl. 
pronoun. See Alix § 3.541 for the vulnerability of de 
following temer. 

d: (ar)rib6: 2.26. 

394a: Verses E! and Q support 2.21 (the poet's use of 
asyndeton) . 

b: apar(eilada: 'preparada', as in 58a, Alix 1699a 
"Narbozenes nin Besus no fuessen aparados", LBA 738b. 

c: ta[jJada: ( < tajar 'convenir en') MS: "tachada". 
Cf. Mi 658: "Sennor si por ventura fuero yo alongado,llqe non 
pueda venir al termino tajado, Ilporrelo ante ti qe me has 
enfiado,lle tG comoquequiere feslo a el pagado." 

d: ~: 'porque'. iLl: 2.21. 



395.*La villa Antinagora, teniela en poder, 
vi[d]o esta catiua de muy [bel] pareger. 
Ouo tal amor della que-s en[d] querie perderj 
prometi6les por ella [diez libras] de auer. 395 

396. [Vino] un omne malo, senor de soldaderas, 
asm6 ganar con esta ganancias tan pleneras. 

* Prometi6[les] dos tanto luego (de) las primeras, 
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por meterla a cambio (luego) con las otras 
[coseras. 396 

395a: The MS reading of a" is clearly flawed: "EI senyor 
Antinagora que la villa tenie en poder". Cf. 368a "//ouola a 
saber", 368c "//ouolo a prender", SD 177c "quando la abbad.f.a 
teniedes en poder". C.: "EI senyor que la villa ten.f.e en 
poder"; A.: "E. s. A. la villa tenie 'n poder ll

• The Latin text 
which coincides with this portion of the Apo renders IISed 
Athenagora nomine, princeps eiusdem ciuitatis, ... " (Alvar, II, 
253) . Other such passages in the Historia appear in the Apo as 
IIpr.f.nc;:ep de la c;:ibdat" (404a), senyor ss6 desta villa ll (473b), 
IIssennyor desta c;:ibdat" (573b). 

b: vi [dl 0: 384a. [bell parecer: 392a. 
c: que-s en [dJ: end = "por eso ll

• MS: que sen. Monedero 
correctly interprets the verse as meaning IIque estaba al punto 
de perder el juicio ll • Marden identifies the Aragonese 
pronominal en (II, 25). 

d: [diez librasl: MS: IIveynte pesar". As observed by 
Marden, this episode clearly coincides with the Historia, 
wherin the bartering progresses by units of 10, starting with 
10 in 395d. Alvar suggests correcting pesas with libras, 
supported in 498b. 

396a: MS: IIVn homne malo// II . One might expect that a' 
originally read IIvino un avol omne II j cf. 3 71b. [Vinol: 
Suggested by Marden. SD 626b IIVino un demoniado, de Celleruelo 
era II , etc. A.: IIPero u. o. m.// II .. 

c: MS: Itprometi6 por ella luego dos tanto de las 
primeras". I reproduce Cesare's reconstruction which restores 
c' I with the formula IIluego de las primeras ll • A.: IImeti6 por 
ella luego dos tanto las primeras It . Dos tanto: SD 614d 
IIquebrantava el cuerpo mas que solie, diez tanto ll , 234a IIEI 
otro tenie una seis tantos mas fermosa ll

• 

d: (luegol: Following M., IIluego is copied from 396c ll 

(II, 57). Coseras: Monedero: "« *CURSARIAM) 'prostitutas'.11 
Corbella considers the word to be an Ithapax semantico que con 
el significado de 'mozas de burdel' se documenta s610 en este 
texto ll (Corbella, Apo, 207). Janer, Marden, Cesare: caseras. 



397. Prometio Antinagora que l[e] darie las treynta, 
dixo el gar90n malo gue l' darie las quarenta; 
Antinagora luego puyo a las cinqu[e]nta, 

* el malo fediondo subio a las sex [e] nta. 397 

398. Dixo mayor paraula el mal aventurado: 
que de quanto ninguno diesse por el(l) mercado, 
0, si mas 10 quisiesse, de auer monedado, 
el efiadrie vey(e)nt(e) pesos de buen oro colado. 398 
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397a: 1Jgl: The restoration of the -ie conditional (MS = 
daria) calls for the full pronoun. The scribe may have been 
anticipating the apocopated form in b" que 1'. C., A.: no 
emendation. 

b: garcon malo: for the negative connotation of 
garcon: Alix 2145d "malos gar90nes", 2380a, Du 42c. darie: C. 
makes no change, ignoring the value of accents in the MS. A. 
drops the def. art. las. to maintain the -:La conditional 
ending. 

c: Antinagora luego. : MS: "1. Antinagoras"; alteration 
of word order suggested by Arnold (54). cinqu fel nta: MS: 
cinauanta. M. points to the faulty rhyme of the Aragonese 
forms cinquanta and sexanta as an indicator of the Castillian 
origin of the poem (II, 27). The criteria for A.'s 
reconstruction is obfuscated by his decision in this instance 
to reject "los aragonesismos en -anta," while accepting many 
other Aragonese forms throughout the MS. 

d: malo is questionable in hypometrical d'. possible 
emendations are [traidorl, [desleall, [mesquinol. C.: e. m. 
fediondo. A.: no change. Fediondo: MS: fidiondo. Mi 762a "yo 
mesquino fediondo qe fiedo mas qe can", 802c "ca es logar 
fediondo, fedionda confradria" , LBA 1528d "vil, fediondo es 
muerto, aborrida vileza", Si 74d "fedient". This noun form's 
resistence to inflection in other mester works also supports 
servientes/-as (160b, 633b) over sirvie [nJ tes (484a) , 
discussed in 1.4. See Alix § 3.24s, 3.252. 

39 Sa: paraula: L. PARABOLA, Prov. paraula. Corbella 
suggests the likelihood of a Catalan influence in this variant 
(Apo, 151). 

c: "de auer monedado": PMC 126 "non duerme sin 
sospecha qui aver trae monedado" , Alix 242b "dono-l quanto el 
quiso de aver monedado", Mi 876 "todo valdrie bien poco de 
aver monedado" , Si 42a. 

d: efiadrie: « L. INNADDERE) MS: enyadrie. Mi 587b 
ennadio, SD 227d ennadieron, Alix 972a efiadre. Vey(e)nt(e): 
The apocopated form of the substantive is preferred by Berceo: 
SM 124a II servie al Criador con todas veynt onzej as", Alix 



399. Non quiso Antinagora en esto porfi[di]ar; 
asmo que la dexasse al traidor comprar. 
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Quand(o) la ouies(se) comprada (que) yriejela logar; 
podrie por menos prec;io su cosa recabdar. 399 

400. Pagojela el malo, ouola de prender 
el[li] que no deuie una muger valero 
Aguisose la yiella pora'l mal menester, 
escriuio en la puerta el preyio del auer.4OO 

401. Esto dize el titulo qui 10 quiere saber: 
«Qui quisiere (a) Tarsiana primero cofiocer, 
una libra de oro aura i a poner; 
los otros sendas onzas [auran] a ofreyer».~l 

113d, 446d. 

399a: porfirdilar: For this etymological form, see SD 
112c porfidia, Alix 761d, Vind 132-133. 

b: asmo: 369a. 
c: quand(o) , ouies(se): 2.31; (que): 2.21; MS: IIque 

jela yrie logar ll • Logar is defined by Monedero as lIalquilarla 
para poseerla". 

d: precio: 373d. 

400b: elflil: Given the number of appearances of this 
form in B (116) and Alix (33, § 3.42), its absence in the Apo 
MS is conspicuous, and suggests scribal interference. C.: 11 Con 
e. q. n. d. lI ; A. improvises, basing himself the events of the 
Historia: 1I1agrimas no debie//". MS: huna. 

c: ciella: MS siella, correction of M.; Mi 166c, SO 
132b. 

d: MS: escriuyo. 

401b: ~: Following Alvar. The vulnerability of the 
accusative ~ is discussed in 2.23. C.: IIq. quisier a T.II. MS: 
conyoscer, Alix § 3.3271. 

c: MS: vna, hi 
d: sendas: As in 210a, 'una para cada cual', Si 37c. 

fauran]: As suggested by Marden (I, 47). 



402. Mientre [que] esta cosa andaua reboluiendo, 
fue la barata ma18. la duena entendiendo. 
Rogo al Criador de los ojos vertiendo, 
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«Senor», diz, «til me val, (que) yo a ti me 
[ (a) comiendo .402 

403. »Senor, que de Teophilo me qu[i]siste guardar, 
que me quiso el cuerpo a traicion matar, 
Senor, la tu u[i]rtud me deue amparar, 
que no m (e) puedan el alma gar<;:ones enconar». 403 

404. En esto Antinagora, princep de la <;:ibdat, 
rogo al traidor, de firme voluntat, 
que Ie diesse el pre<;:io de la virginidat, 
que gelo otorgasse, por Dios, en caridat.4M 

402a: Mientre [quel: For mientre/mientre que, 2.4., 377a, 
Alix 2144a, Mi 86a. C.: "M. [que]"; A.: "M. [ell e. c." 

b: MS: duenya. 
d: MS: Senyor; (que): 2.21; (a)comiendo: suggested by 

Arnold (50), 2.26. C.: "//qu' yoatim' acomiendo"; A.: "que 
a ti me comiendo". 

403a:qu[ilsiste: MS: quesiste: To harmonize this isolated 
form with the rest of the preterite stems in quis-. 

b: "a traicion matar": Cf. 388c. 
c: v[ilrtud: MS: vertud: Alix 94c, Mi 280a. The 

scribal alteration of many learned forms used by mester poets 
is discussed by Nelson in Alix § 3.242. MS: anparar. 

d: ~: 2.31. Enconar: 'contaminar, profanar'. Hi 6a 
"tu guia nuestra vida qe no 10 enconemos", Alix 1378b "ay 
sierpe enconada, mal passeste la mar". 

404a: MS: princep. 
b: de firme voluntad: SD 644c "de fl.rme voluntad 10 

devedes oir", Sac 231c "e de los santos martires de firme 
voluntad" , Alix 1609b "mostro que Ie pesava de toda vountat". 



405. Ouo est a primi9ia el princep otorgada; 
la huerfana mesquina, sobr[a] gent (e) adobada, 
fue con grant procession al [ostal] enviada; 

* qui quier gel0 verie que ella [fue] for9ada.~5 

406. Salieron se los otros finco [ella] senera. 
Romanecio el lobo solo con la cordera. 
Mas como Dios 10 quiso, ella fue bien artera; 
con sus palabras planas metiolo en (la) carrera.~ 

407. Ca[d]iole a los pie [de] s, comen90 a dezir, 
«Senor mercet te pido, que me quieras oir, 
que me quieras un poco esperar e sofrir; 
auer-t-& Dios del cielo por ello que gradir. 4OO 

40Sa: primicia: < L. PRIMITIAM 'firstfruit'. 
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b: sobr[a]: 'muy', see 349b; gent (e) adv. 
'hermosamente', Mi 365c "el ninnuelo del fuego estorcio bien 
e gent", Alix 944a "movio gent su palabra, comen90 de dezir". 
Alix 1386d "sobra bien adobados de ora e d'argent". 

c: MS: gran; procession: Mi 169b, Alix 333b, § 3.327s. 
[Ostal] : Marden writes "the earliest French prose version has 
bordel, while the later Brussels manuscript has hostel or 
ostel ... Consequently we may emend to espital or ostai" (II, 
58). C.: [ostal], A.: [avoll. 

d: MS: "Veyer gelo ye quien quiere quella yua 
for9ada." C.: "veyerlo ie quien quiere qu'ella iva for9ada"; 
A.: "veyerlo hie quien quiere qu' ella iba for9ada." Cf. , 
however, Alix 201d "qui quier gelo verie que la tenie m&s 
clara", 579b "qui quier ge 10 verie que el non avie miedo", 
2.31; [fue]: supported by the preterits a' ouo, c' fue. 

406a: MS: sallieron, sse. [Ella]: Following C. and A. The 
same emendation was suggested in 389d. Perhaps the tainted 
hemistichs involving the proper name are due to a scribal 
pattern of substituting ella with Tarsiana (2.32). 

d: l.l§l.: Alix 1180c "metio se en carrera por veer es 
logar", SM 324b "entraron en carrera fincando sos bordones", 
2.24. To eliminate the extra syllable in d", C. and A. follow 
Staff's suggestion, metiol'. 

407a: MS: cayo, pies. See Vind 132-139; pie[dels: 
(suggested also by A.) as in 586a "cayo al rey a piedes//", 
513a, 571d. 

d: gradir: 2.4. Observe the poet's use of the doublets 
gradir/gradecer in ryme position, comparing this verse with 
545d "siempre aure por ello a Dios que gradeger". 



408. »Que tu quieras agora mis carnes quebrantar, 
podemos aquf am[b]os mortal mientre peccar. 
Yo puedo perder mucho, tu non puedes ganar; 
(tu) puedes en tu nobleza mucho menoscabar.~8 

409.»Yo puedo por tu fecho perder [auze] e fado; 
ca(y)eras por mal cuerpo tu en mortal peccado. 
Omne eres de pre9ioj isi te ve(y)as logrado!, 
sobre huerfana pobre non hagas des(a)guisado».~ 
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40Ba: Compare the use of "quebrantar carnes" in this 
context as opposed to SD63b "Los monges de Egipto, compannas 
benedictas,//por quebrantar sus carnes faciense heremitas". 

b: am[bJos: Concerning the scribal reduction mb > m in 
Alix, Nelson states that IIp reduce MB a m al paso que la 
conservaci6n de mb es rasgo que tipifica el habla riojana de 
Berceo" (§ 3.31). Ambos is absent in the MS. MS: pecar: 378d. 

d: (Tu); C.: "tu puedes en noble9a" j A.: "tu puedes tu 
noble9a". Menoscabar, meaning 'disminuir, deteriorar', is 
complemented by the prep. en as well as the pos. pron. in Alix 
1322d "podria en mi precio grant menoscabo fer". Cf. also Alix 
1862d "menoscab6 el rey mucho de au bondat", SD 82b "nin que 
menoscab6 de la au sanctidat", 679d "era de au memoria mucho 
menoscabada" . 

409: The stylistic juxtaposition of "tu -- yo" is common 
to the clerecia works (cf. 408c, Du 73d "tu sufres el lacerio, 
yo los malos sabores", SL 67b "tu entrar en tal cena, yo 
fincar desfamnido". 

a: auze: 'suerte' MS: "perder ventura T fado." Sig 26b 
"que por su abze mala vendi6 a su Sennor", Mi 778 a "Dissoli: 
«i.En qe andas, omne de auze dura?". SD 420c. C.: "//perder 
ventura, fado"; A.: no change. 

b: peccado: 379d. 
d: des (a)guisado: 2.26. Arnold (51), 306d, SD 328c, 

Alix 1679b. 



410. Contole sus periglos quantos auie sofridos, 
com(o) ouo de chiquiella sus parientes perdidos; 
aviendo muchos bienes del padre recibidos, 
com (m) 0 ouiera amos falsos e descre!dos. 410 

411. El pringep Antinagora, que vinie denodado, 
fue con estas paraulas fieramient amans(s)ado. 
Torno contra la duena, el cora90n cam[b]iado; 
recudi61e al ruego e fue bien acordado. 411 

412. «Duena, [yo] bien entiendo esto que me dezides, 
que de lina(t)ge sodes, de buena part (e) venides. 
Esta peticion que vos a mi pedides, 
ve (y) 0 10 por derecho, ca bien 10 concluides. 412 
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410a: periglos: < L. PERICULUM, Lo 197b, Alix 353b. Cf. 
398a paraula, 375b madurgo. 

b: com(o): 2.31. Monedero: "parientes ( < PARENTES 
'padre y madre') deri va do directamente del etimo· clasico, 
'padres' . II 

c: MS: II aviendo de su padre muchos bienes re9ibidos II • 

I Follow the emendation of Cesare. A.: no cange. 
d: MS: commo, houiera, descreydos. 

411b: fieramient: This original apocopated form survived, 
opposed to fieramient (r) e, found 3 times in hypermetrical 
hemistichs: 200a, 480c, 569d. 

c: cam[bJiado: MS camiado, 408b. 

412a: ~: C. and A. follow Marden's suggestion and 
restore the personal pronoun ~, support for which 
emendation is found in Alix 0 2490ab "Repuso-l el un arvol muy 
fiera razon/ / 'Rey, yo bien entiendo la tu entenci6n". Cf. also 
SD 174c "quiero que 10 entiendas, si bien non 10 entiendes", 
436c "etendiolas por Dios, estas nuevas estrannas", SL 13a 
"Bien 10 entiendes, Padre, ca eres bien membra do II , Alix 800b 
"maguer loco me fazes, se los bien entender", 73b "di que 
fagan su debdo, qua bien 10 entendran". 

b: lina(t)ge: (also 491a, 496c; linage 169b, 172d, 
362c): 1.4; -tg- for -g- identified by Marden as Aragonese 
(II, 24). part (e) : Alix 94d, Sac 230d. The same emendation is 
needed in 46d "a qual part (e) es caido//". 

c: peticion: M., C., A.: II [Por] e. p.". Nelson affirms 
that the noun scans as both trisyllabic and tetrasyllabic 
(Vind, 80). The addition of por hinders the comprehension of 
the verse. 

d: MS: concluydes. 



413. »Todos somos carnales, (7) auemos a morir, 
todos esta ventura auemos a seguir. 
Demas el omne deue [asmar e) comedir, 
que qual aqui fiziere, tal aura [a] padir. 413 

414. »Diome Dios una fija, tengola por casar. 
A todo mio poder querriala guardar, 
porque non la querria ve(y)er en tal logari 
por tal entenci6n vos quiero perdonar. 414 

413a: l..r.l: 2.21. 
b: MS: ha. 
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c: MS: elli [asmar e]: As suggested by Marden. Cf. 
481a "non pudo comedir nin asmar tal manera", SM 55b "non la 
podrie nul omne asmar nin comedir", Alix 1616c "yo non 10 se 
asmar, nin 10 se comedir". 

d: lBl: MS: de (to maintain the uniformity of auer + 
S. + inf.). This strophe's moralizing tone parallels that 
encountered at the end of the poem, starting with vv. 651: 
"Muerto es Apolonio, nos a morir auemos/ /por quanto nos 
amamos, la fin non oluidemosi//qual aqui fizieremos, alIa tal 
recibremos/ lalla iremos todos, nunca aca saldremos". Marden's 
belief that "these stanzas are clearly a later addition, 
probably by the scribe" (II, 65), is, I feel, unustified. 

414a: MS: huna 
d: por tal entenci6n: 2.32. SM 225c, La 164d. Alix 

2490b "rey, yo bien entiendo la tu entenci6n". Vind, 76. 
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415. »Demas por el buen padre (de) que uos me ementastes, 
e por la razon buena que tan bien enformastes, 
quiero uos dar agora mas que (uos) non demandastes, 

* que uos uenga emiente [el logar do-m uviastes] .415 

416. »El pre9io que daria pora con uos peccar 
quiero (uos) 10 en donado ofreger e donar. 
Que si uos non pudier[ed]es por rue go escapar, 
al que a uos entrare datlo [por] uos quitar. 416 

415a: lQtl: 2.22. 'Ementarde' (= 'hablar'), appears as 
a syntactic doublet, to accomodate meter, in Alix 1992c IIde 
dos amigos bueno vos quiero ementar ll • Marden (II, 107) cites 
Lapidario 6a, 35: lila piedra a que llaman Tuminon, de que ya 
ementamos en este libro. II However, the prep. de in combination 
wi th the conj unction que is infrequent in B. C.: II d. q. v. 
m' ementestes II; A.: II d. q. v. (me) ementestes II. In order to 
accomodate the rhyme of d viestes, M., C., and A. alter the 
rhyme of MS abc (2nd pl. -ar pret. -astes) to -iestes (Marden, 
II, 58). Nelson, however, determines 2nd pl. -iestes to be 
scribal (Alix § 3.45s). 

b: enformastes: Alix 2495c IItraen ante los pechos la 
cara enformada ll , LBA 13a lIenforma e ayuda ami, el tu 
a9 i preste ll

• 

c: (uos): 2.25: The pers. pronoun is scribal. Both C. 
and A. prefer to drop the pleonastic non, a trait which is 
common to these mester works: 8i9 56b IIseran muchos ligeros 
mas que non es el viento ll

, Alix 693d "ante fara nemiga que non 
sea rancado". 

d: MS: \I / / en qual logar me viestes II. Although Monedero 
provides no documentation to support uyastes ( 'uviar' < LL. 
OBVIARE 'encontrar'), she demonstrates perspicacity in 
questioning viestes and suggesting a form of the verb uviar as 
the probable original rhyme word. 

416a: MS: para. 
b: The rather ordinary rei tera t ion of II donado ... donar 11 

does not seem characteristic of the poet. (uos): The syntax 
here does not require the indo obj. One must be suspicious of 
the unusual number of appearances of the word uos, beginning 
with vv. 415: thirteen times in 3 strophes. 

c: When syncope occurs in fut. subj., it is scribal 
(Vind, 140-141). Cf. touieredes in caesura, 358b. 

d: [porl MS: para. 



417. »Si uos d [e] (aqu) esta mafia [podedes] estorcer, 
* mientre 10 mfo durare, non uos faldra auer. 

El Criador uos quiera ayudar e valer, 
que v6s vuestra fazienda podades bien poner». 417 

418. Con esto Antinagora fue(sse) pora su posada; 
presto souo [un] otro por entrar su vegada. 
Mas tanto fue la duefia sauia e adonada, 
que gan6 los dineros e non fue viol ada .418 

419. Quantos ahf vinieron e a ella entraron, 
todos se convertieron, todos por tal passaron. 
[Nul] dana nol' fizieron, los aueres [d]exaron; 
de quanto (que) aduxieron, con nada non tornaron. 419 
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417a: MS: daquesta: 2.26; pudierdes: again, the 
syncopated fut. subj. is scribal. Support for the restoration 
of the present tense of poder in this conditional construction 
is in 81d "preso sere traido si me pueden fallar", 279ab "ante 
de poca ora, si el cuerpo tenemos,// seremos todos muertos, 
estorger non podemos". 

h: The pos. pronoun mfo is disyllabic (Mi 644b 
"acreer-t he 10 mfo sin otro fiador"), suggesting interference 
in h' . 

418a: Fue(sse): The refl. pron. is superfluous also in 
321a "Fuese luego el maAstro, non 10 quiso tardar". Cf. 328c 
"fue pora su posada del su huespet querido" , 329a "Fue 9ierto 
a la casa, ca antes la sabi~", Mi 303d "fo pora parafso do 
sera siempre sano". 

h: l1illl: Mi 431a "de un otro miraclo vos queremos 
contar", SD 289a "queremosvos un otro libriello comen9ar". MS: 
para; C.: "Presto pora entrar fue otro su vegada"; A.: "Presto 
sobo otro por e. s. v.". 

e: MS: duenya. 

419a: vinieron: In internal rhyme with h conuertieron, e 
fizieron, d aduxieron. 

h: conuertieron: The lack of inflection e > i 
suggests the infinitive converter: Vind, 173. 

e: [Null: Arnold, 50; C.: "[Nul] d. n. f."; A.: 
"Negun dana l' fizieron". [dlexaron: MS: lexaron: Alix, 4c, § 
3.322. 

d: (que): 2.21. At times, awkward phraseology caused 
the scribes to introduce conjunctions. Cf. 356d "[0] por padre 
o por madre cuales deues catar". C.: "d. q. q'aduxieron"; A. 
"d. q. (que) a." 



420. Quand(o) vino a la tarde, el [meidia] passado, 
avie la buena duena tan grant auer ganado, 
que serle con 10 medio el traidor paqado; 
r[idi]esele el oio al malauenturado.~o 

421. Vi[d]o a ella [leda], (T) fue en ella artera. 
Quando el tal la vido, plogol' de grant manera. 
Dixo, «Agora tienes, fija, buena carrera; 
quando alegre vienes, ( T) muestras cara sol tera» . 421 

422. Dixo la buena duena vn sermon tan temprado, 
«Senor, si 10 ouiesse [yo] de ti condonado, 
otro mester sabia, que es mas sin peccado, 
que es mas ganancioso e [mucho] mas on (d) rado. 422 
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420a: guand(o): 2.31; [meidial: 2.35; MS: mediodia: Du 
132a "El viernes a la tardi, el meydia pasado", SM 380b 
"miercores a meydia murio otra vegada". 

b: MS: duenya, gran. 
d: r [idil esele: MS: reyessele: Vind 138, SD 481a 

ridie. The image portrays the covetous glee of the alcahuete. 

421a: rledal: MS: "vio a ella alegre//". The disyllabic 
scansion of vido produces hypremetric a'. The scribal 
interference likely lies in the rejection of the archaic leda: 
Mi 448d IIsi yoguiesse en vanno mas leda non seria", Alix 804b 
"ledo e de justicia e de grant piadat", LBA 1305b "coide estar 
vic;:ioso, plazentero e ledo". i1:l: 2.21. 

422a: temprado: Cf. Sig 27b II ferlis ha un sermon temprado 
e sabroso", Alix 1955b "a la sabor del tiempo que era tan 
temprado" . 

b:l.yQl: Marden observes "the subject is regularly 
expressed with condonari cf. 192b, 303d, 423a" (II, 58). 

c: MS: gues. The possible significance of this verse 
to the date of composition of the Apo, and, furthermore, its 
pertinence to the clerecia school of the thirteenth century, 
is discussed by Hilty (190). He suggests that the reference of 
"mester sin pecado" is a play of words related to vv. 2 of 
Alix, implying the Apo poet's knowledge of those lines, and 
thus the posteriority of the Apo in relation to the Alix. 

d: MS: gananciosoi [muchol: MS "T es mas ondrado"; cf. 
Mi 745b lifo despues mas servido, e mucho mas preciado ll , SD 
674b "desende adelante fo mucho mas preciado". C .. A.: "e que 
es m. h."; On(d)rado: the epenthesis of d is scribal. 



423. »Si tu me 10 condonas, por la tu cortesia, 
que meta yo estudio en essa maestria, 
quanto tu demandasses, yo tanto te daria; 
tu auries grant ganancia, e yo non peccaria. 423 

424. »De qual guisa se quiere que pudiesse se(y)er, 
* que [la] mayor ganancia tu pudiesses auer, 

por esso me compreste, (7) esso deues fayer. 
A tu prouecho fablo, deuesmelo cre (y) er». 424 

425. El sermon de la duefia fue tan bien adona do 
que fue el corayon del gary on amansando. 
Diole poco de pla90 a dia sefialado, 
mas que ella catasse que auie demandado.4~ 
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423: Tarsiana uses the same "tu - - yo" rhetoric when 
convincing Antinagoras to avoid falling into sin with her, VV. 

408-409. 
c: MS: demandases. 
d: MS: grant; pecaria. 

424a: J:lill: The superlative fits the context of the 
passage: Lo 196a "La mayor esperanza nos en Dios la tenemos", 
Also "que [tu] mayor ganancia pudiesses [end] auer". C.: 
"Quanto m. g."; A.: "Porque m. g.". 

c: compreste: 2nd sing. pret. -este: Mi 779 busguest, 
Alix 1777 cuydeste; see Alix § 3.451. 

425a: MS: duenya. 
b: amansando: Marden states "amansa(n)do is a 

possible, though unnecessary, emendation" (II, 58). Both C. 
and A. edit amansado. However, -ando and -ado are acceptable 
acoustic equivalents (Alix § 2.241). Furthermore, fue most 
commonly appears accompanied by the gerund in the poem: 197a 
"fue en este comedio el estudio siguiendo", 229a "fue el rey 
metiendo mientes en la razon", etc. 

c: MS: "Diole playo poco". Cf. 606d "fue en poco de 
rato esto todo boluido", Mi 2S8a "aya tanto de plazo hasta los 
treynta dias". MS: ha. 

d: MS: catase; hauie. 



426. Luego el otro dia, de buena madurgada, 
leuant6se la duefia ricamient(e) adobada. 
Priso una viola, buena e bien temprada, 
e sali6 al mercado violar por soldada. G6 

427. Comeny6 unos viesos e unos sones tales, 
que traien grant dulyor, e eran naturales. 
Inchie[ro]nse de omnes apriessa los portales; 
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non 1 [0] s cabien (en) las playas, subien(se) a los 
[poyales .427 

madurgada: 375b. 426a: 
b: cf. 288b "cuerpo bien assentado, ricamient (e) 

adobada", Alix 245d "todas fasta diez aftos rica ment 
adobadas" , SO 179ab. 

c: MS: huna; viola: 2.32 
d: MS: sallio. 

427a: MS: hunos; viessos: < L. VERSUM, 85c. 
c: MS: finchiense. For inchir, see Yakov Malkiel, «La 

F inicial adventicia en esp. ant.», RLiR XVIII (1954), 161-
191, Vind, 159-161. The preterite fits the context and 
restores perfect meter. Also possible would be a rearrangement 
of word order: "inchiense [muy] apriessa de omnes los 
portales". C. and A.: no changes. 

d: In agreement with Cesare. Cf. SD 445d "non los 
cabie la claustra maguera larga era". Marden discusses the 
transitive and intransitive uses of the verb caber, confused 
here by the scribe, as in Alix 0 203b "non los cabien en los 
campos" (II, 47-48). A.: "no cabien en las playas/I". 
subien(se): The refl. is clearly scribal; sobir is not used 
reflexively in B or Alix, or Apo. 
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